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Inaugural Address
By Roland J. Desrochers
Delivered on January 4, 1962
Father Houde, Rev. Armitstead, Members of the School Board,
Members of the City Council, Friends:
Sixty Seven years ago Franklin was incorporated as a city. Since
that time thirty three different persons have guided our course. We
must all agree that during those sixty seven years Franklin has chang-
ed considerably. Every year brings new technological developments
which affect us in one way or another and because of these develop-
ments we find that we must drop our old methods and adopt new
methods. This is progress and it is something of which we should not be
afraid. We all resent changes, that is human nature. We like to coast
along in our old ways and have less work and less thinking to do. How-
ever, we cannot follow a course such as this or we will become stag-
nant, we will be virtually dead. We must break the bonds of tradition,
we must forge ahead and to do so will require changes, many changes
and each of these changes demands that we all do a lot of thinking. They
must be thoroughly analyzed to determine whether they will be good for
us or not. What is good for our neighbor is not necessarily good for us.
When I thing about changes I think of a policy which was taught to me
by my English professor in college. He taught me this — "Do not be the
first to adopt the new, nor the last to drop the old." That policy has
served me well up to now and I feel certain that it will continue to guide
my actions for the better in the future.
This year of 1962 which we are just now beginning will in my opinion,
be an historic one. It may be a disastrous year or it may be a glorious
year. The developments on the international scene will determine
which it will be. The world situation is very serious and very critical
and could explode at any moment. I have every confidence in our
national government that they will guide us well over the rough seas
of 1962. I am certain that a little prayer to the Almighty on our part
to help our national leaders have a little more wisdom, a little more
foresight than those from behind the Iron Curtain with whom they must
deal.
On the state level this will be an election year. That is the area where
much work can and should be done. I feel very strongly that the state
government has been very lax toward the cities and towns. The state
has practically all of the sources of revenue bottled up and yet they
keep almost all of it. There is almost nothing at all returned to you the
taxpayers of the local communities while the state expands and builds,
and adds to its personnel. That is not fair. The state government must
find a way to return more money to the local communities. This
must be done without the imposition of either a sales tax or an income
tax to both of which I am very strongly opposed. Recently it was pro-
posed, at the state level, that we abandon our school supervisory
unions and have regional High Schools. This was proposed by the same
people who are opposed to federal aid to education because they say
we will be controlled by the federal government. Be that as it may but
let us bear in mind that they are now attempting to control local
schools from the state level without giving the necessary financial aid
to the local community. The state government must keep their nose in
theii- own business and not try to tell us how we are going to run our
schools unless they are willing to take over the financial burden that
goes with it. There is enough work which can be done at the state level
to bring their own house in order, increase efficiency, eliminate waste
to keep their people busy for a long, long time. When we go to the polls
this election year let us remember that it is time to get someone in office
who will see to it that we get our rightful share of state collected funds
returned to us.
On the local level we have only two major problems confronting us
this year. One is the construction of the addition to the High School
and the other is the proposed Zoning Ordinance. With regards to the
new addition to the High School I will insist that it be built according to
the law. That is and I quote "all new schoolhouses shall be constructed
under the direction of a joint special committee, chosen in equal num-
bers by the city councils and the school board ." The school board and
the city council have enough to do without having to spend their time
on the construction of a building. We have a very capable building
committee in which I have every confidence so let us let them do their
job, the job which we appointed them to do. They will do it much better
and much more readily without continued interference from us. We
shall however make ourselves available for consultation at any time,
if requested by the building committee.
The Zoning Ordinance which has already had its first reading before
the city council is of very great importance to all of us. I firmly believe
it is something which we need here in Franklin to protect our citizens
and their property. However I want to caution each of you on the
council to read and read again and read very carefully the ordinance
in its entirety before you pass on it for its second reading. This will
enable you to better understand all of its provisions and the reasons
for them. Should you find parts of it which ycu do not fully understand
I will be happy to call the Planning Board into session with you for a
full and complete discussion. Remember this, however, that a Zoning
Ordinance is a regulatory ordinance and as such will of necessity
hurt some individuals for the good of the majority. To the people of
Franklin I say this. Make your feelings about zoning known to your
councilmen. The only position they can take is that no comment from
you is an indication to them that you are in favor of zoning. If you are
opposed to it write them and let them know. If you are in favor of it then
write them and let them know.
There are several minor problems which need our close attention
this year and I would like to discuss some of them briefly with you now.
TAXES — Our tax burden in Franklin is high, to that we will all
agree. I believe that with the cooperation of the school board, it will be
possible to hold the tax rate at its present level. Our own city depart-
ments will have to cooperate also, and by this I mean that we must
have greater efficiency in all our departments with correspondingly re-
duced costs.
SCHOOLS — This administration has always had satisfactory rela-
tionships with the school department. For my part it will continue to be
the same. To the school board I say this. We have every faith in you and
we know you are careful in approving additions to the school system
which are not absolutely necessary. We know that you will consider
our abUity to pay v.^hen you are considering your budget requests.
The public schools of Franklin spend over 52% of the tax dollar and this
is in a city which has a Parochial school which handles the education
of over 400 children at no cost to the taxpayers. Certainly we cannot be
accused of not giving our children a proper education because of a lack
of funds. Here as well as in all our departments we must look for in-
creased efficiency with the resulting decreased costs. I am sure
that the school board will fmd the way to accomplish this.
WATER DEPARTMENT — Although this department is not one of
our regular city departments run by the councU it is a wholly owned
subsidiary and ais such is subject to some degree of control by the
city council. In the past the cooperation between the water department
and the city has not been good. Last year it increased to a good extent
but cooperation to the fullest degree is needed and must be achieved.
Water rates are now at a sufficient level to yield enough revenue for
the department to start saving towards the cost of large additions to
the water system which will be necessary in the near future. All of the
revenue cannot be spent as fast as it comes in. The last major improve-
ment to the water system at a cost of $75,000 was paid for by the city
but we cannot expect the city to do this again. The Water Department
must stand en its own financially.
ORDINANCES — This year we hope to finish the revision of ordi-
nances which was started last year. Most of the work has been done
and I hope to see this task completed satisfactorily early this year.
PUBLIC WORKS AND HIGHWAYS — This department has been
operating very well under the direction of our engineer Gordon Hanchett.
However I am certain that we need a continued effort to more fully
utilize the available manpower and machinery so that we can provide
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even better service to our citizens. I fully realize the need for the re-
placement of some equipment in this department. For this purpose
I am requesting the Highway Committee to meet with me tomorrow
evening to completely discuss their needs. Our sidewalk program final-
ly got under way this past year although it was not completed due to bad
weather. This year we must start on our sidewalk program in the
spring to insure its completion to the extent of the funds available.
INSURANCE AND SAFETY — Duilng 1961 the council completed
a very extensive study and revision of the city's insurance coverage.
This resulted in much greater insurance coverage at a very slight in-
crease in cost. However there was one area that we did not cover and
that is workmens compensation insurance. Workmens Compensation
Insurance takes up about one third of our total insurance budget. Be-
cause we have never been safety conscious we have been on an assigned
risk in the past. This year our insurance carrier managed to get us out
of that category thereby saving over three hundred dollars on this policy.
I firmly believe this is an area where a little effort on our part can
result in substantial savings to the city as well as to safer working
conditions for our employees. For this reason I am naming a Safety
Committee which will meet once a month with me to review our prac-
tices and conditions so that we may make our departments safe places
to work. The committee will consist of the heads of the Highway,
Police, Fire and Recreation departments along with councilman La-
Plante. Our insurance carrier will be requested to attend our safety
meetings and to bring the safety engineer of our insurance company
with him. The first meeting of this committee will be held sometime
within the next two weeks.
PURCHASING — Lately our departments have been getting very lax
in the proper procedure for making purchases of materials or services.
Effective immediately I am charging all committees to be absolutely
sm-e that written purchase orders are obtained from the Purchasing
Agent before any purchases are made and not to make purchases for
the purpose of can'ying an inventory of any items which are very
readily obtainable.
BUDGETS — Each department must submit their budget requests in
quadruplicate so that one copy will be available to each member of the
Finance Committee. No budget requests will be accepted unless there
are four copies submitted. All budget requests must be in the hands
of the finance committee by the first of February. This is necessary
so that they can be reviewed and presented to the council for adoption
by the fh-st of March.
CITIZEN INTEREST IN GOVERNMENT — For some reason un-
known to me the people of Franklin do not take an active interest in the
administration of the affairs of the community. Attendance at coun-
cil meetings, budget hearings, and public hearings has been very poor.
Active interest on tlie part of our citizens to engage in the manage-
ment of city affairs is at a very low ebb. It Vvould almost appear that
people consider politics a du-ty word. If that is the case then we are so
very wrong and we must change our thinking. Politics is the basic
system upon which our government is based. Without it we cannot have
a democratic form of government, we cannot have a government of
the people, by the people, and for the people. To participate in govern-
ment, to do your share for the good government of your community
is more than youi" duty, it is an honor and a pleasure to serve in such a
capacity and to see the community grow and develop. One cannot fully
understand the workings of a democratic goveiTiment until he takes
an active part in it.
Perhaps some people are afraid to get their name printed in the
newspaper. We should not be afraid of that because we should not be
ashamed of what we say or what we think. When we reach the point
that we are afraid to speak our views in public for all to scrutinize
then something is wrong with us. Either we have not thought the
problem out fully or we are letting our own or some other interest in-
fluence our thinking. We will find I am sure that if we think problems
out looking for a solution which will be good for all of us then and only
then, will we be able to speak our views in public and not be afraid of
what the newspapers might say.
I want to extend to each of you a personal invitation to come to the
council meetings and see first hand how yom- government is run. If
you do then I am sure that you will change your opinion of politics and
you will want to take an active part. When you the people of Franklin,
begin to take an active part in your government, then and only then
will we have a healthy and prosperous community.
In closing I want to wish to each of you and to your families a very




Elected annually on the fourth Tuesday of November. Salary
$2,000.00 a year.
Roland J. Desrochers
Members of the City Council
Elected by wards for three years. One member from each ward.
Elected on the fourth Tuesday of November annually. $15.00 for
each regular Council meeting attended.
Ward 1 Term Expires
Raymond Emerson January, 1963
Arthur LaBonte January, 1964
Howard Kelley January, 1965
Ward 2
George Sargent January, 1963
Richard Paulhus January, 1964
William Geider* January, 1965
*Resigned October 1, 1962. Real Michelin sworn in December
3, 1962 to replace him.
Ward 3
Reginald Laplante January, 1963
Delias Lambert January, 1964
John Chapley January, 1965
City Clerk, Tax Collector, Paymaster, Clerk of the Assessor's office
and Custodian of Memorial Hall
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $4,725.00 a year.
Mildred S. Gilman
Overseer of the Poor and Purchasing agent
Elected annually by the City Council. Salary $63.00 per week.
Expense allowance $20.00 per week.
Albert M. Ayotte
City Treasurer
Elected annually by the City Council. Salai-y $350.00 per year.
Rita Sargent
Deputy City Clerk




Elected by Council, annually. Salary $1200.00 per year.
Donald W. Cushing
Tax Assessor










Commissioners of Water Department
Two members elected annually by City Council for three years.
No salary.
Howard Kelley, Wiggin S. Oilman
William Barber, Olivier Lagace
Charles Pierce, James Marchi
Planning Board
Oordon Hanchett





Eugene S. Daniell, Jr.
Harold Retter
Victor Sokul















Highway Commissioner and Engineer
Elected annually by City Council. Salary $7,000.00 per year
Oordon Hanchett
Superintendent of Water Works
Hubert Parker
Welfare Commission










Elected annually by the City Council. Chairman of the Board of
Health and Milk Inspector $220.00 per year. No salary for second and
third members.
Maurice Limoge, Chairman, Robert J. Morin, M. D., Priscilla Doucette
Parks and Recreation Commission
One member elected annually by the City Council for four years.
Term expires
William Alexander January, 1963
Seymour Bloch January, 1964
Robert J. Morin, M. D., January, 1965
Kenneth Crosby January, 1966
Trustees of the Public Library
Two elected annually by the City Council for three years. No salary.
Term expires
Elizabeth Krueger, Luella Dempsey January, 1963
John Shepard, Esther Griffin* January, 1964
Thomas Murray, MaiT S. Piper January, 1965
'•'Resigned. Leda LaBonte elected to replace her January 3,
1962.
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber and Fence Viewers
Appointed annually by the City Council.
Ernest Smith, Earl Picard, Martin Crowley, Milo Unwin,
Edward Colby, Colin Jones, Henry Prince and Israel Barg.
Janitor of Memorial Hall and Heating Plant
Elected annually by City Council. Salary $58.28 per week.
Ralph Colcord
Trustees of Trust Funds
One member elected annually, by Council, for three year term
Term expires
Arthur Leonard September, 1963
Albert J. Garneau September, 1964
M. Guy Oilman September, 1965
Board of Education
Consists of one member from each ward and two members at
large, elected annually at regular city election, fourth Tuesday in
November.
Members at Large Term expires
Aime Laroche January, 1964
Paul Smith January, 1965
Ward One
Ruth Oilman January, 1964
Ward Two
Eugene S. Daniell, Jr. January, 1965
Ward Three
Arlene Roach January, 1966
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Election Officers
Elected biennially by the ward.
Ward One
Moderator — T. J. Sokul
Ward Clerk — Delia Smith
Supervisors of Check List — J. Langdon Prescott, Malcolm Conant,
Virginia Dufault
Ward Two
Moderator — Henry Prince
Ward Clerk — Roger Desrochers
Supervisors of Check List — Annie Desrochers, Lucien Dussault,
Rita Menard
Ward Three
Moderator — Simone Dwyer
Ward Clerk — Thelma Duncan
Supervisors of check List — Joseph Mercier, Luella Dempsey.
John Chapley
Ballot Inspectors
Ward One — Nita Spooner, Leda LaBonte, Muriel Collins, Olive Hemeon
Ward Two — Evelyn Bean, Elizabeth Ki'ueger, Beatrice Beaudin, Ber-
nadette Bergeron




Appointed by Governor and Council. Salary $1,200.00 a year.
Robert T. Hoyt
Clerk
Appointed by the Justice. Salary $525.72 a year.
James Stearns*
*Leon Bosselait appointed to succeed James Stearns
Probation Officer




Salary $88.89 a week, which includes rent of $5.56 a week.
Leland Wescott
1st Assistant Engineer
Salary $78.75 a week
Bernald Cook
2nd Assistant Engineer









Hose Company, No. 1
Earl Nowell, Captain, 10 men
Engine Company, No. 1
Arthur St. Jacques, Captain, 15 men
Hook and Ladder Company, No. 1
Arthur Tilton, Captain, 15 men
Superintendent of Fire Alarm




Salary $92.88 a week
John Pikor
Deputy Chief of Police
$82.66 a week


















F. J. Kropp, M. D.





























































Charles W. Adams, Jr.
Henry J. Proulx










































statement of Appropriations and Taxes
Assessed for the Tax Year 1962
Officers' Salaries
Less: Estimated Revenues and Credits
Interest and Dividends Tax 9,858.00
Reimbursement a/c Flood Control Land 2,857.65
Revenue from Yield Tax Sources 1,403.00
Interest Received on Taxes and Deposits 3,000.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 1,500.00
Dog Licenses 800.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 33,000.00
Class B Town Road Aid 5,180.00
Municipal Court Fines 400.00
Parking Meter Income Transfer 6,000.00
Water Department 3,200.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 1,040.70
Poll Taxes at $2.00 5,234.00
Parking Meter Contracts 1,700.00
Parking Lot Bonds, Transfer 4,400.00
School Building Aid 5,640.00









Summary Inventory of Valuation
Lands and Buildings $10,911,905.00
House Trailers, travel trailers, mobile homes 56,990.00
Factory Buildings Including Land and Machinery 2,004,355.00
Electric Plants 1,930,590.00
Gas Transmission Lines 47,400.00
Stock in trade 2,689,710.00
Vehicles 27,000.00
Boats 3,800.00
Horses, Asses and Mules 105.00
Cows 15,195.00
Other Neat Stock 795.00
Sheep and Goats 240.00
Fowls 1,160.00
Grasoline Pumps and Tanks 21,390.00
Road Building & Construction Machinery 8,640.00
Portable Mills 300.00
Wood, Lumber, Logs, etc. 2,370.00
17,721,945.00
Less Veterans' Exemptions and Exemptions to Blind 483,050.00
$17,238,895.00
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Polls, Valuations and Taxes Assessed
The number of polls, and the taxes assessed on the real and personal
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CITY OF FRANKLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
FOR THE YEAR 1962
January 29, 1963





In accordance with your request and complying with the City
Ordinances, we have made an examination of the books and underlying
records of the City of Franklin for the year ended December 31,
1962. We are submitting our report in this connection consisting of
exhibits, supporting schedules and comments.
SCOPE OF AUDIT
The examination was made in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and accordingly included such tests of the ac-
counting records and of the supporting evidence as was considered
necessary under the cii'cumstances. Verification letters were mailed
to a substantial number of outstanding Property and Poll Taxes.
Except for the Taxes, Accounts Receivable and some year-end adjust-
ments, the general books of the City are kept on a cash basis and
hence reflect cash receipts and disbursements only.
BALANCE SHEET — GENERAL FUND
EXHIBIT A
The Balance Sheet, General Fund, discloses the financial condition
of the City of Franklin as at the close of business December 15, 1962.
The Comparative Balance Sheet, Exhibit A, Schedule 3, shows the in-
creases and decreases in the various accounts between the years 1961
and 1962.
CASH ON HAND AND IN BANK — $42,033.26
The cash in the bank was reconciled to both the bank statement
and the independent confirmation received directly from the depository
while the cash en hand was verified by count. All checks returned by
the bank during the period under review were compared with the cash
disbursements records and the receipts were traced to the bank
deposits.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE — S734.84
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE —
PARKING AREA CONTRACTS — $2,442.60
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ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE —
MUNICIPAL COURT AND BONDING COMPANY — $1,178.00
A listing of the open Accounts Receivable was in agreement with
the General Ledger control. The Accounts Receivable, Parking Area





Some effort should be made to collect these accounts. In addition,
there are several firms that have ceased carrying on business in
Franklin and we would recommend that these amounts be charged off
as uncollectible.
TAXES RECEIVABLE — $119,270.85
The activity in the tax account is shown on Exhibit A, Schedule 1.
Differences between the control and the balances verified were sub-
stantially the same as those existing the previous year. The cash
receipt stubs representing collections on Poll, Property and Head Taxes
were checked to the cash receipts records. Postings to the Tax war-
rants were also tested. Abatements issued on Property and Poll Taxes
were checked to the Warrants. Several hundred verification letters
were mailed to the open accounts and any differences reported to us
were thoroughly investigated. A substantial number replied concurring
with the balances on the books.
The 1862 Tax WaiTant was completely footed and proved to the
control. The tax rate of $49.60 per thousand as approved by the State
of New Hampshire Tax Commission was confirmed by direct correspon-
dence. Approximately, 87% of the 1962 Property Tax was collected.
UNREDEEMED TAX SALES — $17,312.79
PROPERTY ACQUIRED BY TAX DEED — $1,274.15
These items were accepted as shown on the books and represent
property acquired because of nonpayment of taxes.
HEAD TAXES RECEIVABLE — $5,485.00
This item represents uncollected 1962 Head Taxes which are payable
to the State of New Hampshire when collected. A substantial number of
the Head Taxes unpaid were circularized along with the Poll Taxes.
DUE FROM THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE — $8,511.62
Since the School Building Aid and the State Flood Control amounts
due from the State of New Hampshire had not been received until after
the audit date, these items were accrued as at the end of the year.
TEMPORARY LOANS IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES — $115,000.00
The First National Bank of Boston verified the balance due on Tem-
porary Loans in Anticipation of Taxes.
RESERVE FOR HEAD TAXES — $6,594.00
The Re.serve for Head Taxes records the City's liability to the State
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of New Hampshire on the 1962 Head Taxes and is liquidated with the
collection of the Head Tax Levy.
PARKING METERS — $9,579.19
The above item represents the balance in the Parking Meter account
after being charged with various expenditures and transfers approved
by the Council.
UNEXPENDED BALANCES CARRIED TO 1963 — $8,871.61
The Council approved carrying to 1963, the unexpended appropriation
balances as shown on the Balance Sheet.
SURPLUS — $56,857.11
Exhibit A, Schedules 2, 2A and 2B show the results of budgetary
operation for the current year and further support the amount trans-
ferred to Surplus. The net increase in Surplus of $24,381.47 is largely
attributable to the excess cf the Actual Revenue over Estimated Rev-
enue and the Unexpended Appropriation Balances.
BALANCE SHEET — GENERAL INDEBTEDNESS
EXHIBIT B
The Balance Sheet, General Indebtedness, discloses the City's liability
with respect to bonds and long-term notes as at December 15, 1962.
Exhibit B, Schedule 1, details the indebtedness.
The cash in the various banks was reconciled to both the bank
statements and the confirmation received from the depositories.
All of the bonds and coupons cancelled during the year were produced
for our inspection.
BALANCE SHEET — TRUST FUNDS
EXHIBIT C
The Balance Sheet, Trust Funds, records the Assets and the sources
of such Assets in the custody of the trustees of the Trust Funds.
CASH IN THE BANKS — $39,911.97
Cash in the commercial banks was reconciled to the bank state-
ments as well as the confirmations received directly from the deposi-
tories while the cash in the savings accounts was verified by an exami-
nation of the passbooks and the verification from the savings banks.
INVESTMENTS — $167,499.98
The securities shown on Exhibit C were examined in the presence
of a trustee of the Trust Funds.
OVERSEER OF THE POOR — STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS
AND DISBURSEMENTS
SCHOOL DISTRICT — STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND
DISBURSEMENTS
PUBLIC LIBRARY — STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DIS-
BURSEMENTS
We examined the bcoks and records of the above departments and
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reconciled the bank statements as at the end of the year. All checks
cancelled during the year, were compared with the cash disbursements
records.
The overdraft of $2,781.26 of the Overseer of the Poor, as shown on
the Statement of Budgetary Appropriations and Expenditures, Exhibit
2C, was approved by the Council.
PAYROLL
We examined all payroll checks cancelled during the year and proved
the payroll charges to the appropriation accounts.
CITY CLERK
We tested the books and records in the office of the City Clerk and
traced the daily register tapes to the cash receipt books. In addition,
we tested the entries on the automobile permits, dog licenses, as well
as other business licenses.
We wish to express om* appreciation to all the City Officials and the
members of theii- staffs for the cooperation and courtesies extended







GENERAL FUND BALANCE SHEET












Accounts Receivable - Parking
Area Contracts 2,442.60




Tax Levy of 1962 115.708.73
Tax Levy of 1961 2,234.18
Tax Levy of 1960 808.97
Tax Levy of 1959 879.77
Tax Levy of 1958 902.25
Tax Levy of 1957 56.82
120,590.72




Unredeemed Tax Sales 17,312.79
Property Acquired by Tax Deed 1,274.15
Head Taxes Receivable - Levy of 1982 5,485.00
Due From State of New Hampshire:
School Building Aid 5,648.97





GENERAL FUND BALANCE SHEET





Temporary Loans in Anticipation of Taxes $115,000.00
Withholding Tax Deductions $666.68
Social Security Deductions 633.16
Blue Cross 74.11
1,373.95
Reserve for Head Taxes 6,594.00
Parking Meters 9,579.19
Unexpended Balances Carried to 1963:
2C Veterans Memorial Recreational Area 554.08
2C Webster Lake Development 317.53
Land for New Armory 8,000.00
8,871.61
2 Surplus December 15, 1962 56,857.11
TOTAL LIABILITIES $198,275.86
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN SURPLUS
AS AT DECEMBER 15, 1962
EXHIBIT A — SCHEDULE 2
Surplus December 15, 1961 $32,475.64
Add
Balances from Current Year Operation
(Exhibit A — Schedule 2A) 30,203.24
62,678.88
Deduct
Transfer Per Council Resolution to Highway $2,981.00
Transfer Per Council Resolution to 1962
Budget 2,840.77
5,821.77
SURPLUS DECEMBER 15. 1962 $56,857.11
CITY OF FRANKLIN
STATEMENT OF BUDGETARY OPERATIONS
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 15, 1962
EXHIBIT A — SCHEDULE 2A
Budgetary Credits
Current Year Tax Warrant:
Property Taxes $856,604.40
Yield Tax Estimated $1,403.00
Yield Tax Excess Over Estimate 269.64
1,672.64
Poll Taxes 5,234.00




Add Excess Actual Over Estimated Revenue
(Schedule 2B) 5.808.71
87,485.13






Unexpended Balances (Net) 24,124.89
Total Budgetary Charges 921,833.63
BALANCE CREDITED TO SURPLUS (SCHEDULE 2) $30,203.24
CITY OF FRANKLIN
STATEMENT OF ESTIMATED REVENUE
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 15, 1962
EXHIBIT A — SCHEDULE 2B
Budgetary Estimate $81,676.42
Source of Income
State of New Hampshire:
Railroad Tax (Overaccrual 1961) $-287.71
Interest and Dividend Tax 9,857.79
Flood Control 2,857.65
Head Tax Income 1,252.91
School Construction Aid 5,648.97
$19,329.61
Transfer from Surplus 2,840.77
Interest on Taxes 4,404.30
Motor Vehicle Permits 35,580.09
Business Licenses and Permits 958.00
Vital Statistics 399.00
Recording Liens and Wages 1,261.50




Town Road Aid 5,180.00
Parking Area Contracts 1,861.50
Parking Meter Bond Fund 4,400.00
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SUMMARY OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 15, 1962
EXHIBIT A — SCHEDULE 2D




EXHIBIT A — SCHEDULE 3
December L>ecemberJncrease
Assets 15, 1961 15, 1962 Decrease*
Cash on Hand and in Bank $3,060.31 $42,033.26 $38,972.95
Accounts Receivable 3,841.31 4,388.19 546.88
Taxes Receivable (Net) 124,478.76 119,270.85 5,207.91*
Unredeemed Tax Sales 16,518.07 17,312.79 794.72
Property Acquired by Tax Deeds 1,259.27 1,274.15 14.88
Head Taxes Receivable 5,495.00 5,485.00 10.00*
Due From State of New Hampshire 1,401.00 8,511.62 7,110.62
TOTAL ASSETS $156,053.72 $198,275.86 $42,222.14
Liabilities
Temporary Loans in Anticipation
of Taxes
Accrued Withholdings
Reserve for Head Tax
Parking Meter Unexpended Balance
Unexpended Appropriation Balances
Carried to Subsequent Year
Surplus
TOTAL LIABILITIES $156,053.72 $198,275.86 $42,222.14
100,000.00
COMPARISON OF BUDGETARY ESTIMATED REVENUE
WITH ACTUAL REVENUE
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 15, 1962
EXHIBIT A — SCHEDULE 4
State of New Hampshire:
Railroad Tax (Excess Accrued Prior Year)








Class B - Town Road Aid
Head Tax Income









EXCESS ACTUAL REVENUE OVER ESTIMATED $5,808.71
Budgetary
CITY OF FRANKLIN
GENERAL INDEBTEDNESS BALANCE SHEET





Public Improvement - Parking Area $6,452.43
Public Improvement - Parking Area Bonds 4,408.64
Permanent Public Improvement Bonds 6,234.73
Permanent Improvement Bonds 775.21
Public Improvement Bonds (Parking Area) 195.51
Public Improvement Bonds (Water) 9,560.49
School Additions Bonds 189,500.87
Total Cash $217,127.88
Public Debt;
Bonds and Notes 949,500.00
Due From Water Works
(Bond Issue July 1, 1948) 42,000.00
Due From Water Works
(Bond Issue September 1, 1959) 17,500.00




GENERAL INDEBTEDNESS BALANCE SHEET






1 Water Works $42,000.00
Reconstruction Daniel Webster Bridge 25,000.00
Elementary School 224,000.00
Street Construction 86,000.00








1 Odell Park Cottage




Permanent Public Parking Area

















SCHEDULE OF BONDS AND NOTES OUTSTANDING
AS AT DECEMBER 15, 1962





Add: School Additions Bonds
Less: Retirement of Indebtedness
Bonds - City $73,000.00







DECEMBER 15, 1962 $1,009,000.00
CITY OF FRANKLIN
TRUST FUNDS BALANCE SHEET

































TRUST FUNDS BALANCE SHEET
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OVERSEER OF THE POOR
STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 15, 1962
EXHIBIT D
Cash in Bank December 15, 1961 $-0-
Receipts*
City of Franklin $47,500.00








Old Age Assistance 25,956.32
Miscellaneous 74.50
Total Disbursements 47,575.99
Unexpended Balance Refunded to City of Franklin $5.28





STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 15, 1962
EXHIBIT E




STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 15, 1962
EXHIBIT F
Cash Balance December 15, 1961:
Franklin National Bank
Police Department
John Pikor, Chief James C. Nowell, Jr., Deputy Chief
Arrests and Court Cases in 1982
Speeding 128
Passing over yellow line 88
Operating while under the influence of intoxicating liquor 23
Operating in a grossly careless manner 21
Operating without license 5
Operating at unreasonable speed 8
Operating after revocation of license 7
Operating vehicle without inspection sticker 6
Operating vehicle too closely 4
Operating vehicle without brakes 1
Operating unregistered vehicle 3
Operating vehicle on one way street 1
Operating a truck without safety chains 1
Operating a boat without a life belt 1
Operating a boat wthout a fire extinguisher 2
Operating a boat without a whistle 1
Leaving a scene of accident 8
Leaving vehicle en highway obstructing traffic 2
Passing a School bus displaying red light 1
Parking on highway without lights after sun set 1
Fail to keep to the right of highway 12
Fail to display registration plates on vehicle 3
Fail to pay parking meter fine 7
Fail to stop for stop sign 19
Fail to stop for Police Officer in full uniform 1
Fail to yield to the right 1
Fail to wear corrective glasses 1
Fail to appear in court on Summons 1
Malicious damage to property 18
Unlawful possession of alcoholic beverage 2
Transporting alcoholic beverage 2
Giving intoxicating liquor to minor 2
Making a U turn v/ithout giving a signal 2
Parking en wrong side of highway 1
Making a U turn on Central street 1
Making unecessary noise by a muffler 1
Taking a vehicle without the owners consent 6
Throwing beer bottles on highway 2
Petty larceny 4
Grand larceny 2
Larceny by checks 4
Larceny of tires and battery 4
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Breaking entering and larceny at night time
Allowing unlicensed person to operate
Allowing cattle to run loose
Contributing to the delinquency of minor child
Lascivious and Unnatural act
Bastardy
Statutory Rape
Using profane language on public street
Obstructing rear view mirror
Simple assault





Picked up and held for other Police Dept.























Persons received minor injuries
Persons received serious injuries





Present reading December 15, 1962
Parking meter fines paid at Police station
Collection from streets parking meters























Three Captains, S146.00 per year. Three Lieutenants, $127.00 per
year. Three Clerks $101.45 per year. Captain Rescue Squad $25.00 per
year. Janitor Plose One $20.00 per year. Thirty five Call Men $80.00
per year each. Hourly pay Captain, $1.60. Lieutenant, $1.45 per hour.







Permanent Firemen: Leland Wescott, Bernald Cook, Moise Mercier,
Charles Cunningham, William Beckford, Lewis Marsh.
Call Firemen
Hose Compary, South Main Street Station — Capt. Earl Nowell,
9 men, 1 Substitute.
Engine Company One, Central Station — Capt. Aithur St. Jacques,
13 men, 2 Substitutes.
Ladder Company One, Central Station, Capt. Arthur Tilton, 13 Men,
2 Substitutes.
Rescue Squad, Central Station — Capt. Sherman Taylor, 10 Men.
Total Manpower — 6 permanent men, 35 call men, 5 substitutes.
Total number of bell alarms answered 26 (4 false)
Total number of still alarms answered 121
Total number of Mutual Aid calls answered 6
Total number of miles traveled 2,129 1/2
Total number of gallons of gasoline used 1,077
Total number of quarts of oil used 21
Total number of hours pumping 46 hrs. 10 min.
Total number of feet of 2 1/2 inch hose laid 3,400
Total number of feet of 1 1/2 inch hose laid 2,900
Total number of feet of ladders raised 2,145
Total number of gallons of soda and acid used 15
Total number of hours shoveling hydrants 89
Total number of hours inspecting hydrants 19
Total number of hours inspecting oil burners 6
Total number of hours running light plant 2
Total number of times CC2 used 10
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Total number of Foamite extinguishers recharged 2
Total number of soda and acid extinguishers recharged 127
Total number of hours installing hydrant markers 6
Total number of times flooding skating rinks 6
Total number of quarts of anti-freeze used 55
Total number of hours painting hydrants 21 1/2
Total number of hours inspecting Convalescent homes 1
Total number of hours fire inspection 10 1/2
Total number of hours using boat 3
Total number of Militia calls 2
Total number of times ladder was used for Christmas lighting 1
We wish to take this opportunity to thank the Mayor, Fire commit-
tee and other members of the Council, for their fine cooperation given
us this past year.
The Board of Engineers
LELAND K. WESCOTT, Chief
BERNALD W. COOK 1st Engineer and Clerk




The year just past completes fifty-five years of service to the city.
The library is fortunate to have a central location in the heart of this
small city. Our annual circulation continues to be made up of different
types of library materials, books, magazines, pamphlets, maps, and
pictures, vi^ith the total for the year 51,675. Of this number 18,413
books were from the children's room. It is interesting to note that the
circulation of juvenile books increases each year, which is a good sign
as the children of today will become the adults of tomorrow.
The additions for the year numbered 766, of which 49 w^ere gifts, and
183 of the total were books added to the children's bookshelves. There
were 499 books discarded for various reasons, leaving the library with
a cataloged collection of 32,043 volumes. The reading score averaged
7.66 per capita, with that per borrower 13.9 bocks. It is always of in-
terest to see in which categories the reading falls. This year it has been
36% adult fiction, 2S.4% adult non-fiction, with the children's reading
averaging 35.6%. There were eight volumes added to the Memorial
Book Shelf. The reading room offers eight daily or weekly newspapers,
and 162 magazines, of which 120 are subscriptions and 42 have been
received as gifts. The year's circulation of magazines was 3,791, pre-
senting evidence of the use made of back numbers as well as the
current issues. New borrowers numbered 457, of which 123 were non-
residents. There were 625 inactive borrowers' cards withdrawn, mak-
ing our active list 3,705.
National Library Week was observed in April, with posters about
town and the slogan "Read and watch your world grow" appearing
on the large Chamber of Commerce bulletin boards at two approaches
to Franklin. Bookmarks were distributed at the dinner meetings of
several service clubs, as well as from the library. Pictures of libraries
in many parts of the United States were on display. Book Week in
November coincided with Education Week when the schools were oc-
cupied with special projects; therefore no school visits to the library
took place, as has been customary during that particular week. A col-
lection of the new books for the children's room was kept on display
during the entire week, after which they were much in demand. Sum-
mer hours were in effect from the close of school until after Labor Day.
Interlibrary loans are useful when requested books are not in a local
collection. With the Franklin library, these loans totaled 131, of which
we borrowed 109 and loaned 22 to other libraries through the helpful
system operated by the State Library. The Canadian colored movies
loaned to libraries are increasingly popular. In 1962 there were 78
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showings, by different groups, to 1,976 viewers. Our visits from the
bookmobile, another State Library service, provide borrowers, both
adult and juvenile, with a greater choice of books than the Franklin
library could offer otherwise. The six visits during the year have
meant 1,335 more choices of books for readers. Several special book
exhibits have been borrowed from the State Library, the outstanding
ones being on World Affairs and on Child Care.
The story hour, on the last Saturday morning of each month, carried
on by Mrs. Elizabeth Krueger and Mrs. Harriet Smith, sometimes
assisted by a Senior Girl Scout, has become very popular. When held
at 9:30 the average attendance was fourteen, but when changed to
10:30 the attendance grew to thirty, v/hich has been gratifying to the
storyteller and to the library.
The entire library staff was privileged to attend the meetings of the
New Hampshire Library Association in Manchester on May 8 and 9,
when the library was closed by the trustees for those two days. Four
trustees and the librarian attended the National Library Week lunch-
eon at the New Hampshire Highway Hotel to hear the well-known
author, James Michener. The librarian, staff members, and some-
times trustees, have attended bimonthly meetings of the Shieling
Trust group held in the five different libraries belonging to the group.
Book Banquet and Neighborhood meetings, held in Laoonia and New
Hampton, have been attended by staff members. The librarian was
surprised and honored to receive a certificate and award as the Li-
brarian of the Year, at the annual meeting of the New Hampshire
Library Trustees Association at Concord in October.
Exhibits during the year have been on Nigeria, 50th Anniversary of
Girl Scouts, Franklin High School pictures and souvenirs 1880-1900,
early stamped envelopes, a mineral collection, Daniel Webster,
and many views of a Grand Lodge meeting of Knights of Pythias held
in Franklin around sixty years ago.
The library was remembered in the will of Miss Addie E. Towne, a
former trustee, who left her entire library to the local library. Mrs.
Ruth S. Hancock bequeathed $1,000 to the library which is to be added
to the trust funds. Many friends have remembered the library with
gifts of bocks, magazines, pictures and items of local historical interest,
as well as gifts of money. The Franklin Girl Scouts presented four
50th Anniversary yellow rose bushes, a welcome addition to the land-
scaping of the grounds.
During the early summer months the library building received a
much-needed coat of paint on the wood and metal trim, also on window
casings and screens. A dozen folding metal chairs have been added
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to those already in the Draper room. Dark shades have been installed
in the same room to improve the effect when the Golden Glow group
shows movies or has speakers who use movies or slides in their
programs.
The publicity given library matters in the Journ:il-Transcript and
the Concord Monitor has been much appreciated, also the accommodat-
ing repair of Canadian films at Franklin High School when necessary.
The Franklin Woman's Club has used Library Hall for its regular
meetings. The Golden Glow Group has met in the Draper Room twice
a month the year around, with an average attendance of seventeen
members.
The library staff has had no changes. Mrs. Esther Griffin, a trustee
for seven years, resigned. Mrs. Leda LaBonte was appointed by the
City Council to serve her unexpired term. The library and the sm'round-
ing grounds have been given fine care by Ralph C. Colcord and Arthur
Tilton respectively.
The interest of the Board of Library Trustees and the patronage of
the reading public of Franklin make the entire library staff desirous
of giving the best library service possible with the facilities and funds
available. A recognized fact is the need for more book space and the
need grows more acute each year. It will become a matter of necessity
before long to make provision for added space, and thinking should be






Report of Library Treasurer
RECEIPTS
1961-1962
Dec. 15 Balance in Franklin National Bank $.47
Dec. 15 Balance in Franklin Savings Bank 1.69
Dec. 15 Balance at Franklin Public Library 11.56
1962 City appropriation 13,571.56
Interest from trust funds 1,940.37
Rental books 452.85
Fines 832.37
Book losses, damage, etc. 63.44
Memorial Book Shelf (7 volumes) 19.64
Books and magazines sold 37.00
Cash gifts 8.48
Library Hall rentals 18.00























Dec. 15 Balance in Franklin National Bank
Dec. 15 Balance in Franklin Savings Bank









Annual Report of the Superintendent of Schools
Personnel
We lost five teachers at the close of school in June. Miss Smith, a
Home Economics teacher, returned to Massachusetts. Mr. Sullivan,
teacher of Mechanical Drawing, took a teaching position in Laconia.
Mrs. Stockwell, the Special Class teacher, retired. Mr. Baston, Assist-
ant Principal at the High School, accepted a position in Bristol as Prin-
cipal of their High School; and Mr. White, grade four and head teacher
at Hancock School, took an overseas position.
Miss Andree Houle, a graduate of Keene Teachers College in 1962,
replaced Miss Smith; Mr. Robert Cole, a graduate of Purdue University
who taught at Sanborn Seminary in Kingston, N. H. last year, took
Mr. Sullivan's position; Mrs. Jacqueline O'Rourke, who has had exper-
ience teaching special children at the Laconia State School and Perkin's
Institute for the Blind, replaced Mrs. Stockwell. Mrs. O'Rourke received
her degree from Boston University. Mr. Dustin was transferred from
Junior High to take Mr. Day's teaching assignment, and Mr. Day be-
came Assistant Principal of Franklin High School.
Mr. Robert Blakslee, a graduate of Keene Teachers College with
teaching experience in Tilton, replaced Mr. Dustin in the Junior High
School. Replacing Mr. White at Hancock School is Mr. Robert Benoit, a
graduate of the University of New Hampshire with teaching experience
in Meredith, Sanbornton and Arizona.
In an effort to cope with increasing enrollments at the Jr.-Sr. High
School, four additional teachers were engaged starting in September.
Mrs. Frances Dunn, a graduate of the University of New Hampshire,
was hired to teach Mathematics. Mrs. Dunn previously taught in
Maine and Farmington, N. H. Miss Louise Roussell joined the staff to
teach French and Social Studies. She graduated from the University
of New Hampshire in 1962. Mr. Clark, a University of New Hampshire
graduate, and Mr. Proulx, a graduate of St. Anselm's with teaching
experience in Ashland, both took Mathematics positions in our school
system.
Curriculum
A year ago our fall workshop, held prior to the opening of school,
was focused on the teaching of Science. This study continued through-
out the year with a committee of teachers working on a Science se-
quence for the schools in our Union. As a result of this work a group of
teachers are using these Science units this year to ti-y them out. It is
from this trial that a guide for our Science program will be developed.
The Union Workshop this fall was spent revising the results of our
testing program. This program has now been in effect for three years.
A study of these results indicate a substantial gain in the ability of our
pupils to read and to spell with no loss in other academic areas of our
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Elementary schools. These tests results do not indicate a gain in our
Junior High area which indicates we should study what we are doing at
this level very carefully so that improvement may be forthcoming. At
the High School level the results are not clear at this time, however, in
the next three years we should be getting some solid evidence of the
quality of oui- program here.
In the previous three annual reports attention was called to an
academic program offering a challenge to children who learn rapidly.
A beginning was started two years ago in Kindergarten and Grade 7
in which we expanded the reading, mathematics and science programs.
From this start we now have children in Kindergarten, Grade 1 and 2
participating in the advanced reading program; pupils in Grade 5 and 6
in a wi'iting program; and Grades 7, 8 and 9 in the mathematics-sci-
ence program. In two more years the gap from 2 to 5 will be closed, and
our advanced program will be continuous into High School.
Pupils in this program begin reading in Kindergarten and by the
second grade those still with the program have advanced to the third
grade readers. At the upper level eighth graders study Algebra, and
ninth graders in the program are offered an extra course in Earth
Science, having completed the usual three-year General Science se-
quence in two years.
This program started with approximately sixty pupils two years ago
and now is challenging approximately 175 pupils throughout our school
system.
In this field of curriculum our efforts are constantly toward upgrad-
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ing our standards for those who are capable. This process we hope to
continue, while at the same time we must consider useful programs
for those pupils we have who are not gifted in an academic manner.
Transportation
We continue to transport approximately 600 pupils to school each
morning and home again at the close of school. These pupils are
handled on four regular busses, and in the event of a breakdown, we
have a used fifth bus in reserve.
During the school year 1961-1962 our school transportation system
was operated at a cost of 20 cents per mile. This compares with 20
cents for 1960-1961. Towns and cities that contract for school transporta-
tion usually pay from 35 to 50 cents per mile.
Once again, ownership appears economical in this area of school
costs. The graph below shows how each dollar was spent for transpor-
tation from September 1961 to August 1962.
Repairs and Maintenance
The repair and maintenance work accomplished this past year has
been pleasing. With adequate personnel we were able to keep our build-
ings clean and grounds maintained.
The following additional work was accomplished at the Rowell
School: an additional area of playground was graded, loomed and seed-
ed. By maintaining this schedule the playground area would be com-
pleted in two more years.
At the Hancock School a sink with drinking fountain was installed on
the first floor, and the cafeteria, boys room and girls room were
painted. Hancock now has wash facilities on each floor. The painting
added considerably to the appearance of the school's interior.
At the Junior-Senior High School area the bleachers on the Athletic
field were worked on; the bracing cleared of rust; and additional
planking purchased. This work is approximately 70 per cent completed.
Fluorescent lights were installed in the classrooms on the bottom
floor of the High School, and the study room on the third floor. Addition-
al shades were purchased, chalkboards in four rooms were replaced
with cork boards for display area, and the gymnasium was completely
repainted.
At all schools our equipment was serviced and kept in operating
order.
Looking Ahead
A substantial step has been taken this year to meet the educational
needs of Franklin with the near completion of the addition to the
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Junior - Senior High School. This addition will assure adequate housing
of our secondary pupils for many years.
A major problem facing us in Franklin as in many other communities
in New Hampshire is adequate financing of a quality program of edu-
cation.






Next year this figure is expected to be approximately 530 which will
represent a gain of almost 50 per cent in five years.
These pupils require additional books, teachers, supplies and all





Report of the School Nurse
School health programs were originally instigated for the control of
communicable diseases. As the years went by, it was found that more
effort should be placed upon the correction of defects. Today, we are
concerned not only with these two areas of physical health, but also
with the development of the whole chUd. Tlie school health program
also aims to help the pupils improve and maintain their own health
and to assume their share of resEwnsibUity for the health of others.
During the month of March the Herf Sterneedle Tuberculin test was
given to pupils in grades one, four, eight and twelve. Pour hundred and
thirty-two children, eight teachers and two lunchroom workers were
administered the test. Eighteen children showed a positive reaction to
the test and were X-rayed at the March chest clinic. No active tuber-
culosis was found.
Three Toxoid clinics, co-sponsored by the Franklin School Health
Department and the Franklin Visiting Nurse Association, were held
during the months of April, May and June with two hundred and seven-
ty-six children in attendance. These clinics are available for kinder-
garten, first grade and pre-school children.
Our annual pre-registration clinics were held at the Rowell School
on May 21, on May 22 at the Hancock School and on May 23 at Thompson
Hall. One hundred and thii'teen childi^en registered at the various
clinics and twenty-four slips were sent home due to the inability of the
parents to bring their children to the clinic. These children received a
physical examination by theii' own physician prior to entering a school.
The Nurse's Hot Lunch program, which has been carried on since
1947, was sponsored by the Kiwanis, Lions and Rotary clubs, the Elem-
entary Parent-Teachers Association and money secured from the Me-
linda Tobie Trust Funds. Two thousand eight hundred and sixty meals
were served, the cost of which was $386.30.
Miss Mary Bullock, physiotherapist of the New Hampshire State
Board of Health visited the Franklin schools in June to supervise the
exercises of fifteen children and to check students who were referred
by the nurse. Twenty childi-en attended the orthopedic clinics which
were held in Manchester, Laconia and Concord. One case was operated
upon this spring and two other cases were cared for during the sum-
mer.
Eight Christmas baskets, which were donated by the pupils of the
Daniell Junior High School, were delivered at Christmas time, and in
addition, sixty pairs of stockings, which were donated by Mr. and Mrs.
Kimball, were distributed.
The Franklin Rotary Club sponsored nine boys who enjoyed two
weeks of camping this summer. The nurse selected the boys and home
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visits were made to secure permission and to give necessary details
to the parents.
It has long been recognized that the state of the health of the body as
a whole has a definite effect on the health of the eyes. By the same
token, the state of visual health in an individual often is reflected in his
general physical condition. Visual testing is therefore important and
for this reason is given annually in our schools. This year the Massa-
chusetts Vision test was administered to 2,000 children. Four hundred
and thirty-nine students had their glasses changed, or secured new
glasses. Seventeen pairs of glasses were secured by the nurse.
A child learns to talk by imitating the sounds he hears. If his hearing
is defective, his speech may not only be delayed, but also impaired.
Indeed, a good sense of hearing is vital to the development of good
communication and the child's hearing should be tested early in life. To
this effect, 2,035 children were tested with the Puretone Audiometer
instrument. As a result of these tests forty children were found to have
a hearing loss of ten per cent or more in either or both ears.
The most common defects, discovered by the doctor at the examina-
tions of childi-en in grades K - 4 - 7 and 11 were: decayed teeth, enlarged
tonsils and adenoids, poor posture and orthopedic conditions.
We are pleased to report that 1,635 children attended the Sabin Oral
vaccine clinic on June 4. A similar clinic was held on July 18 at which
time 1,407 children received Type ni Polio vaccine. On August 15,
1,367 children received Type II vaccine.
The students in the elementary schools were weighed and measured.
Also, an inspection was made to eliminate skin infections, pediculosis
and to discover those children who had not met the New Hampshire
law requiring smallpox vaccination.
The improved program for increased protection for the health of
students engaged in school sports was carried on again this year. The
State mobile X-ray unit visited the high school on December 11 at which
time seventy students participated. Physical examinations, toxoid im-
munizations, as well as a urine analysis test were given to 96 students.
Conferences were held throughout the year with teachers, pupils and
parents.
It is my pleasure at this time to extend my personal gratitude to all
persons and all organizations who have in any way contributed to the
Franklin School Health program.
Respectfully yours,
MARION MOYNIHAN, R. N.
School Nurse
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1962 SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS
Pranklin Women's Club Scholarship
Business and Professional Women's Club
The Bessie Rowell Scholarship (FTA)





Franklin High School Alumni Association Scholarships Ann Taylor
Patricia Landry
The Franklin Elks Lodge 1280, Scholarship
D. A. R. Good Citizenship Award
Social Science Award 'Lion's)




U. N. H. Scholarship






Bausch & Lomb Science Award
Athletic Association Award
Arion Award for Music
Dramatics Club Award

































BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF FRANKLIN










2 April L. Home
2 Monique A. Hebert
3 Brian L. Young
5 Kimarie L. Sargent
5 Ronald S. Emerson
12 Marjorie A. LaPage
16 Jeffrey R. LaPlante
19 Renee D. Brouillard
20 David Weglarz*
21 Brenda L. Duquette
23 Lori Jo Adams
24 April E. Kimball
24 John A. Nichols
25 Laurie A. Doucette
26 Charles M. Stillings
30 Donald E. Graham
1 Winola I. SuUoway










15 Ty H. Hackett
15 Roy A. Carr
15 Wendy L. Trottier
17 Bently S. Ekstrom
18 Beckie L. Taylor
23 Thomas J. Hebert
24 David P. Cooper
27 Karl W. Shepherd
27 Thomas L. Adams
F
Date Name
21 Susan A. Montambearjlt
27 John E. Bilodeau
27 Glenn A. Petei-s
28 Peter S. Shanelaris
30 Arnold D. Dion
31 Debra A. Laiweneek
Date Name
10 Stephen M. BourJeau
13 Ronald A. Fleury
16 Richard W. Bixby
20 James J. Loranger
22 James C. Marden
22 David A. Proulx
27 Donna C. Chesley
28 Kathy M. Hannaford
28 Roxanne J. Smith
29 Brian L. Bea<udet
30 Debra L. King
30 Karen A. Roy










1 Tracy M. Smith
4 Diane M. Adams
5 Dorothy A. Georore
7 Tammy Kovaleski
7 Michael F. LaFlamme
8 Ann M. Havey
9 Tammi J. Hodeson
11 Betsy J. Shanley
11 David R. Garnett. Jr.
13 Gregory D. Huckins
13 Donna M. Bryson
14 Wayne H. Gebo, Jr.
16 Jo Ann Cooper
16 Davey A. Dicey







1 Richard C. Lachapelle
3 Brenda L. Douglas
6 Ruth L. Moulton
8 George P. Brouillard
8 Thomas E. Pastuszak
10 Shawn H. Murphy
12 Paul C. Edmunds
13 Roberta J. Brockstedt
13 Christopher E. Smith
14 Sheila L. Bowne
14 David B. Hammersley
15 Laurel T. Poitras
15 Frank C. Dorval
18 Richard A. Morrill
19 Sylvia M. Blanchard
20 Lynn M. Maclver
21 Michael S. Burdick
25 Michael J. Ross
25 Richard P. Johnson
26 Traci L. Walker
29 Paul J. Masse. Jr.
29 Dianne M. Ouellette
29 Madelyn A. Stavro
29 Debra A. Dionne
• Stillborn
M
DEATHS REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF FRANKLIN
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BODIES BROUGHT TO FRANKLIN FOR BURIAL
YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, 1962
Date Name
6 Kenneth L. Boomhower
18 Earl E. Kelly
27 John W. Bartlett
29 Justine Oakes
4 Albert J. Pollard
16 Arthur R. Masse
27 Lottie M. Whitelaw
28 Margaret B. Cochran
2 Evelyn Joliffe
13 Lloyd J. LaQuire
26 Hattie Smith
19 George Henry Bixby
21 Martin Sliva
7 Martin Lasak
29 Jane H. Stone
29 Sarah F. Beaupre
30 Lewis C. Tashro
22 Beatrice M. Flood
18 Walter A. Simond
30 Rose M. Bagley
27 Effie M. Titus
Charles N. Robertson
5 Arthur H. Oilman
9 Thomas W. Dorgan
13 Bessie M. Fifield
19 Forrest P. Noyes
5 Earl L. Taylor
6 Camille J. Noiurie
12 Baby Girl Nowell
1 Howard L. Holmes
5 Julia Gosselin
5 Mary R. Laplante
5 Elodie L. Lasar
9 Etta P. Tuck
11 Florence M. Wilkinson
11 Margaret J. O'Doherty






In the year of oui' Lord one thousand nine hundi'ed and sixty-two.
A resolution relating to borrowing money in anticipation of taxes.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
That for the puiTDose of paying current maintenance and operation
expenses, the Treasurer, with approval of the Mayor and at least a
majority of the standing committee on Finance, be and hereby is auth-
orized, under and pursuant to the Municipal Finance Act, from time to
lime during the current financial year ending December 15, 1962, to
issue and sell at discount, notes of the City of Franklin in anticipation
of taxes of said financial year not exceeding in aggregate principal
amount outstanding at any one time six hundred thousand ($600,000.00)
dollars; all such notes shall be signed by the Mayor and countersigned
by the City Treasurer, shall have the city seal affixed thereto and
shall bear the authenticating certificate of The Fii'st National Bank of




Passed: January 3, 1962





In the year of om* Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-two.
A resolution relating to the appointment of the Standing Committees
of the City Council:
That the Mayer be authorized to appoint the following standing




Land and Buildings Health and Welfare
Daniell Park Development Insurance
and a committee on Finance to consist of the Mayor and three mem-




Passed: Janu?,ry 3, 1962






In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-two.
A resolution relating to taxes and poll taxes.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
That the Tax Collector shall not allow any discounts on taxes but






Passed: January 3, 1962





In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-two.
A resolution relating to the weekly payrolls.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
That the Treasurer be and hereby is authorized to draw her draft
each week for the payment of the weekly payrolls of the Highway,




Passed: January 3, 1962





In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-two.
A resolution relating to payment of necessary accounts.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
That the Finance Committee be and hereby is authorized to approve












In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-two.
A resolution relating to a public hearing relative to establishment of
the salaries of the Mayor and Councilmen.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin that pursuant
to Chapter 348 of the Laws of 1961 a public hearing be held on Monday,
February 5, 1962 at 7:30 P. M. at the City Hall in Fi-anklin relative
to the establishment by the City Council of the salaries of the Mayor
and Councilmen, and that notice of the time and place of such hearing
be given by publishing the same in the Journal-Transcript in the issue
of said paper to be published on January 18, 1962 and that a like notice
be posted at the City Hall in said Franklin at least fourteen days before




Passed: January 3, 1962





In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-two.
A resolution relating to the salaries of the Mayor and Councilmen.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
1. That pursuant to Chapter 260 of the Laws of New Hampshire
of 1893, as amended by Chapter 348 of the Laws of New Hampshire of
1961, and after notice and a public hearing held on Februai-y 5, 1962,
the salary of the mayor be and hereby is established to be the sum
of two thousand dollars per year, commencing with the year 1962. Said
sum shall be paid to the mayor quarter-annually and shall be in full
for all services of any and every kind rendered by him in said office.
2. That pursuant to Chapter 260 of the Laws of New Hampshire
of 1893, as amended by Chapter 348 of the Laws of New Hampshire of
1961, and after notice and a public hearing held on February 5, 1962,
from the date hereof each member of the City Council be paid the sum
of fifteen dollars for each regular monthly meeting of the Council
which he attends, but not exceeding twelve meetings in any year.
Said sums shall be paid to each councilman quarter-annually and
shall be in full for all services of any and every kind rendered by him
as councilman.
3. That hereafter the salary of the mayor may be increased or dim-
inished by the council after notice and public hearing, within the limits
allowed by law, but no such change hereafter made in the salary of
the mayor shall be made effective so as to increase or decrease the
salary of the mayor now in office for his present term of office, and
any such increase or decrease in the salary of the mayor hereafter
made shall not affect the salary of any mayor hereafter elected if
made between the time of his election and the end of the term of office





Passed: February 5, 1962





In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-two.
A resolution relating to expenditures by the School Building Com-
mittee for architectural and engineering sei'vices.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin as follows:
That the School Building Committee be and hereby is authorized
to make expenditures for architectural and engineering services in
an amount not to exceed four and one-half (4 1/2) per cent of the
reasonable cost of the additions and alterations to the Franklin High
School Building estimated on completed specifications and drawings
therefore, or if bids are received, then computed on the lowest bona-
fide bid or bids; provided, however, that the total expenditures herein
authorized to be made shall include the sum of thi-ee thousand dollars





Passed: February 5, 1962





In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-two.
89
A resolution relating to Appropriations for the year 1962.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Franklin that the following
appropriations be made for the year 1962:
Payments on debt $73,000.00
Interest on debt 35,000.00
Treasurer's office 2,772.20
City Clerk and Tax Collector's office 9,280.00






Parks and Recreation 15,223.50
Library 13,571.56
Memorial Hall and Heating Plant 9,500.00
Police Department 34,926.66
Fire and Fire Alarm Departments 41,824.71
City Officials 3,650.00
Bridges (Cross Road Bridge) 12,000.00
Capital Investment 8,000.00
Public Works 124,261.83
N. H. Municipal Association dues 134.90
Insurance 11,608.79
Street Lighting 15,000.00
Rent of land (Piwonski) 25.00
Daniell Park Development 1,000.00
Welfare Department 43,500.00





Memorial Day and Veterans' Day 500.00





County Tax (estimate) 45,000.00
Purchasing agent expenses 1.040.00




















In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-two
A resolution relating to the location of the New Hampshire Technical
Institute
.
Whereas, the State Board of Education originally had voted to
locate the New Hampshire Technical Institute in the City of Concord,
and
Whereas, the original site selected for said Institute is presently
not available because of a ruling of the Attorney General, and
Whereas, the State Board of Education has scheduled a public
hearing for Saturday, April 14, 1962 to hear all interested parties
relative to the location of said Institute, and
Whereas, Franklin is an important industrial center of the State
and the location of the New Hampshire Technical Institute is of vital
concern to the citizens of Franklin,
Now, therefore, be it hereby
Resolved that the City Council of the City of Franklin does hereby
express its deep concern over the location of the New Hampshii-e
Technical Institute because said Institute should be located so that it
will serve the people of the central and northern parts of our state as
well as the people in the southern part of the state, and that the City
Council, on behalf of the people of the City of Franklin, does hereby
indicate a great preference for the location of the New Hampshire
Technical Institute in the City of Concord because of its greater
accessibility to the people of Franklin.
Be it further Resolved that a copy of this resolution be transmitted
to Mr. Franklin Hollis, Chairman of the State Board of Education so
that it can be made a matter of record of the public hearing scheduled





Passed: April 2, 1962






In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-two.
A resolution relating to the anticipated closing of the Franklin Mica
Processing Depot.
Whereas, the General Services Administration has announced the
anticipated closing of the Mica Processing Depot at Franklin, New
Hampshire on or about June 30, 1962, and
Whereas, the operation of this processing plant is vital to the
economy of the City of Franklin and to the one hundred persons therein
employed as well as to the families of these persons
Now, therefore, be it hereby
Resolved that the City Council of the City of Franklin expresses
great concern at the anticipated closing of the Mica Processing Depot
at Franklin because it will mean the loss of employment to one hun-
dred of our citizens, and that the City Council hereby requests the
General Services Administration of the United States Government to
do all in its power to keep this plant open for the continued employment
of our citizens.
Be it further Resolved that a copy of this resolution be forwarded
to the Honorable Bernard L. Boutin, Administrator, General Services





Passed: April 2, 1962





In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-two
A Resolution relating to the 50th Anniversary of the Franklin Lodge of
Elks.
Whereas, The Franklin Lodge No. 1280 of the Benevolent Protective
Order of Elks will celebrate their 50th Anniversary on June 22, 23
and 24th, 1962, and
Whereas, the Benevolent Protective Order of Elks of the United
States of America is an organization which is dedicated to patriotic,
benevolent, and charitable activities and it has over the past fifty
years contributed so much to the people of Franklin, both young and
old alike, and its members have contributed so much to the better-
ment of our community, and
Whereas, this City Council as well as those of the past is well
92
aware of the many outstanding contributions made in Franklin by the
Franklin Lodge No. 1280, now therefore
Be it Resolved that the City Council on behalf of all of the people
of Franklin extend congratulations and best wishes to the members of
Franklin Lodge No. 1280 of Benevolent Protective Order of Elks on this
the occasion of the 50th Anniversary of the establishment of the
Lodge in the City of Franklin.
Be it further Resolved that a copy of this resolution be forwarded





Passed: May 7, 1962





In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-two
A RESOLUTION RELATING TO BONDS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION,
ORIGINAL EQUIPPING AND FURNISHING OF AN ADDITION TO
THE FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING.
RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of Franklin that:
(1) A public work and improvement of a permanent nature is
hereby authorized, namely, the construction, original equipping and
furnishing of an addition to the Franklin High School building on land
of the City situated on the southerly side of Central Street in said
Franklin, said high school addition to consist of approximately four
science rooms, three classrooms, one mechanical di-awing - electrical
shop and also to include a library, kitchen, and cafeteria;
(2) The sum of Four Hundred Fifty-Five Thousand Dollars is
hereby appropriated for the aforesaid high school addition project,
said appropriation to be raised to the extent of Four Hundred Forty-
Four Thousand Dollars by borrowing as hereinafter provided, and the
balance of Eleven Thousand Dollars is to be paid out of general
funds of the City of Franklin;
(3) There be and hereby is authorized under and pursuant to
the Municipal Finance Statute and any other enabling authority the
issuance of serial coupon bonds of the City of Franklin aggregating
Four Hundred Forty-Four Thousand Dollars in principal amount and
discretion to fix the date, maturities, place of payment, interest rate,
form, and other details of said bonds and of providing for the sale
thereof, is hereby delegated to the City Treasurer with approval of the
Mayor
;
(4) The proceeds derived from the sale of said bonds be and they
hereby are appropriated for the purposes set forth in the first para-
93
graph of this resolution as specified therein, provided however, that
any premium arising upon such sale plus the cost of preparing, issuing
and marketing the bonds shall be applied to the payment of the
principal of and interest on the first of said bonds to mature; and
(b) It is hereby deteraiined that said school project will have a use-





Passed: July 2, 1962





In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-two.
A Resolution In Recognition of Leland Kimball for his exceptional
Performance as a Lifeguard.
Whereas, on Sunday, August 5, 1962 Leland Kimball was serving
as a lifeguard at Griffin Beach in Franklin, and
Whereas, he did, because of his prompt and proper attention to his
duties, rescue one James A. Samuelson from the waters of Webster
Lake, and
Whereas, said Leland Kimball did proceed with utmost determina-
tion and urgency to apply approved life saving techniques to said
James A. Samuelson and said action very definitely resulted in the
saving of the life of said James A. Samuelson, now therefore
Be it Resolved that Leland Kimball be, and hereby is, given
recognition and thanks by the City of Franklin for his exceptional
performance as a lifeguard at Griffin Beach on August 5, 1962 which
resulted in the saving of the life of James A. Samuelson.
Be it further Resolved that a true and attested copy of this
resolution be presented by the Mayor to said Leland Kimball for and




Passed: September 5, 1962





An Ordinance to amend the ordinance on stop intersections.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixty-two.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Franklin, as
follows
:
Section 1. Amend the ordinance establishing stop intersections
passed on December 15, 1958 by adding to the list of street intersections
in Section 1 thereof the following:
On Franklin Street at the intersection of Winnipesaukee Street
for North and South traffic on Franklin Street.
Section 2. Said standard stop sign to be erected at the said inter-




Passed: February 5, 1962




City of Franklin, New Hampshire
1962 Real Estate Assessments
In reading the tabulations on this and the following pages note that
asterisks (*) indicate taxpayers who are credited with a veteran's
exemption under the law. Valuations show the net assessments after
the exemptions have been deducted. In this tabulation the abbreviations
"L«&B" are used to designate Land and Buildings. Fractional parts of a
dollar are not shown.
Abbott, Frank L. & Nancy A., L & B, Lark St. $2,145
Acme Staple Company, Machinery 51,000
Stock In Trade 249,355
Adams, Doyle C. & Norma E., L & B., Route 11 5,730
Adams, Elsie, Guardian for Harry Burley, Land, Flag Hole Rd. 145
-Adams, Frederick & Elsie, L & B, Webster St. 1,235
Adams, Roland E. & Eleanor L., L & B, Salisbury
Road S/S 3,270
*Adams, Ronald H. & Dorothy L., L & B, 319 Victory
Drive 8,400
Adams, Ronald H., Stock in Trade, Cor. Central &
Prospect St. 980
Addison, Cora L., L & B, Route 11 N/S 3,090
Albec, Edmond & Delia A., L & B, 2 Freedom Drive 6,190
Albert, Leona T., L & B, Lake Shore Drive N/S 2,080
^Alexander, William J., L & B, 16 Liberty Avenue 6,200
Allard, Edward N. & Mary A., L & B, New Hampton
Road 5,765
Personal Property 210
*Allard, John J. & Marie L., L & B, 122 Franklin st. 3,870
Allen, Edward L., L & B, 109 Chestnut St. 5,910
Personal Property 90
Allen, Leon H., Bldgs., 109 Chestnut St. 1,910
Personal Property 630
Allen, Raymond F. & Wilhelmina, Land & Trailer,
Between City Street & Route 11 2,510
*Allen, Raymond R. & Gloria A. L & B, 100 Chestnut St. 4,340
^*Allen, Romeo G. & Antonia K., L & B, New Hampton
Road 2,780
*Allison, Thomas C, Jr. & Dorothy F., L & B.
15 Charles St. 4,800
Alpert, Gertrude R., L & B, Lake Shore Drive 24,900
Personal Property 800
Alvord, Harry F., L & B, 9 Proctor St. 3,320
Amelotte, Herman J., L & B, South Main St. E/S 3,920
Amelotte, Herman J., Land, So. Main S.t, W/S 320
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American Oil Co., Gas pumps & Tanks 660
Ames, Heirs of Avis G., Land, Symonds Terrace Park 120
*Ames, Richard H. & Florence R., L & B, Route 127 3,870
Anair, Fred E. & Isabelle, L & B, New Boston Road 3,930
Anastas, Steve & Gladys, L & B, 62 Sanboi^n St. 4,970
Andrews, Robert J. & Roberta F., L & B, 191 Webster St. 3,470
Andrus, Max, L & B, New Hampton Road 1,490
Andrus, Walter L & Joan, L & B, Salisbury Rd. S/S 1,075
Aral, Fred A. & Anna, B., L & B, Lark St. E/X 4,570
Ai-anosian Oil Corp., L & B, Cor. No. Main St.,
& Webster Sts., 8,190
Stock In Trade 1,100
Personal Property 1,980
Arata, Mildred & Helen Bianchi, L & B, Webster
Ave., E/S 2,930
Archibald, William E. & Annette R., Trailer, Shop &
Land, Green St. 1,295
Art Ray Realty Co., Inc., L & B, Central St. 134,530
Ash, Eva M., L & B, 84 Valley St. 1,880
Ash, Roy J., L & B, 62 Valley St. 3,480
Astbury, Ernest L. & Viola B., L & B, 143 West Bow St. 4,550
Atkinson Oil Co., Inc., Land & Service Station,
So. Main St. 11,510
Gas Pumps & Tanks 2,310
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., Stock In Trade 21,600
Atlantic Refining Co., Gas Station & Land, Corner
Central & River Streets 20,280
Personal Property 660
Atwood, Maria W., L & B, Route 3A E/S 11,140
='Aube, Armand O. & Madeline, L & B, 95 Sanborn St. 2,650
Aube, Cyril, L & B, 60 West Bow St. 4,270
*Aube, Cyril J. & Gabrielle M., L & B,
71 Winnipesaukee St. 4,245
Aube, Ernest, L & B, 142 Winnipesaukee St. 4,860
Aube, Eva, L & B, 103 Salisbury St. 4,860
Aube, Heirs of Joseph, L & B. 83 Elkins St. 4,100
Aubuchon, W. E. Co., Inc., Stock In Trade 22,500
Auger, Charles W. & Ellen R., L & B, 21 Pleasant St. 6,840
Auger, Charles W. & Ellen R., L & B, 81-83 Pine St. 6,310
Austin, George & Freda P., L & B, Salisbury Road N/S 4,260
Austin, Herman L. & June R., L & B, Lawndale Road E/S 1,100
Ayotte, Albert M., L & B, 145 Prospect St. 6,130
*Ayotte, Joseph O. & Catherine M., L & B, 32 Chestnut St. 4,770
Ayrton, Donald A. & Helen J., L & B, 407 North Main St. 5,090
Ayrton, Donald A. & Helen J., Stock In Trade 3,500
Babineau, Albert & Clara A., L & B, E/S Cross Road 2,640
Bailey, Charles & Eleanor, L & B, 41 School St. 4,400
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BaUey, Chester B. & Ruth H., L & B, 45-47 School St. 4,270
Bailey, Clara S. Mrs., L & B, New Hampton Road 2,320
Bailey, Durward M. & Olive E., L & B, 155 So. Main St. 6,400
Bailey, Harold P. & Hattie A., L & B, 3 Wells St. 1,830
*Bailey, Richard W. & Geraldine A., L & B, 57 Clark St. 7,575
Bailey, Ruth, L & B, 201 Pleasant St. 4,010
Baillargeon, Leo & Anita G., L & B, 721 Central St. 5,960
Baird, Robert L., L & B, 193 Summit St. 5,880
Bakeman, Mabel, Land, C/Lark & Lake Avenue W/ S 215
Bakeman, Mabel, Land, Lark Street W/o 160
Baker & Co., Stock In Trade 10,000
*Barber, William A. & Janet R., L & B, 37 Beaton St. 5,075
Barber, William A. & Janet R., L & B, Webster Lake
N/S Lake Shore Drive 2,340
Barczak, Walter & Emilia, L & B, 14 West Bow St. 11,780
Barg, Bertram B., L & B, 35 Maple Square 5,790
Barg, David & Rebecca, L & B., 170 West Bow St. 6,080
Barg, David & Rebecca, L & B, N/S Central St. 16,500
Barg, Israel, L & B, 18 West Bow St. 6,320
Barg, Israel, Land, Prospect St. 630
Barg, Israel & Rosa S., L & B, 330-342 Central St. 71,540
=-=Barna, Czesiaw J. & Dorothy M., L & B, Wood St. 3,490
*Barna, Joseph B. & Mabel A., L & B, Sanborn St. 5,960
Barna, Simon & Bernice, L & B, S/S Route No. 3 North 6,570
Barnaby, Helena, L. & B, 15 Pearl St. 8,490
Barnes, Mi-s. Joseph, L & B, 60 View St. 6,360
Barney, Beatrice M., L & B, 10 Hutchinson St. 2,180
Barney, Raymond D., Land, SalisbuiT Road 745
Barney, Raymond D., L & B, Salisbury Road S./S 4,950
Barnum, Leroy D. & Marjorie P., Land, Salisbury
Road N/S 150
Barry, Dora L. & B, Daniell St. (156 Railroad Ave.) , 3,540
Barry, Dora, L & B, 160 Railroad St. 6,790
Barry, Dora, Land, Railroad Avenue 240
Barry, John S. & Almena D., L & B, 33 Glory Ave. 8,220
Barry, Joseph P., L & B, 177 Victory Drive 10,790
Barry, Joseph P., L & B, 348 Central St. 16,975
Stock In Trade , 5,915
Bai'ry, Joseph P. & Yvonne R., Land, Victory Drive 500
Barry, Stephen, L & B, 146 Railroad St. 5,010
Barry, Steve Co., Inc., Land & Restaurant, Route 3A 10,000
Stock In Trade 180
Barry, Steve Co., Inc., Diner - N/S Central St., On Land
of Joseph Barry 5,430
Bartlett, George H. & Evelyn E., L & B, 59 View St. 4,075
Bartlett, Harland L. & Dorothy M., L & B, 59 Park St. 3,810
-Bassett, Eugene F. & Lydia M., L & B, 10 Laxon St. 1,580
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-Baston, William B. & Carolyn R., L & B, 35 Duffy St. 5,725
Batchelder, Arthur M., Trailer & Land, Calef Hill Rd. 2,690
Batcheider, Ethel, Land, Giles Pcnd - Mt. View Park 30
Batchelor, Rupert O. & Meretta L., L & B, Lake Shore Drive
East Shore Webster Lake 3,930
=:=Battersby, Joseph & Alberta, L & B, Lake Shore Dr. 3,395
Bay State Investment Corp., Gas Station & Land,
N/3 Central St. 8,980
Bay State Petroleum Co., Stock in Trade 1,550
Personal Property 1,650
=-=Eeach, Rai^mond T. & Genevieve P., L & B.
Ward Hill Road 230
*Eeach, Robert A. & Lucille M., L & B, Glory Avenue 4,170
Bean, Harold C. & Evelyn L., L & B, 17 So. Sulloway St. 5,140
Stock in Trade 2,390
Bean, Harold C. & Evelyn L., L & B, Route 11, W/S 5,710
Beauchemin, Lea, L & B. 20-22 East High St. 4,160
=:^Beaudet, Gerald P. & Anita L., L & B, 58-60 River St. 2,270
Beaudet, Robert O. & Josephine M., L & B,
220 Prospect St. 10,210
Eeaulieu, Joseph A. & Rose, L & B, 15 Sanger St. 3,300
Beaupre, Alfred & Mary, L & B, 138 Sanborn St. 10,475
Personal Prcpei-ty 180
Beaupre, Alfred & Mary F., & Richard E. & Jeanette
Gilbert, L & B. 115, 119 1/2 & 121 1/2 Franklin St. 7,500
Beaupre, Alphonse, L & B, 11 Pleasant St. 8,330
Beaupre, Alphonse, L & B, 41-43 Prospect St. 5,340
*Beaupre, Ai-mand H. & Margie E., Trailer & Land,
North Main St. 2,000
Beaupre, Armand J. & Emiline B., L & B, 35 Spring St. 4,380
Beaupre, Clarence, Land, Webster St. 80
Beaupre, Clarence E. & Eunice G., L & B, Giles Pond 2,350
-Beaupre, Eugene F., Jr., L & B, 30 Webster St. 4,800
Beaupre, Henry J. Margaret W., L & B., So Prospect St. 6,980
Stock in Trade 420
Beaupre, Herve W. & Mary, L & B, 16-18 Pine Street 6,540
Beaupre, Joseph E. & Merilda J., L & B, 50 Pearl St. 2,710
Beaupre, Lorenzo J. & Yvonne M., L & B, 166 So. Main St. 5,070
Beaupre, Margaret W., Land, Punch Brook Road W/S 300
Beaupre, Roger & Mildred, Land, South Main St., N/ S 890
^Beaupre, Roger G. & Mary F., L & B, 72 Chestnut st. 2,110
*Beaupre, Valmore W. & Bertha M., L & B, 9 East High St. 3,020
Beaupre, William J. & Laura G., L & B,
139-141 East Bow St. 6,210
Beckford, Walter D., L & B, 394 North Main St. 6,445
Beckford, William E. & Theresa M., L & B, Fair St. S/S 3,705
Beckford, William E. & Theresa M., Land, Fair St. S/S 300
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Bedard, Leon P. & Josephine M., L & B, Robin St. S/S 2,470
Bedford, Doris, Personal Property 20
Belanger, Anselm J. & Edmee, L & B, 133-135 Franklin St. 5,680
Belding, Warren H., L & B, 63 Pine St. 5,660
*Belliveau, Ernest F & Lorraine, L & B, 81 School St. 2,550
Beliveau, Eva, L & B, 77 School St. 4,560
Beliveau, Rolland W., L & B, 79-79 1/2 School St. 5,630
*Bell, Everett & Gertrude A., L & B, Ward Hill Rd. 4,190
Personal Property 240
Belz, John & Mary, Land, Victory Drive 270
Belz, John & Mary, L. & B Victory Drive 8,760
Benham, Milo H. & Marguerite R., L & B, Webster
Ave. S/S 2,190
Benham, Milo H. & Marguerite R., L & B, Back
Webster Ave. 2,950
Bennett, Edgar, Land, Off Smith Hill Road (Lyons Lot) 50
Bennett, Edgar A., Jr. & Irene I. M., L & B,
Salisbui-y Road W/S 5,330
Bennett, Edgar A., Sr., & Maude M., L & B,
Smith Hill Road 4,100
Personal Property 1,350
Bennett, Edgar A., Sr. & Maude M., L & B
Smith Hill Rd. S/S 5,880
Bennett, H. Asa & Esther C, L & B, 56 Depot St. 4,160
Stock in Trade 4,400
*Bennett, Harold I. & Marjorie L., L & B 900 Central St. 2,830
Bennett, Lewis H. & Geneva M., Trailer, Calef Hill Rd.,
On Land of Arthur M. Batchelder 1,275
*Bennett, Ralph S. & Leslie L., L & B, 79 Terrace Rd. 4,420
Benson Auto Co., Inc., L & B, 28-32 No. Main St. 12,000
Stock in Trade 33,550
Benson, Earl H. & Pauline O., L & B, 40 Freedom Drive 7,730
*Benson, Ervin E. & Claudette B., L & B, Victory Drive 5,360
Benson, Lida L. & B, 111 Summit St. 6,040
Benson, Marion B., L & B, Nelson St. E/S 5,250
Berg, Louise A., L & B, 27-29 Spring St. 5,520
*Bergeron, Amedee J., L & B, 55 Park St. 2,430
Bergeron, Donat J., Land, Corner Central St. &
Maple Sq. 560
Bergeron, Laurier J. & Pauline T., L & B, Cross Street 8,360
Stock in Trade 1,500
Bergeron, Louis F., L & B, 42 Grove St. 3,690
Bergeron, Louis J. & Bernadette L., L & B, 110 West
Bow St. 2.560
Bergeron, Louis J. & Bernadette L., L & B, 114 West
Bow St. 2,310
Bersaw, Alfred & Anita A., L & B, 599 Central St. 2,370
Bertagna, Virginia, Land, Oriole St. N/S 620
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*Berube, Adelard E. & Juliette M., L & B, 13 School St. 3,520
*Berube, Louis H. & Merilda, L & B, 128 Franklin St. 3,520
Biagotti, Leo & Eva, L & B, 72 Clark St. 1,970
Bickford, H. & Co., L & B, Charles St. 1,330
=-:Biel, Boleslaw L & B, 38 West Bcv/ St. 3,450
Bil, Heirs of Agnes, Land, Victory Drive 290
Bil, Heirs of John, Land, Glenwood Ave 180
Bil, Michael, L & B, Carr St. N/S No tax
Bilodeau, Gerard, L & B, 24 Liberty Ave. 6,350
Bilodeau, Lucien F. & Mary A., L & B, 60 Kendall St. 8,175
Bitetto, Frank M. & Lenore J., L & B, Webster Ave.
E/Shore Webster Lake 3,590
*Blad, Anthony T. & Rosealma M., L & B, Victory Drive 2,620
*Blad, Heirs of John W., L & B, 121 Victory Drive , 4,030
Blad, Thaddeus F. & Ceslawa, L & B, 406-414 Central St. 32,930
Stock in Trade 6,000
Blad, Thaddeus P. & Ceslawa, L & B, 277 Victory Drive 6,050
Blake, Elwood C, land, Ward Hill Road 90
Blake, Elwocd C. & Annie W., L & B, Calef Hill Road 3,980
Blake, Ida G., Land, Off Salisbury Road 90
Blake, Ida G., Land, Punch Brook Road 80
Blake, Inez, L & B, 18-20 Oak Street 5,940
Blake, James E. & Lillian E., L & B, Route 11 W/S 5,720
Bland, William R., L & B, Salisbury St. S/S 3,030
Personal Property 75
Bloch, Leo M. & Muriel P., L & B, Lake Shore Drive
N/S 4,830
*Bloch, Seymour & Christel, L & B, 23 Beech St. 5,880
Bloch Sportswear, Inc., Stock In Trade 42,000
Blossom Shop, Stock in Trade 240
Blue, John F. & Lois T., L & B, Webster Lake 5,480
Blumenthal, Dorothy E., Trailer & Land, Route 3A E/S 1,670
Bohan, Walter J. & Adella C, L & B Webster Ave. S/S 3,240
Boisclair, Maurice N. & Hilda M., L & B, 59 Chestnut St. 7,210
*Bclduc, Orion E. & Elizabeth, L & B, 64 Elkins St. 2,690
Bond, Dr. Douglas D. & Helen C.)
Burgess, Mrs. Linda C.( L & B, New Boston Road 9,340
*Bonfanti, Joseph F. & Jeannette M., L & B, 2 No.
Sulloway St. 6,730
Bonin, Wilfred J. & Alice O., L & B, 130 V^^est Bow St. 6,300
Bonk, Anthony & Katherine, L & B, 45 West Bow St. 6,590
Bonk, Anthony & Katherine, L & B, Freedom Drive 5,230
Bonk, Emil P. & Stella M., Land, Victory Drive 645
Bonk, Emil P. & Stella M., L & B, 16 Freedom Drive 8,410
Bonk, Emil P. & Stella M., Land, Off Webster Ave. 620
*Bonk, Frank G. & Lorraine E., L & B, 12 Charles St. 8,200
Bonk, Louisa, L & B, 156-158 West Bow St. 6,020
Bonk, Stanley F. & Lucille A., L & B, 624 Central St. ,4,470
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*Bonk, Stanley F. & Lucille A., L & B, 77 Clark St. 5,680
Boomhower, Leonard W. & Rachel C, L & B, Nelson
St. E/S 4,110
Boot, Bastian C. & Annie E., L & B, Route 3A 2,700
*Bosselait, Leon J. & Edith M., L & B, 47 Orchard St . 6,150
Stock in Trade 1,050
Bosselait, Leon J. & Edith M., L & B, 6-8 Terrace Road 7,620
Bosselait, Leon J. & Edith M., L & B, 28 Glcry Avenue 5,030
Boston & Maine Railroad, Warehouse, River St. 2,040
Boston & Maine Railroad, Land, So. of Webster Place 330
Bcston & Maine Railroad, Longfellow Lot 1,800
Boston & Maine Railroad, Lot East Side RR Bridge
B & M RR. 600
Boucher, Verne E. & Marian K., L & B, 114 Pearl St. 3,780
Boudreau, A. L. & Sons, Inc., L & B, Duffy St. 4,700
Eoudreau Builders, Land, Duffy St. 710
Baudreau Builders, L & B, Duffy St. 2,990
Boudreau Builders, Land, Duffy St. 740
Bouley, Arthur R. & Ruby M., Trailer & Land, Route 3A 2,250
Eourdeau, Eugene & Beatrice, L & B, Lawndale Rd.
E/S 7,025
Personal Property 155
Bcurdeau, Eugene & Beatrice, L & B, Range Road S/S 300
Eourdeau, Louis W. & Gertrude A., Trailer & Land,
Rcbin St. 1,775
Bourjois, Lena, L. & B, 141 Chestnut St. 2,930
Boutin, Delore L. & Hazel A., L & B, Kidder Ave. W/S , 1,450
Bowlby, Frank E. & Frona C, L & B, Salisbury Rd. 2,925
Bowne, Mary T., L & B, Webster Avenue 3,409
Boyce, Eernice L., L & B, 39 Summit St. 2,210
Boyce, Jchn M. & Eernice L., L & B, Route 11 S/S 2,500
Boyd, Andrew G., L & B, 162 North Main St. 2,380
*Eoyd, Haldane H. & Isabelie, L & E, 15 Beech St. 9,110
Boyd's Laundry & Cleaners, Inc. L & B, 185-187 Central St. 13,530
Boynton, Fred, Land, N/S Calef Hill Road 60
*Bozek, Stella J., L & E, New Hampton Road 5,470
^Bradley, Robert J. & Patricia E., L & E, 11 Spring St. 2,720
*Erady, Francis E. & Theresa L., L & B 87-91 West Bow
Street 3,490
Erailey, Grace C, L & B, New Hampton Road 3,920
=^=Braley, Clarence E. & Eleanor L., L & E, Colby Ave. E/S 2,510
Braley, Gilbert W., Jr. & Marjorie, L & B,
New Hampton Rd. 7,600
*Braley, Heber L. & Harriet I., L & E, 841 Central St. 1,180
Braley, Mildred S., L & E, 40 Oak St. 4,560
Brassard, Alphonse G. & Ida A., L & E, 22 Freedom Dr. 7,370
Stock In Trade 380
Brassard, Amedee A. & Frances W., L & B, 731 Central St. 6,900
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Brassard, Harold, L & B, 123 Orchard St. 4,850
Breckney, Edward, Jr. & Helen L., L & B, 6 Wells St. 4,030
Breckney, Mamie D., L & B, 5 Wells St. 1,770
Bresslin, Jack & Dearma, Trailer on Land of Raymond
Barney, Salisbury Rd. 810
-Breton, Joseph P. A., & Florence C, L & B, Calef
Hill Rd. 2,805
Brock, Angle, L. & B, W/S Pleasant St. 2,050
-Brough, Frank H. & Rita M., L & B, 113-119 Elkins St. 5,530
Brouillard, Eugene & Anna, L & B, 177 West Bow St. 2,760
=-=Brown, Bernard R. & Merle L., L & B, New Hampton Rd. 3,415
Brown, Ella L., L & B, New Hampton Rd. 6,340
=:^Brown, Ernest K. & Frances E., L & B, 39-41 Highland
Avenue 4,200
Brown, Floyd J. & Shirley M., L & B, New Hampton Rd. 5,050
Brown, George S., Land, Smiling Hill Rd. 405
Brown, Mildred W., L & B, Webster Ave. E/S 3,580
Brudno, James C, Land, Lark St. SS 100
Binanelle, Arthui- A. & Catherine V., L & B, Smiling Hill Rd. 4,555
Brunelle, Merilda, L & B, 2-6 Canal St. 5,980
-Bryant, Walter L. & Ida E., L & B, 44 Beaton St. 3,610
Bryson, Edward J., L & B, Morrill Ct. ES 2,990
Buchanan. Wallace W. & Lillian, L & B, Route 11 W/S 4,200
Buczynski, Edward J., L & B, Chestnut St., Corner Proctor 2,860
Stock in Trade 250
Personal Property 540
Buczynski, Edward J. & Dorothy H., L & B, 139 Circuit St. 9,620
Buczynski, Frances J., Trailer, L & B., Woodrow Ave. 1,475
*Buczynski, Julian J. & Olga B., L & B, Victory Drive 5,420
Stock In Trade 2,103
Personal Property 50
Buczynski, Michael A., L & B, Lark St. 1,870
Bultm.-in, Frederick W. & Jean E., L & B, Salisbury Rd.
W/S 1,950
Burke, Charles A., L & B, 33 Kendall St. 5,880
Burke, Heirs of Mary A., L & B, 14 Sanger St. 4,380
Burke, Michael E., L & B, 53 Kendall St. 7,690
Personal Property 90
Land & Shed, N/S Route 3 , 2,300
Burleigh, Carll L. & Ethel S., land, Simonds Terrace 60
Burleigh, Heirs of Ernest L., L & B, 22 Dearborn St. 5,850
Land, Dearborn St. 1,160
Burleigh, Joseph & Alice T., L & B, South Main St. W/S 7,05G
Burley, Frank W. & Pauline R., L & B. 197 Webster St. 3.710
Burns, Alexander & Dorothy, L & B, 112-116 Pleasant St. 5,630
*Biirns, Keith L. & Virginia M., L & B, Babbitt Road 4,350
Burrs, Lcuise, Land, Prospect St. 530
L & B, 25 Eeech St. 8,420
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BuiTOWS, Hubert A. & Ruby L., L & B, Davis St. 3,000
*Bushman, Clayton W. & Lorraine E., L & B. 20 Dear-
born St. 2,910
-Bushman, Norman A. & Cecile G., L & B, 93 Kendall St. 6,640
*Buswell, Guy A., L & B, 116 South Main St. 2,590
L & B, Webster Birthplace Road 4,710
Land, Off Salisbury Road 130
Personal Property 300
L & B, Range Road S/S 470
Personal Property 570
Buswell, Mildi-ed, L & B, 276 North Main St. 5,040
Butcher, John, L & B, Smiling Hill Road W/S 3,530
Butler, Francis, L & B, Lake Ave W/S 1,730
Butler, Herbert W. & Wanda M., L & B, Webster Ave.,
S/S 3,870
*Butler, James L. & Rita F., L & B, 104 Valley St. 2,750
Butler, Theresa P., L & B, Webster Lake E/S 3,130
L & B, 175 South Main St. 14,700
Stock in Trade 830
Cahill, Carrie, Land, Route 3
A
300
Cahill, Louis & Vera, L & B, Route 3A W/S 1,050
Calley, Maurice M., Land, Calef Hill Road 140
L & B, Babbitt Road 6,160
Camann, Saul, Stock in Trade 3,100
Camp, Rolfe Co., Inc., L & B, 194 Central St. 13,620
Stock in Trade 20,000
Warehouse & Land, S/S East Bow St. 4,020
Land, Prospect St. 720
Camp, Rolfe & Florence, L & B, 202 Central St. 6,720
L & B, 821 Central St. 7,540
Camp, Rolland D. & Dorothy R., L & B, 66 Edwards St. 11,270
Campana, Fiore & Marion, L & B, 38 West High St. 5,150
Personal Property 80
L & B, Webster Ave. 2,270
Campbell, Arthm- D. & Virginia L. Woodwell, L & B,
Webster Ave. 2,460
Campbell, Hattie M., L & B, 92-94 Franklin St. 5,740
Cannon, Dr. Bradford & Marion C. Schlesinger, L & B
New Boston Road 4,850
Carhart, John L. & Claira M., L & B, So. Prospect St. 6,240
-Carignan, August E. & Edna M., L & B. 143 Salisbury St. 2,910
*Carignan, Leopold N. & Lucienne A., L & B, 182 Frank-
lin St. 3,950
Land, Franklin St. 900
*Carignan, Maui'ice J. & Jean T., L & B, 670 Central St. 5,890
Carignan, Roland, Land, Route 11 360
Carignan, Romeo L. & Mariette Y., L & B, 109 E. Bow
Street 3,845
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Carignan, Sadie, L & B, So. Prospect St. 8,110
Caron, Albert J. & Marcelline E., L & B, 15 Glory Ave. 6,940
Carpenter, Samuel C, L & B, South Prospect St. 19,320
Personal Property 120
*Carr, John J. & Norma, L & B, Morrill Ct. W/S 2,770
*Carr, Philip M. & Dorothy T., L & B, 55 Prospect St. 3,860
*Carroll, David B. & Eugenia, L & B, 89 Terrace Road 4,170
Carter, Rosaire F. & Theresa M., L & B, E. Pleasant St. 4,640
Personal Property 270
Cate, Mary F., L & B, 31 Pleasant St. 6,860
Cedar Fence Co., Bldg., Webster Lake Road 120
*Chaifee, John W. & Antonina, L & B, So. Prospect St. 6,680
Chamberlain, Charles D. & Enid S., L & B, Route 11 W
Shore Webster Lake 10,010
Chamberlain, Henry C. & Mabel L., L & B, 315 Victory
Drive 6.030
Chamberlin, Fred B. & Edith M., L & B, So Prospect St. 23,400
Land, So. Prospect St. 610
Chamberlin, William L. & Barbara S., L & B, 227 Pros-
pect St. 6,150
Champagne, Paul & Alexina, L & B, 5 Washington Ave. 6,350
Champagne, Rose M., L & B, 6-8 Grove St. 4,620
^Champion, Andrew & Dora, L & B, Route 127 160
Chandonnait, Delphis A. & Clara B., L & B, 64 Lancaster
Street 2,230
Chandonnait, Luger, Land, Hunt Ave., Bdg., Located on
Land of J. Lloyd & Evan M. Kelley 230
*Chandonnait, Roland L. & Helen L., L & B, 76-78
West Bow St. 3,190
"Chapley, Anthony J. & Caroline M., L & B,
189 So. Main St. 3,620
Chapley, John & Marjorie E., L & B, 40 Highland Ave. 3,310
Chapman, Ruby D., L & B, 249 No. Main St. 2,960
*Charron, Eileen E., L & B, Terrace Road 5,930
Chase, Heirs of Ann, Land, Davis St. 180
Chase, Ai'thur A. & Lorraine T., L & B, 62 Park St. 3,970
Chase, Edward A. & Audrey R., L & B, Shore
Webster Lake 3,390
Chase, Heirs of George W., L & B, 91 Summit St. 3,880
L & B, 101 Summit St. 6,170
Cheney, Avit J. & Annette, L & B, 40^2 Elkins St. 7,510
*Cheney, Frank E. & Constance S., L & B, Salisbury Rd. 5,200
*Cheney, Paul E. & Pearl L., L & B, 21 Carver St. 4,920
Cheney, Raoul J. & Bernadette M., L & B, 145 Kendall St. 8,125
Chorzepa, Martin & Victoria, L & B, 138 West Bow St. 3,960
Churas, Mrs. Arthm-, L & B, 24-26 Spring St. 5,140
Churas, Christie & Patricia M., L & B, 623-625 Central St. 4,980
Chwast, John, L & B, 121 Chestnut St. 11,000
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Chwast, Joseph J., Land, 121 Chestnut St. 300
Cities Service Stations Corp., Gas Station & Land S/S
Central St., Ccr. Prospect St. 20,900
Personal Property 1,320
Clark, Rt. Rev. Msgi". Edward A., L & B, Webster Lkae
E/S 5,700
L & B, Webster Lake E/S 2,610
L & B, 21 Chestnut St. 3,700
Land, Clark St. 1,110
Clark, Rt. Rev. Msgr. Edward A. & Raymond A. Clark
L & B, 15 Chestnut St. 6,320
Clark, Edward & Alice, Land, Rcute 11 N/S 8S0
Clark, Eva L., L & B, 268 So. Main St. 3,020
Clark, Heirs of Frances L. S., L & B, New Boston Road 3,310
Clark, Maitheno C. & Helen, L & B, 645 Central St. 3,630
Clark, Philip R. & Evelyn R., L & B, 24 Dearborn St. 6,760
Clark, William S. U, L & B, New Boston Road 2,420
Clarke, Frederick N. & Grace L.)
Clarke, Frederick N., Jr. & Doris L.,) L & B, Webster
Lake 14,325
Personal Property 50
Cleary, Susie A., L & B, 65 Clark St. 2.170
Clifton, Natalie, L & B, Cor. Proctor Ave., & Clark St. 4,150
Land, Corner Proctor Ave. & Clark St. 380
L & B, 88 Clark Street 2,690
Clifton, Raymond G., L & B, 925 Central St. 6,440
Stcck in Trade 1,000
Cline, Ernest, Land, Lawndale Road E/S 850
*Cline. Warren L & Madeline H., L & B, 42 Pearl St. 1,240
Clogston, Anna M., Stcck in Trade 1,600
Clcgston, Paul E. & Anna M., L & B, Babbitt Road 11,480
Stcck in Trade 60
Land, Beaton Street 330
Clogston, Edward J. & Arlene C, L & B, Lake Avenue
E/S 7,670
*ClGutier, David J. & Nancy N., L & B, 77 Pine St. 4,670
-Cloutier, Henry J. & Phyllis C, L & B, 16 Anderson Ave. 3,240
Clow, Louis, Land, R:bin St. S/S 240
Ccbden, Richard M. & Gladys G. L & B Route 3A W/S 10,010
='=Coffey, John M., Jr. & Arlene J., L & B, 32 Lancaster St. 4,870
Coffey, Thomas J. & Dorothy M., L & B, Babbitt Road 1,950
Colburn, Gordon E., L & B, Victory Drive 5,140
*Colburn, Gordon E. & Freda M., L & B, Hunt Road 6,160
Stock in Trade 240
Personal Property 80
Land, Salisbury Rd. 20
Coiburn & Camp Motor Co., Inc., Stock in Trade 19,000
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Colby, Charles J., Land, Pleasant St. 530
L & B, 325 Central St. 8,430
L & B, 321-323 Central St. 11^260
Colby, Clifton D., Jr. & Clara A., L & B, King St. 3,450
Colby, Edward G., L & B, 389 North Main St. 2,940
Colby, Harold, Land, Colby Avenue 120
Colby, John R. & Kathryn, L & B, Colby Street 2,920
L & B, 205 Pleasant St. 5,410
Colby, Miriam S., L & B, 197 Plexsant St. 5,600
Colby, Heirs of Roy, L & B, E/S Pleasant St. 9,315
Colby, Victor N., L & B, Sand Hill Road W/S 6,210
Colcord, Erford R. & Phyllis J., L & B, Sanborn St. 610
Cole, Lyman, Land, Giles Pond Road 40
Collins, Clarence E. & Lois R., L & B, Route 3A W/S 3,240
L & B, Lark St. E/S 1,659
L & B, Robin St. W/S 1,070
Land, Robin St. W/S 240
L & B, Lark St., S/S 1,520
^Collins, Walter E. & Christine E., L & B, Robin St. W/S 3.140
L & B, 32 Central St. 3,030
Stock in Trade 150
L & B, 34 Central St. 2,380
Collins, Yvonne A., L & B, 49 Maple St. 4,530
Ccmolli, Joseph F.. Land, V/ebster St. W S 300
Conant, Malcolm W. & Lottie M., L & B. Route 11 11,670
Concord Lumber Co., Land, So. Prospect St. 980
Concord Savings Bank, L & B, 101 Pine St. 5,759
Conger, Heirs of Ralph, L & B, W/S Davis St. 330
Ccnlon, Celia, L & B, Webster Lake 3,145
^Conner, Maurice L. & Laura E., L & B, 14 Russell St. 3,620
Connifey, James P. & Barbara M., L & B, 3 View St. 5,250
Connor, Michael J., L & B, 32-34 East Bow St. 4,490
Cook, Bernald W. & Martha E., L & B, 63-65 Gilman St. 3,980
Cook, Merlin H. & Evelyn W., L & B, 13 Gilman St. 5,890
Stock in Trade 660
Ccoke, Robert E. & Melba M., L & B, Aiken Avenue 11,620
Cooke, William & Marcia D., L & B, 1 Lake Ave. W/S 3,630
Stock in Trade 200
Cooper, Allen S., L & B, 230 So. Main St. 8,050
Cooper, Mrs. Allen S., L & B, 220 So. Main St. 8,145
*Cooper, William H. & Barbara H., L & B. 7 Patriot Ave. 6,110
-Copp, Dorothy M., L & B, 13 Russell St. 2,570
Cor-Ben Associates, Inc., L & B, 153 East Bow St.)
L & B 12-24 Glen St.) 10,550
^Corcoran, George T. & Helen M., L & B, 582 Central St. 2,580
Corkay, Inc., L & B, Central & River Streets 93,050
*Corneau, George S. & Lillian M., L & B, 107 West
Bow St. 1.450
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Cornwell, Ralph S. & Eleanor M., L & B, Lake Shore
Dr. S/S 1,620
Costello, Mary Ann, L & B, Route 11 W/S 6,650
Cote, Albert, L & B, 20 Russell Street 3,140
Cote, Albert E. & Odile F., L & B, 188 So. Main St. 28,840
Stock in Trade 150
Cote, Armand J., Jr. & Elizabeth A., L & B, 77 View St. 5,720
Cote, Armand J. & Cecile M., L & B, 180 Prospect St. 4,190
*Cote, Bernard & Arlene, L & B, 23 Liberty Ave. 6,110
Cote, Esty & Menotha, Trailer on Land of Lawrence Cote,
East Pleasant St. 1,750
Cote, Fred J. & Eva E., L & B, 2 Dana Court 4,030
Cote, Lawrence J. & Lillian M., Land, W/S Pleasant St. 400
*Cote, Lawrence J. & Lillian M., L & B, 275 Victory Dr. 5,845
Stock in Trade 2,460
*Cote, Maurice W. & Jeannette M. R., L & B, 67 Lancas-
ter St. 160
Cotton, Clarence S., L & B, Webster Ave. S/S 5,480
*Cournoyer, Leon A. & Ellen M., L & B, So. Prospect St. 2,770
Courtemanche Bros., L & B, Route 11 N/S 2,800
L & B, 17 East Bow St. 3,920
Stock in Trade 3,360
Courtemanche, Dennis W. & Eletha, L & B, 35 Clark St. 8,070
Courtemanche, John L. & Bernadette L., L & B, 143 Chest-
nut St. 4,500
Ccui'temanche, Paul G. & Ruth M., Land & Trailer
Hutchinson St. 2,695
Courtois, Rcmeo J.. L & B, 413-419 Central St. 9,280
Stock in Trade 2,220
Couture, Joseph H. Roger, L & B, 126 Webster St. 3,490
*Coutare, Joseph H. Roger & Nancy E., L & B, 90
Prospect St. 4,870
Craik, V/illis B., L & B, Giles Pond Road 3,510
Crandall, Newton V., L & B, Lake Avenue W/S 2,960
Grand all, Newton V. & Josephine P., L & B, Route 3A 3,560
*Crane, James J. & Mary E., L & B, 121 Prospect St. 8,430
Crawford, Francis A. & Gladys K., L & B, Kidder Ave E/S 1,470
*Crawford, Francis & Gladys K., L & B, Kidder Ave. W/S 2,300
*Crcsby, Kenneth J. & Gloria R., L & B, 15 Liberty Ave 7,340
*Crosby, Raymond E. & Claris H., L & B, Oriole St. E/S 700
Cross, Heirs of Clayton A., L & B, 98-100 So. Main St. 4,360
Cross, Heirs of Emma J., L & B. W/S Cross Road 3,340
*Crcss, George S. & Rita, L & B, 48 Terrace Road 3,260
Cross, Jessie B., L & B, 20-26 Terrace Road 4,680
Stock in Trade 715
Cross, Robert W. & Barbara E., L & B, Carr St. S/S 4,170
*Croteau, Paul D. & Lillian R., L & B, 141 Winnipesaukee
St. 2,615
Croteau, Roger J. & Gloria M., L & B, 638 Central St. 3,840
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Crowley, Martin, Wood Lot, North of Calef Hill Rd. 50
Land Containing Gravel Pit, New Hampton Rd. 720
L & B, S/E Corner Central & Green Sts. 12,440
Personal Property 8,100
Land, Central St. 430
L & B, S/S Corner 753 Central St. & Green St. 6,030
Shoreland, Giles Pond 960
Land, Webster Lake 1,800
Crowley, Martin A. & Marie Rose, L & B, 713 Central St. 4,780
Land, S/W Corner Green & Munroe Sts. 140
Crowley, Raymond, Land, S/S Munroe St. 100
Land, W/S North Main St. 3,630
Crowley. Raymond & Gracia, L & B, Webster Lake 1,920
Crowley, Woodbury E. & Laura, Land, Salisbury St. W/S 90
L & B, Salisbury St. 4,640
Cunningham, Charles D. & Caroline B., L & B, 79 West
Bow St. 3,200
Cunningham, Edith L., L & B, 32 Russell St. 4,130
L & B, 64 Railroad St. 3,110
Cunningham, Grace & Helen and Beatrice Kingsbury,
L & B, 130 Railroad St. 4,920
Cunningham, Heirs of Katherine E., L & B, 151 Franklin St. 4,350
Cunningham, Heirs of Robert, Land, Smiling Hill Rd. 200
Cunningham, Sabrina V., L & B, 57 Gilman St. 4,330
Curran, Bridget K., L & B, 58 Winnipesaukee St. 4,180
*Currier, Jesse A., Jr. & Marion B., L & B Webster
Birthplace Road N/S 1,120
*Curtis, Donald A. & Priscilla A., L & B, 181 So Main St. 7,680
Gushing, Alice L., L & B, Victory Drive 6,670
Gushing, Arthur R., L & B, 55 Clark St. 6,525
Stock in Trade 5,100
L & B, Webster Avenue S/S 6,410
Gushing, Arthur R. & Marion V., L & B, Webster Avenue 3,460
*Cushing, Donald W. & Claire L., L & B, 17 Glory Avenue 6,855
Gushing, Garrett A., L & B, 110 Railroad St. 4,090
Land, Off Railroad Street 10
Gushing, Mary L. L & B, Colby Ave., E/S 2,100
L & B. Colby Ave., W/S 3,510
Stock in Trade , 135
Cutter, Harold L. & Eleanor N., L & B, Sand Hill Road 5,330
*Daigneau, Gerald E. & Leona G., Trailer & Land, New
Hampton Road No tax
Daigneau, Sidney E., L & B, 74 Depot St. 3,190
Daigneault, Prank J. & Irene B., L & B, Sanborn St. 4,800
Daigneault, Yvonne B., L & B, 16 Pearl Place 3,500
Dakos, John C. & Evangeline K., L & B, 9-11 E. Bow St. 9,120
L & B, 56 So. Main St. 5,610
Dalphond Bros., Inc. L & B, Route 11 W/S N/S 2,180
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Land, Route 11 N/S 1,450
Land, Route 11 S/S 2,800
Land, Off Salisbury Road W/S 60
Dalphond, Arthur & H. Winifred, L & B, Route 11 W/S 10,455
Dalphond, Wilfred F. & Velma S., L & B, Route 11 W/S 8,270
Land, Terrace Road 2,520
Dane, Fred E., L & B, 18 Terrace Road 4,650
Dane, Mrs. Fred, L & B, 42-46 Terrace Read 4,500
-Dane, Fred S. & Edwina C, L & B, Robin St. E/S 4,200
Daniell, Eugene S., Jr., L & B, 56 Salisbury St. 2,450
L & B, Kidder Ave. S/S 1,830
Daniell, Eugene & Eve, L & B, Daniell Point 6,670
Daniell, Jere R., L & B, Lake Shore Drive , 26,660
*Daniell, Lillian G.. L & B, Daniell Point 6,900
Daniels, Thomas W., Land, Webster St. W/S 860
Dargie, Daniel L., L & B, 435 Central St. 8,590
Stock m Trade 7,780
Land, Babbitt Road 30
L & B 709 Central St. 4,910
Dargie, Daniel L. & Elizabeth I., L & B, Lake Shore Drive 4,240
L & B, Lake Shore Drive 8,630
Land, Lake Shore Drive 1,500
Dargie, Heirs of George V/., L & B, 697 Central St. 5,090
Davenport, Florence C, L & B, Salisbury Rd. N/S 3,740
Davenport, Harriet, L & B, 136 Salisbury St. 3,930
Davenport, Sherman G., Land, Salisbury St. N/S 780
L & B, 403 South Main St. 5,290
Land, Off Salisbury Road 160
Davidson, James J. & Aldea M., L & B, 47 Chestnut St. 5,320
-Davidson, Robert E. & Marie V., L & B, 61 Oak St. 4,460
Davis, Alvin J. & Caroline I., L & B, So Prospect St. 3,760
Personal Property 400
Davis, Arnold G. & Dorothy R., L & B, 44 Central St. 4,950
Davis, Edna P., L & B, 42 Central St. 4,310
L & B, Lake Shore Drive W/S 9,740
Land, Webster Street WS 730
*Davis, George H. & Marie B., L & B, 34 So. Sullovi^ay St. 5,500
Davis, Grover, Land, Off Calef Hill Road 90
Davis, Julius P. & Kathleen E., L & B, Giles Pond 3,280
Davis, Kay M., L & B, 28 Pearl St. 4,910
Davis, Merton A. & Hazel P., L & B, Lake Shore Drive 1,240
-Davis, Richard, L & B, 45 Central St. 4,940
Dean, Alwin C, L & B, 79 Summit St. 3,730
Dearborn, Earl J. & Ruth D., L & B, Webster Ave. 1,800
-Dearborn, Leon W. & Doris E., L & B, 33 Webster St. 4,120
^Dearborn, Robert J. & Dorothy P., L & B, Salisbury
Rd. W/S 2,860
Decato's Men's Wear, Stock in Trade , 10,800
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Decato, Ernest J. & Marion W., Land, Lake Shore Drive 2,550
Decato, Inez L., L & B, 61 Beech St. 6,350
Defosses, Beatrice A., L & B, Calef Hill Rd. 6,130
Land, Wood St. 430
Defosses, Raymond N. & Claire L., L & B, Calef Hill Rd. 6,460
Stock in Trade 200
Defosses, Thecdcre, L & B, Calef Kill Road 890
Defosses, Victor F. & Doris T., L & B, Wood St. 3,420
Defosses, Viola J., L & B, Hunt Ave 540
Deguise, Gerard J. & Eva C, Land, Kendall St. 350
Dawson, Winnifred C, Land with House Trailer & Bldgs.,
New Hampton Road 2,240
Demers, Arthur P. & Aurelie M., L & B, 76 Thompson
Park , 4,220
Stock in Trade 100
='Demers, Dominique G., Land & Trailer, Hutchinson St.
N/S 1,570
Demos, Ida, L & B, 16 Forest St. 5,010
Denish, Merton & Lillian, L & B, 260 Kendall St. 3,670
*Denoncour, Maurice P. & Theresa M., L & B, 155 Franlc-
lin St. 3,460
Dery, Oscar D., L & B, 26 Highland Ave. 6,570
^:=Deshaies, Albert S. & Pauline E., L & B, 126 Railroad St. 4,270
Deshaies, Camille J. & Anna M., L & B, 104 Franklin St. 6,100
Deshaies, Eva, L & B, 21 West High St. 4,510
Deshaies, Mary F., L & B, 74-76 River St. 4,640
*Deshaies, Nestor & Eleanor M., L & B, 24 West High St. 2,250
Deshaies, Paul W. & Yvonne A., L & B, 76 Elkins St. 5,460
Desjardine, Heirs of Emma, L & B, 150-152 Franklin St. 11,020
*Desloges, Louis J. & Irene A., L & B, 90 River St. 3,110
-Desnoyers, Andrew W. & Rita T., L & B, 70 Thompson
Park 4,570
DeSoto, Marion St. Clair, L & B, V/ebster Ave N/S 2,780
Despin, Donald H. & Doris A., L & B, Robin St. N/S 590
Desrcchers, Anna & Florence, L & B, 130-132 Franklin St. 5,440
Desrochers, Philip A. & Angelina E., L & B, Daniell St.
(150 Railroad St.) 4,000
*Desrochers, Roger E., L & B, 181 Franklin St. 4,640
Desrochers, Roland J. & Pauline M., L & 3, 43 Grove St. 4,400
Dickinson, Crawford E. & Ceciie M., L & B, 33 Edwards St. 6,140
Dickinson, Elbert J. & Annie B., L & B, Pleasant St. 2,960
Dillon, William A., Jr. & Mildred M., 1/2 House & Land
(693 Central St.) 1.060
*Dineen, Agnes C, L & B, New Hampton Road 820
Dion, Beth M., L & B, 11 Clark St. 5,270
Dion, Emile J., Land, Sanborn St. 180
Dion, Eva M., L & B, 716 Central St. 5,430
Land On W/S Kendall St. 210
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Dion, George E. & Martha, L & B, 52 Kendall St. 5,790
Dion, Lawrence N. & Bertha M., Land, Off Ward Hill Road 500
Dionne, Richard, Land & Trailer, Sanborn St. 1,715
Dittus, Bert & Ruth H. and Etta A. Dittus, L & B, 66
View Street 8,060
Dobosz, Veronica, L & B, New Hampton Road 6,680
Dodge, John D. & Florence D., L & B, 137 Summit St. 6,260
*Dodge, Morris C, Jr. & Rose E., L & B, 9 Gilman St. 1,690
Dodge, Morris C. & Annie E., L & B, 40 Summit St. 1,985
Doheity. Margaret, L & B, 8 Ayles Court 3,510
Doherty. William A. & Shirley S., L & B, Lake Shore Dr. 4,470
L & B, Lake Shore Drive 8,820
Dole, Electa O., L & B, Babbitt Road 1,720
Dole, Mrs. George E., Land, Off Route 3 South 90
Donegan, Herman N. & Dorothy S., L & B, 66 Freedom
Drive 6,435
Donovan, William J. & Martha, L & B, 84 Sanborn St. 6,380
Personal Property 140
*Dorman, Percy R. & Caroline, L & B, 16 Spring St. 2,150
Dorval, C. A. Co., Inc., L & B, 30 Franklin St. 6,250
L & B, 175 Central St. 12,330
Stock in Trade 19,590
Dorval, Conrad A. & Ruby G., L & B, 31-33 Dearborn St. 12,905
Personal Property 80
Dorval, Raymond C. & Rita I., L & B, 22 River St. 3,070
Doucet, Clarina M., L & B, 35-37 Elkins St. 5,580
Doucet, Eloi J. & Marie L., L & B, 5 Aiken Ave. 6,710
Doucet, Gerard O. & Joan, L & B, 114 Franklin St. 6,770
Stock in Trade 3,175
Land, Franklin St. Ext. 120
Doucet. Marie Ann & Claire M., L & B, 15-19 Franklin St. 8,320
Doucette, Archille, L & B, 112 Winnipesaukee St. 4,530
*Doucette, George A. & Corinne, L & B, 127 Salisbury St. 1,640
Doucette, Henry A. & Dora M., L & B, 14 Dana Court 880
Doucette, Katheen M., L & B, South Main St. ES 2,650
Doucette, Walter J. & Priscilla M., L & B, 79 Pearl St. 2,760
Douphinett, Charles A., L & B, 99 Munroe St. 6,530
Stock in Trade 50
Land, S/S Central St. 430
Douphinett, Heirs of Charles E., Land, 24 Edmunds St. 600
L & B, 16 Franklin St. 3,560
Douvilie, Wilfred & Alice, L & B, 7 Prccior St. 3,480
*Dow, Walter O., L & B, Clark St. 5,310
Downes, Howard O. & Audrey, L & B, Lawndale Rd. W/S 2,925
Stock in Trade 300
Downes, Leonard E. & Rachel M., L & B, Webster Lake
Rd. N/S 6,140
Drapeau, William, L & B, 8 Cheney St. 5,340
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Draper, Lena, L & B, Webster Ave. 2,570
Drew, Albert E. & Helen B., L & B, 50 North Main St. 7,905
Land, Sturtevant St. N/S 480
Driganti, Lena R., L & B, 25 Oak St. 7,090
Driscoll, E. May, Land S/E Corner Central & Lancaster
Sts. 600
Dube, Alfred L. & Agnes M., L & B, New Hampton Road 5,100
Dube, Roland M. & Ellen L., L & B, Freedom Drive 6,260
DuBois, Armand A., Sr. & Marjorie D., L & B, 44
Edwards St. 4,850
L & B, 31-33 Franklin Street 11,240
Land, Edwards St. 50
-Dubois, Raymond L. & Claire G., L & B, Gilman St. 5,035
Dubois, Walter E. & Irene E., L & B, 88 Pearl St. 5,100
Dufault, Virginia V., and M. June Dolloff, L & B, Route 11 6,060
Duffin, Joseph S. & Dorothy A., L & B, Robin St. E/S 2,040
*Duffin, Joseph S. & Dorothy A., L & B, Oriole St. S/S 2,845
Dufresne, Otis W., Inc., Stock in Trade 36,000
Duhamel, Heirs of Arthur, L & B, 53 Prospect St. 3,130
*Duhamel, Bertrande & Theresa M., L & B, 42 Railroad St. 2,160
Dumais, Lionel J. & Wladyslawa S., L & B, Racine St. 4,410
Duncan, Arthur & Thelma, L & B, 25-27 Pearl St. 4,210
Dunford, Edward J. & Hazel K., L & B, 14 Carver St. 3,600
Dunlap, Heirs of George & Mineola, Land, Route 3A 480
*Dunn, Isadare L. & Lorraine R., L & B, Patriot Ave. 5,320
-Durgin, Earl E. & Doris L., L & B, Lawndale Rd. W/S 3,875
L & B, 181 Central St. 6,300
Stock in Trade 2,500
Personal Property 100
Durgin, Edward A. & Pauline, Trailer on Land of Cyrus
French, Lake Avenue 840
Durgin, Florence O., L & B, Oriole St. E/S 1,215
*Durgin, Jchn & Arlene H., L & B, Smith Hill Road ES 3,430
Durgin, Raymond F. & Juliette, L & B, Robin St. 5,350
=^^Durgin, Raymond W. & Blanche A., L & B, Route 3A ES 1,530
Durham, Fred E., L & B, Lake Shore Drive S/S 2,030
L & B, 34 Pleasant St. 6,180
Dussault, Alfred, L & B, Webster Avenue S/S 3,640
Dussault, Clarence L. & Emma B., L & B, 83 Railroad St. 4,340
Dussault, Lucien & Ina, L & B, 195 Franklin St. 3,460
*Dussault, Robert E. & Fernande R., L & B, Webster St. 7,050
*Dustm, Leon L. & Marie T., L & B, Salisbury Rd. S/S 5,330
*Dustin, Richard H., L & B, New Hampton Rd. 2,580
Dwyer, Edward, Land, 75 North Main Street 870
*Dwyer, Edwin C. & Simone R., L & B, 35 Pearl St. 3,660
*Dyment, William G. & Muriel E., L & B, Route 3A E/S 2,300
Eastman, Percy C, L & B, Salisbury Rd. N/S 4,180
Eaton, Harry A., L & B, 63 Edwards St. 7,630
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Eckilson, Gustav A. & Jennie B., L & B, Route 3A W/S 2,780
Edgerly, Frank J., L & B, Route 3A E/S 3,330
Edmunds, Heirs of F. M., Land, N/S Pleasant St. 1,300
Land, South of Rt. 11 600
L & B, 225-227 Franklin St. 13,190
Edmunds, Ruth H., L & B, Route 11 W/S 14,145
Edwards, Marjorie N.; Harold E. Davis; Mrs. Donald E.
Button. L & B Webster Avenue 6,620
Elkins Realty Corp., L & B, 82 Elkins St. 16,100
Elliott Bros., Inc., L & B, 169 Central St. 8,910
L & B, Corner Webster & Kimball Sts. 6,100
Land, Webster St. W/S 80
Eliott, Clyde F. & Blandina M., L & B, 104 Pearl St. 6,110
Elliott, Doris E., L & B, Webster Ave. E/S 12,180
L & 3, 61 Victory Drive 9,310
L & B, Shore Webster Lake E/S 4,040
L & B, Webster Ave. E/S 5,650
L 8z B, Webster Lake E/S 2,500
Elliott, Ernest & Beverly, Trailer, Salisbury Road 1,700
Elm City Oil Co., Inc., Personal Property 660
-Emerson, George C. & Bernice P., L & B, Dearborn St. 3,850
Emerson, Heirs of Hazel M., Bldg. Punch Brook Road, On
Land of Bradbury Prescoct 210
*Emerson, Lloyd C, L & B, 140 Chestnut St. 4,050
*Ernerson, Raymond L. & Hazel M., L & B, Salisbury Rd.
E/S 4,550
Emery, Bernard C. & Virginia P., L & B, Victory Drive 3,300
Emery, Daniel W., Jr. & Virginia M., Bldg., Smith Hill
Rd. On Land of Emery, Sr. 150
Emery, Daniel W., Sr., & Lilhan R., L & B, Smith Hill Rd. 1,390
Endicott-Johnson Shoe Co., Stock in Trade 11,100
England, Jennie A., L & B, So. Main St. E/S 15,030
Stock in Trade 450
Ernest, Glenn H. & Dorothy, L & B, 18 Dearborn St. 5,550
Evans, Donald B. & Barbara V., L & B, Salisbury Rd. S/S 4,210
Ewens, Charles & Boris, Trailer & Land & Bldg., Rt. 3A 2,480
Fairbank, John K. & Wilma C, L & B, New Boston Road 2,289
Fanning, Lula G., L & B, Route 11 S/S 2,325
Farmer, Charles A. & Marguerite, L & B, Hutchinson St.
S/S 10,640
L & B, Rear 403 No. Main Street 1,430
Farmer, Charles B. & Mary A., Land, S/S Hutchinson
Street 1,290
Restaurant Bldgs., & Two Parcels Land, E/S Rt. 3A 6,500
Stock in Trade 30
Farnsworth, Bernice B., L & B, 179 East Bow St. 5,730
*Farnum., Clifton R. & Blanche O., L & B, 49 Pine St. 4,870
Farnum, Roy A. & Marion M., L & B, Victory Drive 4,320
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Fell, Daniel, L & B, Route 11 7,020
Fernandes, Manuel & Frances, L & B, Robin St. N/S 1,200
Fessenden, Howard P. & Eleanor D., L & B, Sand Hill
Road N/S 4,640
Feuerstein, Martin, L & B, 785 Central Street. 6,650
Stock in Trade 3,500
Fielden, Clarence B. & Hazel D., Land, Victory Drive 640
L & B, 2 So. Sullov/ay St. 5,770
Fielders, Clarence L., L & B, 26 Pemigewasset St. 3,100
Fife, Clarence, L & B, South Main Street 10,930
Personal Property 4,215
Pillion, Alfred L., L & B, 103-105 West Bow St. 4,500
Fillicn, Richard L. & Janet M., L & B, 25 Russell St. 4,530
-Finley, John C. & Arlene T., L & B, 669 Central St. 2,850
*Fish, Lyle W. & Edith H., L & B, 60 Lancaster St. 3,530
-Fisher, William B. & Margaret, L & B, 72 Pine St. 4,170
Fitts, Russell, Land, Giles Pond Road 30
Flanagan, Patrick J. & Marie Y., L & B, 293 Victory Drive 8,740
Flavor-Fresh cf Franklin, Inc., Stock in Trade 1,800
Fleming, Belle R., L & B, Salisbury St. W/S 5,030
Fleury, Norman J., Bldg., Giles Pond Road 1,815
Fleury, Norman J. & Florence M., L & B, Giles Pond Road 5,700
*Fleury, Richard J. & Claire I., L & B, Wood St. 3,620
*FGgg, Donald F. & Melba E., L & B, 199 Sanborn St. 1,400
Fogg, Lucien H., & Alice J., L & B, Off Route 11 1,300
Forand, Gerard L. & Isabelle, L & B, 430 Central St. 31,530
Stock in Trade 10,350
L & B, Route 11 11,590
Ford, Heirs of Annis C, L & B, W/S Pieasajnt St. 5,020
Ford, Harry M. & Eleanor L., L & B, Lake Shore Drive N/S 7,280
Ford, Isabel A., L & B, Webster Ave S/S 2,190
Ford, L. S., Personal Property 200
Forest, Donat, L & B, 24-26 River St. 4,440
^Forest, Joseph J. & Constance M., L & B, 21 Davis St. 4,585
Land, Davis Street 410
Fortier, Henry & Eunice, Land, Webster Lake 360
Fortier, Kenneth S. & Eleanor F., L & B, Lake Shore Dr. 3,940
Personal Property 100
Foster, Arthur M. & Lillian, L & B, 21 Clark St. 4,975
Fowler, George G. & Grace A., L & B, Route 3A E/S 4,455
Fowler, Zelma C, L & B, 71 Gilman St. 3,970
*Frankland, Richard J. & Stella M., L & B, 68 West Bow
Street 1.790
Franldin Buildings, Inc., L & B, Corner No. Main St. &
Central Street 29,875
L & B, 19 North Main Street 3,750
Franklin Co-Operative Bank, L & B, 354 Central Street 24,910
Franklin Developments, Inc., L & B, 45 Tannery St. 51,630
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Franklin Furnitui-e Co., Stock in Trade 2,000
Franklin Home for the Aged Association, L & B, 14 Pea-
body Place 9,060
Franklin Hospital Association, L & B, 116 Prospect Street 5,120
Franklin, Jeremiah & Rose, L & B, 650 Central St. 4,050
L & B, 665 Central St. 780
Franklin Lodge B. P. O. E. No. 1280, L & B, 190-192 Cen-
tral St. 21,700
Franklin Meat Packing Co., Stock in Trade 4,200
The Franklin National Bank, L & B, 377 Central St. 46,665
Franklin Pharmacy, Stock in Trade 2,760
The Franklin Savings Bank, L & B, 383-387 Central St. 99,895
The Franklin Savings Banl^, L & B, 86 Terrace Road 5,290
Franklin Wholesale Mart, Inc., L & B, Route 3A E/S 8,610
Fraser, Duncan A. & Madeilene M., L & B, Salisbury St.
N/S 5,630
Land, Salisbury S. W/S 1,050
Fredette, Edmond & Lydia, L & B, 14 Railroad St. 2,950
Fredette, Ernest H. & Jane L., L & B ,177 Pleasant St. 5,720
Freeman, John J. & Cecile B., L & B, 38 Park St. 4,230
=^French, Allan L. & Dorothy F., L & B, 198 Prospect St. 4,440
French, Charles W. & Edith J., L & B, Giles Pond Road 1,610
Land Giles Pond Road 50
^French, Cyrus A. & Mildred W., Trailer & Land, Lake
Ave. W/S 570
*French, Frank J. & Marjorie B., L & B, 178 West Bow
Street 1.570
French, James L. & Verna M., L & B, Route 3A E/S 2,720
French Radio Shop, Stock in Trade 3,600
French, Robert F. & Sally A., L & B, 69 Freedom Drive 4,860
*Frew, Arthur O. & Winnifred, L & B, 236 No. Main St. 1,860
Froise, Madeline, Land, Lark St. S/S 200
Froise, Robert A., Land, Lark St. S/S 250
*Frost, Maurice H., Jr. & Nancy R., L & B, So. Prospect
Street 4,870
Frye, James E. & Mabel F., L & B, Shore Webster Lake
E/S 3,270
^Fuller, Clark S., & Joan P., L & B, Lake Shore Drive 6,630
**Fuller, John E. & Helen M, L & B, So. Prospect St. 7,420
Personal Property 80
Land, Webster Lake 1,400
Fuller, Katherine E., L & B, 65 Freedom Drive 5,920
*Furlong, Walter B. & Gloria P., L & B, Route 3A W/S 980
Gadrow, Louis A., L & B, 26 Oak St. 5,710
-Gagne, Ai-mand A. & Imelda S., L & B, 58 Clark St. 3,870
Gagne, George E. & Emile J., L & B, 34 Spring St. 7,890
*Gagne, Marion E., L & B, 40 Spring St. 3,800
Gagne, Richard P. & Pauline P., L & B, Lake Shore Dr.
N/S 1.960
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Gagne, Robert E. & Mary R., L & B, 38 Orchard St. 5,850
Gagnon, Henry J., Land, Symonds Terrace 300
Gagnon, Mrs. Lillian A., Land, Symonds Terrace 120
Gagnon, Zepherin & Diane, L & B, 609 Central St. 3,440
=^^Gahagan, Mary; Theresa G. Chase; Agnes Nelson, L & B.
34 Chestnut St. 3,780
Gamache, Willitaert H., Land, Giles Pond Road - Mt. View
Park 20
Gardner, Walter C, Land, Huse Pasture 90
Garneau, Albert G. Co., Inc., L & B, Thompson St. 17,285
Stock in Trade 14,620
Garneau, Albert G. & Eugenia, L & B, Off Carr St. W/S 7,690
Garneau, Albert J., L & B, 64 Thompson Park 4,760
Garneau, Andrew J. & Julia W., L & B, 11 Freedom Drive 7,640
Garneau, Eugenia, Land, Overlook Drive; Adj. E. Benson 300
Land Elkins Street 60
*Garnett, John & Margaret, Land & Trailer, Oriole St. W/S 880
Garnett, Richard V., L & B, Robin St. S S No tax
Land. Robin St. N/S 240
Gas Service, Inc., Land, Bldgs., Lines, Etc. 47,400
Gassett, Heirs of Harold E., L & B, 4 Dana Court 4,120
Gaudette, Heirs of Ernest H., L & B, 33-39 Grove St. 6,190
Land Woodrow Avenue 160
Gault, Roland, Trailer & Bldg., HUl Road. On land of Mrs.
Charles Ewen 810
Gauthier, Alma & Rosanna and
Gauthier, Aurore & Beatrice. L & B, 147 Franklin St. 4,430
Gauthier, Ernest J., L & B, 73 Elkins St. 3,730
Gauthier, Lawrence & Irene, L & B, 63 East Bow St. 5,750
Gauthier, Peter A. & Lucille A., L & B, 19 Pine St. 5.080
Gauthier, Raymond C. & Yvette, L & B, 27 Chestnut St. 5,410
*Geider. William W. & Helena, L & B, 311 Victory Drive 6,170
Geiler, Herbert W. & Hilda M., L & B, 98 Pleasant St. 3,830
Gerlarneau, Frank A. & Mary D., L & B, 66 Lancaster St. 4,360
Gerlarneau, Robert, Camp, On Land of Frank Gerlarneau,
Lancaster St. 390
Geroux, Ruth M., L & B, Lawndale Ave. 4,180
Gerry, Nellie A., L & B, 28 Maple Square 6,630
Gerth, Fred M. & Elizabeth L., L & B, 21 Edwards St. 6,700
Gibb, Florence L., L & B, 50 Depot St. 3,660
Gignac, George M. & Beatrice O., L & B, 84 No. Main St. 45,090
L & B, 80 No. Main St. 13,760
Giguere, Joseph A. & Mary F.. L & B, 24 Russell St. 2,540
*Gilbert, Arthur L. & Helen L., L & B, 297 Victory Drive 4,470
Gilbreth, Robert M. & Barbara F., L & B, 4 Pleasant St. 5,910
Gilchrist, Maurice F. & Kathovine Y., L & B, 14 Park St. 6,610
Gilchrist. Theodore Y. & Martha P., L & B, 59 Freedom
Drive ^-l^O
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Gile, Heirs of Alonzo R., L & B, Route 11 9,510
L & B, South Prospect St. 11,940
L & B, S/S 847 Central St. 2,490
Gile's Dairy, Inc., Restaurant - Milk Plant & Land, Central
Street 73,570
Stock in Trade 1,885
Gile Realty, Inc., L & B, S/S Central Street 44,565
Gile, Stanley C. & Frances L., L & B, 25 Highland Ave. 6,790
Stock in Trade 1,960
Gill, Thomas C. & Pearl J., L & B, 51 Beech St. 7,780
Gilman, Alice Mary, Land & Garage, Bet. Ayles Ct. & RR
Track 290
L & B, 42-44 Franklin St. 11,150
Gilman, Leola D., L & B, Forest Street 510
L & B, 11 Forest St. 3,460
Gilman, Marion E., L & B, 173 West Bow St. 2,420
*Gilman. Marshall G. & Ruth M., L & B. 363-365 North
Main Street 4,380
Gilman, Wiggin S. & Olive F., L & B, 24 West Bow St. 4,000
*Gilpatric, Melvin H. & Couronna B., L & B, Route 3A E/S 320
Gilpatric, Verton J. & Virene M., L & B, Salisbury Rd. S/S 4,560
Personal Property 135
Girai'd, Alfred M. & Bertha M., L & B, 9 View St. 5,120
Glines, Clarence F. & Barbara, L & B, 230 Summit St. 945
Glines, Silas J. & Agnes M., L & B, 171 Kendall St. 1,820
*Glines, Wilham H., Sr. & Gladys M., L & B, 7-9 Ander-
son Ave. 1,320
*Gloddy, Earl N. & Lucille M., L & B, 12 East High St. 2,400
Godfrey, Barbara L., L & B, Webster Avenue 7,870
Godfrey, James B., Trustee, L & B, Shore Webster Lake
W/S 18,470
Godfrey, James B., Land, Lake Avenue E/S 1,035
Land, Lark St. E/S 625
Goings, Forrest, L & B, Salisbury Rd. S/S 3,620
Personal Property 90
Gcmo, Flora C, L & E, 33 Russell St. 3,280
*Gccch, Heirs of Harold C, Sr. L & B, Kidder Ave. W/S No tax
Gocdearl, Robert & Alice, L & B, Terrace Road 4,175
Gocdfellow, John B. & Ida M., L & B, Mt View Park 1,475
Goodman, Abraham & Als. Trs., L & B, Memorial St. S/S 18,010
Gocdsell, FrankUn & Adena, L & B, Giles Pond 2,015
Gocdsell, Franklin, Jr. & Eileen, L & B, Giles Pond 940
Goss, W. Earle & Gladys W.. L & B, Webster Avenue 3,220
L & B, 109 Prospect St. 7,550
Gosselin, Cleophe, L & B, 13 East High St. 5,300
Gcsselin, Heirs of John, L & B, 175 Pleasant St. 6,400
••^^Gosselin, Raymond W. & Rita, L & B, 62 Maple Square 3,530
Gculd, Heirs cf Hii'am or Mrs. John Gould, L & B, Route
11 S/S 410
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*Gove, Warren A. & Jeanne R., L & B, 119 Sanborn St. 720
*Goyette, Richard A. & Margaret P., L & B, 151 Pearl St. 5,910
Grand Union Company - Champagne Division; Stock in Trade 43,000
Granger, Maurice H. & Marjorie P., L & B, Wood St. 1,730
Grant, Arthur W., L & B, Route 11 S/S 2,740
*Grant, Donald E. & Marjorie K., L & B, 30 Beaton St. 6,370
Grant, Herman K., L & B, 14 Gerrish St. 1,600
Graton, Milton & Doris, Land, Fair St., N/S 1,100
Gravison, Harold G. & Beryl E., L & B, 38 Pemigewasset
Street l,8io
Gray, Mary, L & B, Rcbin St. E/S 1,150
Greeley, Stephen A., L & B, 26 Pleasant St. 3,290
Green, Ruth B., Land, Webster Lake 1,0S0
Greenwood, George, Land, Giles Pond - Mt. View Park 60
*Gregoire, Rudolph C, L & B, Glenwood Avenue 1,510
Gregory, Ida M., L & B, 62 Pine Street 7,320
*Gregg, Edward W., Jr. & Isabelle A., L & B, Francis St. 5,380
Gregg, Edward W., Sr. & Myrtie, L & B, 95 Munroe St. 3,975
Gregg Typewriter Service, Stock in Trade 2,700
Grevior, Archie Dr. L & B, Off Webster Avenue 2,640
Grevior, Nathan, Old Theatre Bldg., & Land, Central St. 4,800
L & B, 444 Central St. 25,440
Stock in Trade 24,000
Grevior, Nathan & Frank J. Kropp, L & B, 23 Beaton St. 5,420
Griffin, Charles S. & Esther L., L & B, SS Munroe St. 2,420
Land SS Munroe St. 160
Griffin, Chester A., L & B, 28 North Sulloway St. 7,100
Griffin Drug Co., Stock in Trade 9,265
Griffin, Esther D., L & B, 100 Beech St. 6,550
L & B, Webster Lake 5,320
Griffin, G. W. Co., L & B Memorial St. W/S 82,070
Stock in Trade 45,290
L & B. Memorial St. W'S (Old Armory) 17,940
*Griffin, Robert H. & Cecile P., L & B, 56 Sanborn St. 3,350
Grove, John Lewis, Land Webster St. S/S 2,400
Grover, Viola M., L & B, New Boston Road 3,920
*Grzelak, Edward J. & Evelyn L., L & B, 58 Pine St. 3,880
Personal Property 110
*Grzelak, Joseph F., Jr. & Irene, L & B, 24 Elm Avenue 4,890
Grzelak, Josephine & Josef & Boczkala, Louis & Stefania,
L & B, 49, 49 1/2, 51, 53, 53 1/2 West Bow Street 9,5SC
Guay, Albert B. & Marion A., L & B, 601 So. Main St. 24,190
Guay, Edmund J. & Jeannette M., L & B, South Main St.
W/S 6,795
Guay's Garage, Inc., Stock In Trade 17,170
Guay. Robert J. & Pauline A., L & B, South Main St. W/S 8,455
Guay, Walter W., L & B, Salisbury St. E/S 7,440
Guimond, Leo W. & Beryle G., L & B, Webster Avenue 2,820
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Gulf Oil Corp, Gas Station & Land, 168 Central St. 18,790
Personal Property 3,960
Gut, Josephine, L & B, 72 West Bow St. 2,450
*Gyure, Ernest & Ruth K., L & B, 57 Pine St. 4,580
Stock in Trade 180
Hackett, Florence K., L & B, 34-38 No. Main St. 8,090
Hackett, Florence, Trustee D/W of Arabella R. Kenrick.
Land, Carr St. S/S 600
Hackett, Kenrick W., Land, South Main Street E/S 12,840
Hagan, William J. & Catherine L., Land, Salisbury St. E/S 650
L& B, 105 Salisbury St. 4,310
Hall, Marion C. & Ulric E., L & B, 188 Pleasant St. 4,380
Land, Davis St. 450
Hallett, Hawes & Marguerite, L & B, Webster Ave. S/S 2,650
Hallstrom, Helen C, Trailer, Webster Lake Rd. On Land of
Mrs. Mary Pinney 1,620
Hammond, Alice W., L & B, 71 Pine St. 6,010
L & B, Webster Ave S/S 2,390
Hammond, James W., Stock in Trade 480
Hammond, John L. & Florence L., L & B, Victory Drive 5,780
Hammond, William G., L & B, 12 Carver St. 3,930
*Hanchett, Gordon H. & Janet L., L & B, 124 Prospect St. 7,840
Hancock, Eva S., L & B, 25 Auburn St. 8,040
Hancock, Heirs of Ruth, L & B, 160 View St. 9,540
*Hanks, Claude E. & Ruby B., L & B, 33 Beaton St. 4,835
Hanks, Gilbert, Land, Flag Hole Road W/S 250
*Hanks, Lawrence E. & Cecile J., L & B, 70 Clark St. 6,580
Hanley, Ethel, L & B, 25-27 School St. 4,200
Harrington, Ernest A. & Susan B., L & B, New Hampton
Rd. 5,210
Harris, Earl W., L & B, 154 Pleasant St. 3,260
Harris, Theresa M., L & B, New Hampton Road 2,070
Harvey, Thomas F. & Roberta M., L & B, 75 Freedom
Drive 6,570
Havey, Henry N. & Phyllis E., L & B, 25 Glory Avenue 5,650
*Hawthorne, Leslie C. & Cecile, L & B, 98 Elkins St. 3,560
Hawthorne, Mildi-ed B., L & B, 196 Pleasant St. 5,170
Hawthorne, Mmi^ay D., & Reta M., L & B, 69 Terrace Rd. 3,850
L & B, Davis St. 360
Land, N/S Terrace Road 660
*Hawthorne, William & Beatrice, L & B, Salisbury Rd. S/S 3,880
Hayden, Eleanor A., Land & Garage, N/S 679 Central St. 440
L & B, 222 No. Main St. 2,870
L & B, 13 Maple St. 7,790
L & B, 95-97 West Bow St. 4,170
*Hayden, Eleanor A. L & B, 120 West Bow St. 2,710
Hayden. Eleanor A., L & B, 35 East Bow St. 4,540
Hayden, Eleanor A., L & B., Mountain View Park 740
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Hayden, Eleanor A., Land, Mountain View Park 520
Hayes, Leonard D., L & B, C/Route 11 & Lake Ave. 3,610
Haynes, Guy S. & Barbara S., L & B, 99 Prospect St. 5,990
Healey, Edward W. & Esther C, L & B, 174 Pleasant St. 6,660
L & B, 89 Orchard St. 4,500
Stock in Trade 8,250
Healey, Esther C, L & B, Lake Shore Drive 3,710
Heath, Cora Mae, L & B, South Main St. W/S 3,150
Heath, Edwin H. & Thelma M., L & B, 22 Pemigewasset St. 2,230
Heath, Marshall W. & Cecile, L & B, 64 No. Main St. 2,690
*Heath, Wilfred R. & Rita M., L & B, 18 Highland Ave. 3,150
*Hebert, Armand L. & Beverly J., L & B, 42 Chestnut St. 6,590
Hebert, Bertha & Blanche, L & B, 558 Central St. 5,410
Hebert, Edward, Jr., L & B, 601 Central St. 2,970
*Hebert, Edward H. & Emma L., L & B, 9 Maple St. 3,940
*Hebert, Ernest R. & Cecile, L & B, 165 Franklin St. 2,820
*Hebert, Frederick, L & B, 123 Franklin Street 4,480
Hebert, Georgiana, L & B, Calef Hill Road 7,300
*Hebert, Gerard A. & Lucienne D., L & B, 17 Maple St. 4,820
Hebert, Henri E. & Lydia M., L & B, Victory Drive 5,420
*Hebert, Jacques P. & Rita A., L & B, 22 Oak Street 2,860
Hebert Mfg. Co., Inc., L & B, Central & Willow Sts. 9,780
Stock in Trade 450
Land, Calef Hill Read 475
Land, Calef Hill Road 700
*Hebert, Marcel J. & Wanda B., L & B, 41 Terrace Road 4,390
Hebert, Oscar J. & Alexina T., L & B, 15-17 Highland Ave. 5,860
Hebert, Raymond A., Stock in Trade 600
*Hebert, Raymond & Cecile, L & B, E S Cross Road 2,155
*Hebert, Roger C. & Jennie F., L & B, Victory Drive 4,940
*Hebert, Roland E. & Yvonne B., L & B, 56 Park St. 2,960
Hebert, Heirs of Stephen, L & B, 10 East High St. 3,350
Hebert, Violet A., L & B, 546 Central St. 8,430
Hemeon, Henry L. & Olive F., L & B, 2 Kidder Avenue 5,210
Land, Kidder Avenue E/S 830
Hemeon, Lamont S., L & B, Route 11 W/S 4,980
*Hemeon, Lawrence W. & Joyce, L & B, 1 Kidder Ave. 3,020
Hemstock, Joseph B., L & B, 25 Ayles Court 6,150
L & B, 411-411 1/2 Central St. 2,520
Hemstock, Melissa, Land, Off Flag Hole Road 420
Herbert, Eugene C, Bldg., Salisbury Rd. On land of
Raymond Merrill 120
Heroux, Joseph & Eva, Land, Lark St. N/S 150
Hersey, Eva V., L & B, 23-29 Franklin St. 7,420
Hewitt, John C. & Kathleen S., L & B, Lake Shore Dr. N/S 3,510
Heyer, Walter G. & Evelyn C, L & B, 321 Victory Drive 10,380
Hill, Anna M., Land, Salisbury Road N/S 940
*Hill, Clarence D. & Elinor A., L & B, So. Prospect St. 70
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mil, John W., L & B, New Hampton Road 8,100
Land E/S New Hampton Road 150
Hinds, Fred A., L & B, Lake Shore Drive ES 9,700
Hinds, Robert C. & Joan F., L & B, 119 East Bow St. 5,090
L & B, Lake Shore Drive ES 3,610
Hines, Leonard F. & Margaret, L & B, Lawndale Road 5,605
*Hines, Leonard R. & Rita B., L & B, Laxon Street 3,820
Hingston, Richard T. & Edna E., L & B, Webster Lake
Road 6,030
Hird, Helen, L & B, 89 Prospect St. 5,620
Land, Off South Prospect St. 630
*Hoadley, William G. & Gertrude E., L & B, Carr St. N/S 1,560
Hodgdon, Heirs of Albert S., L & B, 172 So. Main St. 6,280
•=Hodgdcn, Charles E. & Florence, L & B, 14 School St. 3,330
Hodgdon, Ciiiton J., L & B, Babbitt Road 5,880
L & B, 19-23 Pearl St. 7,550
-Hodgdcn, Richard E. & Alice H., L & B, 736 Central St. 3,575
*Hcdg£on, Edward C. & Grace E., L & B, 9 Orchard St. 4,070
Hoffshii-e, Charles F. & Helen B., L & B, Route 3A W/S 1,100
Hogan, John A., Land, Ward Hill Road 180
*Holden, Cecil & Lorraine T., L & B, 60 North Main St. 1,970
Holland, Martin & Florence, L & E, Route 3A W/S 2,370
Holmes, Land, Salisbury Road 1,420
Holmes, Robert E. & Mary C, L & B, Webster Avenue 6,840
Hcmans, Merton B., Trailer on Land of Julian Euczynski,
Victory Drive 450
^Herman, James B. & Catherine M., L & E, 137 Prospect
Street 5,270
Home, George B., L & B, 186 North Main Street 3,885
L & B, 174 North Main Street 20,725
Hornig, Victor J., Jr. & Karolina M., L & B, Route 3A 3,100
Hosiery Mill Store, Stock in Trade 3,750
*Hosmer, Clarence S., L & B, Laxon St. S/S 1,040
Hosmer, Lloyd R. & Barbara C, L & B, 678 Central St. 6,120
*Houle, Roger E. & Marie A,. L & B, 61 West Bow St. 2,850
Howard, Herbert F. & Celinda E., L & B, So Main St. 2,690
Howard, M. Alma, L & B, Lake Shore Drive E/S 5,845
Land, SW Side Route 11 315
Howard, Nelson, Garage & Land E/S Memorial Street 3,880
Hoyt, Albert, Land, Off Route 11 E/S 60
*Hoyt, Robert C. & Marjorie M., L & B, 29 Thompson Park 3,000
Hoyt, Robert T., & Frances R., L & B, 82 Orchard St. 4,740
L & B, 178 Pleasant St. 5,600
Huckins. Pauline 1., L & B, 53 Pleasant Street 4,290
Hudson Door Mfg. Co., L & B, Range Road E/S 103,740
Stock in Trade 138,000
Hueber, Heirs of Elmira, L & B, G6 West Bow St. 2,220
L & B, Giles Pond Road 3,240
Hueber, Maurice A., Land, Off Salisbury Road E/S 630
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Hull, Herbert E., Land, New Hampton Road 330
Humble Oil & Refining Co., Personal Property 2,970
Hunt, Leslie & Mary, L & B, Oriole St. E/S 910
-Hunt, Robert A. & C. Theresa, L & B, 38 Pearl St. 2,630
Hunter, Guy W. & Claire A., L & B, Cor Route 11 &
Webster Avenue 3,400
*Hunter, Harold R. & Juliette L., L & B, Lake Shore
Drive V//S 3,980
L & B, Lake Shore Drive E/S 1,670
L & B, Lake Shore Drive E/S 3.070
Huntoon, Harley P. & Jeannette L., L & B, 97 East Bow St. 3,000
Huntoon, Wilfred J. & Emma, L & B, 161 Webster St. 3,430
Stock in Trade 280
L & B, 165 Webster St. 2,460
*Hurd, Benjamin, Jr., L & B, 2 East High St. 3,190
Hutchins, Jennie, L & B, 2G-23 So. Main St. 3,380
-Ingram. Albert W. & Virginia R., L & B, 261 N. Main St. 1,940
L & B, 19-21 Pemigewassett Street 2,230
Innes, Archie K. & Ethel W., L & B, 52 Beech Street 6,110
Jackman, Florence A., L & B, 32 Depot St. 3,903
Jackman, Walter P. & Marion C, L & B, Punch Brook Rd.
W/S 180
Jackson, Andrew & Dorothy M., L & B, Lake Shore Dr. 690
Jackson, Gladstone & Viola, L & B, Off Carr St. 4,330
*Jacobs, Frederick O. & Madeleine P., L & B, 81 Pearl St. 3,410
Jaffe, Harry & Dina. L & B. 11 Anderson Ave 4,760
Jalbert, Alfred J. & Odile, L B, 34-36 Elkins St. 5,490
Jalbert, Flora, L & B, 14-16 Elkins St. 5,690
Jarvis. Lawrence P. & Florence M., L & B, 928 Central St. 5,810
Jean, Filicien V., L & B, South Main St. E/S 3,150
Jennings, William & Edith. Land, Smiling Hill Road 390
Jennings, William L. & Edith &
Lester, James A. & Sarah M. 2,360
Jenny Mfg. Co., L & B, 107 North Main St. 9,970
Stock in Trade 515
Personal Property 1,920
Jewell, Harry G. & Daisy Y., L & B, Webster Avenue 3,220
Johnson, Agnes M., L & B, 73 Franklin Street 4,410
*Johnson, Arlene D., L & B, 97 Sanborn St. 2,280
Johnson, Barbara & Philip, Land, Ward Hill Road 70
Johnson, Dorothy A., L & B, Webster Lake 34,500
L & B. Route 11 W/S 7,490
Land, Route 11 & Lake Shore Drive 120
Land, Route 11 W/S 720
*Johnson, Francis E. & Genevieve M., L & B, Victory Dr. 4,990
^Johnson, Gene & Severine, L & B, Wcodrow Ave. 460
-Johnson, Margaret P., L & B, Lark St. E/S 3,880
Johnson, Peter, Stock in Trade 350
*Johnson, Peter & Mildred C, L & B, 156 North Main St. 4,400
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*Jones, Colin S., Jr. & Helen C, L & B, Circuit Street 4,140
Jcnes, Colin S., Land, Route 3A W/S 535
Land, Off Route 3A W/S 180
L & B, Nelson St. W/S 980
Personal Property 500
Jones, Gertrude, L & B, 85 Pleasant St. 5,740
L & B, 260 North Main St. 7,240
Jordan, Walter F. & Frances E., L & B, Morrill Ct. W/S 3,070
Journal-Transcript, Inc., L & B, 401-405 Central St. 29,640
Stock in Trade 2,280
Jowders, Charles W. & Barbara, L & B, 48 Highland Ave. 5,260
*Joyal, Alfred J. & Valeda G., L & B, 5 Elkins St. 2,920
*Joyal, Ai-mand E. & Gloria M., L & B, 20 Pleasant St. 3,700
-Joyal, Gerard E. & Beverly M., L & B, 126 West Bow St. 4,380
Joyce, Raymond A., L & B, 24 Edmunds Street 2,980
Jubert, David, Estate of 3,470
Jubert, Genevieve, Land, Thompson Park 100
Judkins, Louis E., Land, East Pleasant St. 330
Judkins, Maude E., L & B, East Pleasant St. 5,310
KMH Corporation, Land, Cor. No. Main St. & Rt. 11 W/S 1,400
Kaneen, Albert J. & Jessie, L & B, 760 Central St. 9,620
Stock in Trade 1,500
Kaytee Hosiery Mill, Inc., Stock in Trade 8,040
Machinery 11,730
Kearsarge Mtn. Boys, L & B, Off Lake Shore Drive W/S 880
= Keating, Bertha S.: Michael J. Keating: and Rita Keating:
L & B, 67 Elkins Street 3,380
*Keating, Thomas J. & Edna M., L & B, 7 Pearl Place 2,340
Keating, William F. & Eva R., L & B, Liberty Ave 5,490
Keegan, Alfreda S., L & B, 28-30 West Bow St. 10,760
Keegan, John, James & Mary, L & B, 421-429 Central St. 15,940
Stock in Trade 15,600
L & B, 54 Franklin St. 4,950
Keegan, Ruby W., L & B, 102 Pine Street 5,520
Kelley, Bernard E & Cora B., L & B., Webster St. W/S 1,870
Kelley, Bernice D., L & B, Lawndale Rd. E/S 4,200
-Kelley, Claude, L & B, Webster St. S/S 200
Kelley, Elmer Heirs of, L & B. 131-133 Prospect St. 4,325
L & B, 13-19 Elkins St. 5,870
L & B, 69 Prospect St. 3,230
Kelley, Evan M. & Lloyd, L & B, East Pleasant St. 1,480
Land, So. Prospect St. 25
Land, So. Prospect St. (Stelle Land) 3,050
L & B, So. Prospect St. 8,620
Personal Property 2,560
L & B, 71-73 West Bow St. 2,980
L & B, 65 Lancaster St. 1,460
Kelley, J. Lloyd & Evan M., L & B, 71 Sanborn St. 3,07C
L & B, 202 Sanborn St. 1,720
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L & B, 31 Spring St. 4,160
Land, Hunt Ave. (Marsh Lot) 300
Kelley, Horace A., L & B, Salisbury Rd. S/S 5,950
Kelley, Howard R., L & B, Salisbury Rd. N/S 6,700
Kelley, James W. & Elizabeth L., L & B, 71So. Main St. 3,910
Kelley, Lloyd, L & B, Route 3A E/S 2,070
Kelley, Mildred E., Land, E. Pleasant St. (Davis Field) 450
Land, So. Prospect St. (Rollins Pasture) 180
Kelley, Robert S., L & B, Salisbury Rd. N./S 5,095
*Kelley, William N., L & B, Smith Hill Rd. 130
^^^Kelton, Edward L. & Elsie, L & B, 75 Orchard St. 3,590
Keniston, Elmer G. & Marion W., L & B. 27 Nelson St. 3,860
Keniston, Heirs of Etta B., L & B, Route 11 E/S 7,070
*Keniston, John W. & Beverly E., L & B, 14 Independence
Ave. 4,390
Kenney, Richard F. & Dorothy F., L & B, 318 Victory Dr. 5,470
Kent, Reginald W. & Elsie E., L & B, 7 Liberty Ave. 6,170
Kenway, Helen M., L & B, Sand Hill Road E/S 23,620
Kerr, William & Mae P., L & B, Webster Ave. 7,280
Kerrigan, James F. & Mary M., L & B, Lake Shore
Drive W/S 7,160
^Kerrigan, Mrs. John J., L & B, 605 Central St. 2,170
Keyes, Gerald W., Land, Oriole St. W/S 295
Keyes, Regina M., L & B, Oriole St. W/S 1,495
Keyser, Ralph & Geraldine, L & B, Salisbury St. W/S 1.520
Keyser, Etta M., L & B, Route 11 E/S 2,240
Kidder, Arthur J., L & B, 89 Pine St. 9,250
Kidder, Arthur J. & Doris M., L & B, Webster Lake 4,375
Kidder, Arthur J. & Doris M., Land, Beech St. 480
Kidder, Arthur J. & Paul E. Clogston, L & B, Constitution
Drive , 2.370
Kidder, Esther M., L & B, 48 Pine Street 5,820
Kidder, Guy L. Heirs of, L & B, 11-16 South Main St. 3,120
Kidder, Irene C, L & B, 7 Elkins St. 5,240
Kidder Lumber Co., L & B, Willow St. 22,280
Stock in Trade 20,000
Kidder, Marjory G., L & B, Sand Hill Road 9,510
L & B, Off Webster Ave. 4,520
Kidder, Richard D., Land, South Main St. WS / 4,170
Kidder, Ruth D., L & B. Webster Lake & Webster Ave. 5,020
L & B, 76 Elm Avenue 12,180
Kidder-Thcmpson Fuel Co., Inc., Stock In Trade 450
Personal Property 750
Kimball, Cleon W., L & B, Webster St. E/S 830
Kimball, Donald S., Land, Off So. Main Street 160
Stock in Trade 2,595
L & B, So. Miain St. W/S 12-500
*Kimball, Douglas S. & Beatrice R., L & B, 62 Beech St. 5,880
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'=Kimball, Lloyd D. & Bernice M., L & B, 1 Independence
Ave. 11,020
:=KirrLball, Malcolm R. & Marjorie E., L & B, Salisbury St. 2,860
Kimball, Marion, Land, Victory Drive 670
Kimball, Merle E., L & B, 160 So. Main St. 4,160
Kimball, Rena E., L & B, 257 North Main St. 3,025
King, Cecil & Sarah, L & B, Webster Avenue 2,740
King, Constance L., L & B, 206 Pleasant St. 5,490
Kirby, Keirs of Austin, L & B, 116 West Bow St. 2,880
Kliszewski, Lawrence, L & B, 120 Chestnut St. 5,600
Kneeland, William E. & Isabel A., L & B, Victory Drive 6,145
*Knig-ht, Wayne H. & Janet G., L & B, So. Prospect St. 4,060
Knights of Columbus, L & B, 337 Central St. 23,760
Koblenzer, Harold E. & Emily L., L & B, Lake Shore Dr. 8,820
Kcilar, Bernard A. & Jeannette T., L & B, 43 Freedom Dr. 9,610
Kramarich, Peter & Martha, L & B, Route 3A W/S 330
Krauz, Clara M., L & B, Jet. Babbitt Rd. & Victory Drive 2,670
Pasture Land, Off New Hampton Road 300
Krauz, Helen W. & Heirs of Flora Krauz, L & B, 13 Ger-
rish St. 3,660
Krauz, Norma P., L & B, Off New Hampton Road 2,130
*Krauz, Norma S. & Walter F., L & B, Off New Hampton
Road 2,110
Krawiec, Martin, L & B, New Hampton Road 4,540
Kress, Arline H., L & B, Webster Avenue 3,590
Kropp, Frank J. & Harriet R., L & B, E. Pleasant St. 18,420
Kropp, Frank J. & Harriet R., L & B, Webster Lake 4,300
Kropp, Rosie, L & B, 801 Central St. 7,590
Krueger, Herman W. & Elizabeth F., L & B, 261 Victory
Drive 9,995
Kulacz, Agnes H., L & B, Route 3A (Farm & Land) 34,720
Personal Property 1,440
Land, Route 3A (Dairy Bar Land) 6,070
Stock in Trade 1,290
Land, Route 3A E/S 490
Land, Route 3A W/S 950
Land, Route 3A W/S (Across from Dam) 550
Land, Route 3A E/S 1,200
Kulacz, Albert M. & Julie M., L & B, Route 3A E/S 7,960
*Kulacz, Fred J. & Pearl L., L & B, Route 3A W/S 5,980
Kulacz, Stanley J. & Margaret J., L & B, Route 3A W/S 7,230
Kulacz, Walter M. & Marie L., L & B, Route 3A E/S 5,140
Kyrka, Alexandi-a, L & B, 142 and 144 Franklin St. 9,790
LaBonte, Arthui- H. & Leda M., L & B, So. Main St. 7,105
LaBranche, Alcide & Marie Z., L & B, 75 East Bow St. 4,250
LaBranche, Armand R. & Marie E., L & B, 61 So. Main
Street 10,870
*LaBranche. Rudolph G. & Barbara L., L & B, Rt. 11 S/S 7,620
Personal Property 3,600
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Labraney, Albert & Sarah E., L & B, Range Road 2,900
Labraney, Arley E. & Gloria J., L & B, 91 Munroe St. 1,535
*Labraney, Lester D. & Orphise M., L & B, 81 Sanborn St. 4,760
*Labraney, Oscar C. & Martha H., L & B, 28 Pleasant St. 2,410
Labranie, Frank B. & Grace M., L & B, Lawndale Rd. 8,110
Personal Property 305
Labrie, Alfred, L. & B, 83 River St. 4,970
Labrie, Alfred J. & Adi'ienne Y., L & B, Webster Ave. 3,620
Lachance, Arnold G. & Alberta M., L & B, 1-lA & IB
South Main St. 7,730
=^=Lachance, Arnold H. & Almedia J., L & B, Salisbury Rd. 2,405
Lachance, Heirs of Eniile J., L & B, Lake Shore Drive
E/S 6,120
='=Li?.chance, Walter A. & Marguerite, L & B, 103 Franklin St. 4,770
Stock in Trade 240
Lachapelle, Alvin J. & Marcia C, L & B, Sand Hill Rd.
E/S 2,430
Laclair, Earl P. & Susan V., L & B, Route 11 N/S 4,975
Laconia Milling Co., Land, Salisbury Rd. S/S 830
Laooursiere, Clarence W. & Audrey B., L & B, 22 Glory Ave. 8,370
Lacoursiere, Edward & Lumina, L & B, 52 Central St. 3,200
L & B, 119-121 Franklin St. 4,515
Lacoursiere, George E. & Sophie F., L & B, 23 Glory Ave. 8,140
Personal Propery 100
Lacroix, Leo V., L & B, Route 3A WS 550
*Ladd, Hugh A. & Nicy C, L & B, 154 Salisbury St. 2,220
LaFlamme, Lawrence B. & Barbara A., L & B, 13 Charles
Street 5,460
*Lagace, Oliver G. 8z Jadwiga S., L & B, Off Carr St. E/S 5,200
Laliberte, John L. & Mary B., L & B, New Hampton Rd. 6,210
Personal Property 360
Laliberte, Pierre J. & Blanche P., L & B, 38 Elkins St. 2,510
Lambert, Delias W. & Bertha F., L & B, 93 Sanborn St. 6,870
Lambeth, Elsie P., L & B, 46 Prospect St. 7,700
Lamothe, Etta P., Land, S/S School St. 80
Lamothe, Etta P., Land, E/S Elkins St. 100
Lamothe, Etta P., Land, Lake Shore Drive E/S 940
Lamothe, Etta P., L & B, 270 So. Main St. & Rear 270
So. Main Street 10,530
Lamothe, Etta F., L & B, 55 Central St. & Rear 55 Central
Street 10,700
Lamothe, Etta P., L & B, 49 Central St. 5,450
Landry, Frank T. & Johanna, L & B, 116 Railroad St. 3,600
*Lane, Thomas P. & Dorothy W., L & B, 5t) Myrtle Ave. 5,490
Langton, Edgar H. & Bertha E., L & B, Ward Hill Rd. 2,090
LaPage, Lougee & Twila, L & B, Off New Hampton Road 1,850
LaPlante, Angeline, L & B, Hunt Avenue 3,730
Land, Woodrow Avenue 265
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LaPlante, Edward A. & Marie A. B. L & B, 110 Chestnut
Street 4,590
LaPlante, Felix, L & B, Hunt Avenue 4,400
Land, Woodrow Avenue W/S 120
*Laplante, J. Benjamin & Anne F., L & B, Webster St. E/S 2,430
Laplante, Lucien M. & M. Louise, L & B, Jet. Sanborn St.
& Babbitt Road 6,615
*Laplante, Napoleon J. & Marcella, L & B, Sanborn St. 2,490
*Laplante, Raymond & Beatrice E., L & E, Calef Hill Rd. 5,740
*Laplante, Reginald A. & Dorothea M., L & B, Sanborn St. 4,780
*Laplante, Robert P. & Margaret L., L & B, 81 East Bow
Street , 2,380
LaPlante, Stephen, L & B, 75 School St. 4,170
Lapoint, Emile O. & Lucille J., L & B, 160 Franklin St. 4,500
Lapp, George & Ann R., L & Trailer, Lake Shore Di'ive 3,235
Personal Property 140
Laquire, Heirs of Lloyd J., L & B, New Hampton Road 1,660
Laramie, Ralph P. & Mabel W., L & B, Old Punch Brook
Road 2,650
Laramie, Ralph P. & Lucien N. Pevine, L & B, Webster
Ave. S/S 1,800
Laro, Guy F., Land, Off Punch Brook Road 240
Laro, Guy F. & lone M., L & B, So Main St. W/S 1,840
*Laroche, Aime E. & Cecile G., L & B, 31-33 Chestnut St. 4,550
*LaRoche, Arthur J. & Dorothy A., L & B, Washington Ave. 5,430
LaRoche, EmiUen J. & Emma L., L & B, Wood St. 870
Laroche, Fred J. & Celina M., L & B 37 Chestnut St. 3,030
Laroche, Helen C, L & B, 4 No. Main St. 5,390
Laroche, Leo U. & Leonille B., L & B, 663 Central St. 9,930
Stock in Trade 1,500
*Lai-oche, Normand L. & Janet M., L & B, 39 Pearl St. 2,020
*LaRoche, Odias J., L & B, New Hampton Road 1,550
Land, Mt. View Park - Giles Pond 40
*Larrivee, Kenneth A. & Loda C, L & B, 12 Freedom Dr. 6,560
Larsen, Carolyn, L & B, Salisbury Road 1,390
Lasak, Heirs of Martin, Land, N/S Route 3 4,240
Lasar, Frank H. & Elodie M., L & B, So. Main St. W/S 10,415
Laughy, James E. Ill & Anita M., L & B, 96 Pine St. 5,750
Lavertu, John G. & Charlotte M., L & B, 33 Munroe St. 4,280
Lavertu, Joseph & Gloria, L & B, N/S Lancaster St. 1,900
*Lavertu, Joseph & Maria, L & B, 675 Central St. 3,320
Lavertu, Phillip A., L & B, 116-118 Elkins St. 5,770
Lavoie, Arthur H. & Pauline, L & B, 197 E. Bow St. 4,630
Lawes, William F. Gas Station & Land, 155 Central St. 12,330
*Lawrence, Raymond W. & Lorraine, L & B, 150 View St. 9,180
L & B, 77-79 Franklin St. 7,595
*Lawrence, Robert B. & Muriel M., L & B, 54 No. Main
Street 600
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*Leach, Harlan A. & Veronica M., L & B, Victory Drive 4,750
Leblanc, Camille & Marie R., L & B, Webster Avenue 21,490
Leblanc, Gerard, L & B, Winnipesaukee St. 6,550
Stock in Trade 1,520
*Iieblanc, Gerard & Marcelle, L «Sc B, 146 Winnipesaukee
Street 3,130
-Leblanc, Mederick & Betty, L & B, 53 East Bow St. 1,975
*Leblanc, Roger C. & Eleanor M., L & B, Ward Hill Rd. 410
Leclaii', William H., Land & Trailer Carr St. S/S 1,640
Leclerc, Ovila & Jeannette, L & B, 32-34 Franklin St. 5,760
L & B, 85 School St. 8,710
L & B, Webster Avenue 2,525
Ledwell, Richard J. & Ada L., L & B, 72 Summit St. 3,890
Land, Summit St. E/S 720
Lefebvre, Joseph F. & Aurore M., L & B, E. Pleasant st. 6,580
*Lefebvre, Leo J. & Madeleine M., L & B, 45 Pearl St. 2,750
*Lefebvre, Nelson E. & Louise P., L & B, 19 So. Sullo-
way St. 6,210
*Lefebvre, Richard S. & Claire C, L & B, 12 Clark St. 3,770
Legassie, Clarence & Dorrice, L & B, Salisbury Rd. N/S 3,060
Leighton, Leonard C. & Robert L., L & B, E. Pleasant St. 8,885
Personal Property 1,800
Leman, Russel E., L & B, 210 No. Main St. 2,910
Lemay, Ellen G., L & B, 141 Kendall St. 5,880
LeMay, Ernest & Irene, L & B, Smiling Hill Road 3,545
Lemay, Gaston G. & Germaine J., L & B, Victory Drive 7,270
Stock in Trade 600
=^=Lemire, Aime J. & Rosalie A., L & B, 31-33 Memorial St. 6,890
*Lemire, Armand W. & Patricia F., L & B, 60 Elkins St. 5,710
'^=Lemire, Benoit J. & Beatrice R., L & B, 63 Elkins St. 5,080
*Lemire, Charles B. A. & Gertrude, L & B, 38 Grove St. 2,090
Lemire, Charles J. & Hazel B., L & B, 33 School St. 5,540
**Lemire, Gerard J. & Miss Theresa, L & B, 105 Elkins
Street 3,920
Lemire, Maria, L & B, 34-36 School St. 5.630
**Lemire, Paul A. & Thelma P., L & B, Salisbury Rd.
N/S 4,490
Leonard, Bernice W., L & B, 12 School St. 4,410
L & B, Webster Ave. 2,930
Leone, Lillian E., L & B, East Pleasant St. 5,450
Lepianlca, Catherine, L & B, 16 Thompson Park 4,530
*Lepianka, Tadeusz & Doris M.. L & B, So. Prospect St. 5,490
Leroux, Edward A. & Denise A., L & B, 10 Sanger St. 3,930
Leroux, Leopold M. & Dorothy G., L & B, Lake Shore Dr.
E/S . 3,205
Leroux, Leopold M. & Dorothy G., L & B, Lake Shore Dr.
E/S 6,030
Leroux, Leopold M. & Dorothy G., L & B, Lake Shore Dr.
E/S 1'870
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Leslie, Heirs of Albert, L & B, Route 3A W/S 1,000
*Lessard, Robert J. & Theresa V., L & B, 24 Glory Ave. 5,680
*Lewis, Richard P. & Virginia M., L & B, 18 Beech St. 3,763
*Libby, Clement W. & Edna H., L & B, 40 Clark St. 2,670
Liden, Nelson & Rebecca D., Land, Off Route 3A 10
-Limoge, Maurice J. & Irene O., L & B, 99 View St. 4,890
Linden Properties, Inc., L & B, 355-357 Central St. 21,870
Linteau, Joseph E. & Marilyn M., L & B, Hunt Ave. 4,640
Llolis, James C, L & B, 46 Sanborn St. 5,630
Little, Heirs of Ellen S., L & B, Lake Shore Drive W/S 1,730
Lively, A. Gertrude, L & B, 22 Charles St. 4,170
Long, Edward A. & Beth D., L & B, 34 So. Main St. 4,340
Longfellow, Heii's of Frank, L & B, Oriole St. E/S 200
L & B, 43 1/2 Summit St. 1,920
L & B, 43 Summit St. 4,025
Longfellow, Heirs of Lewis, L & B, East Pleasant St. 2,220
Longley, Lillian M., L & B, 700 Central St. 4,330
Loranger, William & Clarinda, L & B, 55 Pearl St. 4,660
Lorden, Mrs. Andrew, L & B, 152 Pleasant St. 5,990
*Lorden, Paul & Prudence, L & B, 94 Terrace Road 4,065
*Lorden, William D. & Mildred M., L & B, 3 Aiken Ave. 4,070
Lovering, Everett M. & Irene A., L & B, Route 11 S/S 3,620
*Lowd, Raymond E., L & B, 13 Carver St. 2,600
Lowell, Francese J., L & B, Route 3A W/S , 2,350
Lowell, Raymond, Trailer & Land, Corner Vv^ocdrow Ave
& Kendall Street 935
'•=Lundgren, Ralph G. & Edith A., L & B, So. Prospect St. 7,250
Lyon, Dana W. & Joyce E., Land, Terrace Road 225
MacDonald, Louise R., L & B, 163-168 Central St. 7,340
MacDonald, William & Ruth, L & B, 115 Winnipesaukee St. 3,600
Stock in Trade 1,320
MacDuffie, Albert R. & Anna M., L & B, So. Main St. N/S 4,680
MacFarlane, Edith S., L & B, 10 Webster St. 6,650
MacNamara, John & Mae, L & B, 39 Central St. 3,350
*MacRae, Thomas T. & Dorothy C, L & B, 24 Park St. 3,710
McCaffrey, Austin J. & Kathleen A., L & B, Webster Ave. 3,600
McCall, Thomas J. & Rita M., L & B, 20 1/2 Terrace
Road 3,080
McDaniel, Thomas Frank & Evelyn, L & B, Gile Road 4,700
McDermott, Heirs of John L., L & B, 151 Prospect St. 6,195
McDonald, George W. & Shirley A., L & B, 29-31 Elkins St. r,970
McDonald, John H., L & B, 150-152 Summit St. 2,170
-McDonald, Millard C. & Eunice E., L & B, 12 Dana Court 3,010
Personal Property 170
McDonald, Robert & Patricia, L & B, 137 Winnipesaukee St. 5,480
McGloughlin, Mildred G. & Edrie L. Redman, L & B,
Shore Webster Lake E/S 3,740
McGrale, Edward, Personal Property , 200
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Mclntyre Properties, Heirs of Thomas J. Mclntyre, L & B,
Route 3A E/S 7,290
McKeever, Joseph E. & Margaret E., L & B, Lake Shore
Dr. W/S 4,750
McMahon, Florence D., L & B, Webster Ave 3,320
McPhillips, Francis J. & Margaret F., L & B, Salisbury
Rd. E/S 4,000
McQuade, Katherine C, L & B, 200 Prospect St. 7,300
Magoon, Felanise E. & Lawrence Murphy, L & B, Kidder
Ave. W/S 2,930
*Magoon, Guy L. & Jane V., L & B, Range Road N/S 4,350
Magoon, Robert & Joan, Trailer on Land of John Laliberte
New Hampton Road 1,800
*Maheu, Lionel H. & Elizabeth S., L & B, 193 E. Bow St. 2,860
Mahoney, John N. & Jane E., L & B, 684 Central St.
(Rear) and 666 Central St. 6,0S0
Mahoney, John N. & Jane E., L & B, 756 Central St. 2,880
Stock in Trade 600
Mahoney, William & Katherine C, L & B, Corner Adams
Ave., & Duffy St. 7,290
Main, Herbert J. & Jime H., L & B, 104 Salisbury St. 3,590
Maltais, Edward J. & Margaret L., L & B, 16 Terrace Rd. 3,020
Manchester Realty Co., L & B, 362 Central St. 12,640
Manning, James J. & Anne F., L & B, New Hampton Rd. 2,550
*Marceau, Alfred H. & Rcsanna, L & B, 15-19 Russell St. 4,670
Marceau, Mrs. Joseph, L & B, 174 Franklin St. 4,190
-Marceau, Raymond J. & Norma A., L & B, Route 11 N/S 4,210
Marceau, Rosa M., L & B, 39-41 Elkins St 6,110
Marchi, James A. & Josephine E., L & B, 76 Freedom Dr. 6,680
L & B, Douphinett St. 3,095
Stock in Trade 150
Marsh, Lewis B. & Anna T., L & B, 45 Piospect St. 1,080
Marshala, Joseph & Bertha, L & B, Smith Hill Road 10,600
Personal Property 2,040
Martin, Esther L., L & B, Route 11 E/S , 4,190
Martin, Oliver, Stock in Trade, 413 Central St. 1,860
Martin, Rita, L & B, Webster Lake E/S IJOO
Martin, Sidney & Regina H., L & B, 113 Sanborn St. 5,930
Mascata, Sarah B., L & B, 40 Maple Square 5,790
Land, Smiling Hill Road 120
Masse, Armand J., Trailer on Land of Robert Cross, Carr St. 1,620
*Masse, Heirs of Arthur. L & B, New Hampton Road 2,980
*Masse, Edmund F. & Blanche H., L & B, 57 Freedom Dr. 5,070
Masse, Pauline M. & Rita, L & B, 54 River St. 2,770
Mathaisell, Joseph C. & Frances, L & B, 15 School St. 3,300
Mathews, Merwin J. & Edith M., L & B, Oriole St. W/S 2,990
Maxfield, Carrie E., L & B, 18 Park St. 3,990
Maxfield, Heirs of Lester C, L & B, Lake Shore Drive W/S 1,480
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'^Maynard, Roland A. & Irene L., L & B, 22 Russell St. 2,150
Mayo, Richard A. & Carol A., L & B, Lake Shore Drive
S/S 2,790
*Mayo, Robert D. & Anna K., L & B, 10 Liberty Ave. 6,610
Maziu", Agnes Heirs of, L & B, Victory Drive 3,760
Mazm-, Frank A & Katherine, L & B, Victory Drive 6,590
Mead, Frank N., Jr. & Elizabeth C, Land, S/S Munroe St. 230
L & B, 369 No. Main St. 3,500
*Melendy, Ernest C. & Edith B., L & B, 171 East Bow St. 3,810
*Mellon, Lucy P., L & B, Webster St. S/S 2,170
Menard, Heirs of Frank, Land, Robin St. W/S 220
Menard, Gerard & Myrtie V., L & B, Sanborn St. 3,330
Menard, Rita U., L & B, 58 Thompson Park 5,880
Menard, Wilfred Heirs of, Land, Robin St. W/S 220
Mercier, Beatrice M., L & B, 87-89 Elkins St. 3,910
Mercier, Edgar, L & B, 129 Chestnut St. 3,190
Mercier, Eugene J. & Lorette D., and
-Mercier, Raymond R. & Rachel T. 3,670
^Mercier, Gerard A. & Ellen D., L & B, Woodrow Ave. 4,550
Mercier, Joseph & Alice, L & B, 40-42 School St. 4,930
Mercier, Joseph E. & Yvonne M., L & B, 14 View St. 5,660
Mercier, Moise H. & Rita J., L & B, Griffin Road 6,430
Mercier, Paul D. & Marilyn A., Trailer & Land, Smiling
Hill Rd. , 1,930
Mercier, Richard J. & Janice N., L & B, 45A Elkins St. 2,990
Mercier, Robert N. & Evelyn G., L & B, Woodrow Ave. 1,320
Meron, Anselm, L & B, 90 Chestnut St. 4,280
*Merrill, Alice M., L & B, 179 Sanborn St. 3,550
Merrill, Edmund G., L & B, Smith Hill Road E/S 2,120
Merrill, Edwina V., L & B. Victory Drive 3,050
Land, Victory Drive Adj. Harland & Veronica Leach 525
Merrill, Heirs of Eva, L & B, 71 East Bow St. 1,320
Merrill, Frederick H. & Miriam K., L & B. Lake Shore Dr.
W/S 2,550
Personal Property 50
Merrill, John H. & Ella J.. Trailer, 385 North Main Street 1,080
L & B, 385 North Main St. 5,620
Merrill Manor Nursing Home, Inc., L & B, Victory Drive 13,340
Merrill, Raymond E., Land, Salisbury Road S/S 730
L & B, Salisbury Road N/S 440
Merrimack Farmers' Exchange, Inc. Bldg. on B & M Land
W/S River Street 3,210
Stock in Trade 11,340
Coal Yard & Bldgs., At end of Franklin Street 7,020
Merrimack Knitting Mills, Machinery in Sulloway Mills 67,000
Stock in Trade 15,000
Merrimack Lodge I. O. O. F. No. 28, L & B, 400-402 Cen-
tral St. 36,660
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Merrow, Mabel W., Land, Hill Road 900
Mesaros, Victor L., L & B, Webster Ave 13,170
Messier, Frank G., Land, Giles Pond - Mt. View Park 20
Messier, George & Annette, L & B, Oriole St. E/S 1,320
Metz, William, L & B, Gile Road 5,770
*Meyerhoefer, Edgar & Ruth E., L & B, 29-31 Highland Ave. 3,530
Michaud, Ernest J. & Hazle K., L & B, Lake Shore Drive
W/S 5,890
Michaud, Heirs of Paul, L & B ,333 Central Street 12,570
Land, Pleasant Street 730
Michel, Paul A. & Jennifer, L & B, New Boston Road 4,110
Michelin, Celina & Heirs of Fabiola Michelin L & B, 30-32
River Street 4,580
L & B, 16 1/2 Edmunds Street 6,270
L & B, 32-34 West Bow Street 4,910
Michelin, Hormidas J., L & B, 21 View Street 2,620
L & B, 19 Edmunds Street 4,460
Michelin, Oscar, L & B, 17 Edmunds Street 5,110
L & B, 122-124 Elkins Street 3,020
Michelin, Real, Land, Edmunds Street 60
Michelin, Real J. & Theresa C, L & B, 10 Grove Street 5,410
Michelin, Rolland V. & Alice T., L & B, 108 Pleasant St. 6,710
Mikolajczyk, Frank & Alba, Land, Off Route 3A 540
Miller, Bertha M., L & B, 64 Valley St. , 1,780
Miller, Chester G. & Theresa M., L & B, 9-11 Pemigewasset
Street 2,240
Miller, Florence, Land Wood Street 490
*Miller, Richard V. & Rhea T., L & B, Route 11 E/S 4.175
Miller, William & Maggie, L & B, 683 Central St. 5,310
Millinocket Opera House, Inc., Theatre Bldg., & Land
349-353 Central Street 27,320
Mills, Homer A. & Priscilla V., L & B, 68 Elkins St. 6,400
*Mills, William & Evelyn E., L & B, Salisbury Rd. N/S 1,900
Minard, Helen P., L & B, 14 Thompson Park 3,070
*Miner, Clifton R. & Bertha M., L & B, Lake Shore Dr.
W/S 3,760
Miner, Richard & Pauline, L & B, Range Road S/S 2,370
Miner, Wilfred J. & Marie A., L & B, 580 Central St. 3,870
Mintz, Roger M., L & B, Route 3A E/S 1,690
*Miquelon, Alcidos & Helen, L & B, 19 School St. 2,660
Miquelon, Joseph L. & Ruby A., L & B, 46 River St. 3,840
Mischler, Francis C. & Elizabeth E., L & B, Webster Lake
E/S 2,S60
Land, Webster Ave. E/S 720
Miskiel, Joseph & Lillian, L & B, 22 Thompson Park 3,460
Miss Lynch Shop, 360 Central St., Stock in Trade 5, "03
Miss-N-Master, 370 Central St., Stock in Trade S.'T)
Mojalaki Country Club, L & B, So. Prospect St. 18 f^^l
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Montgomery, Louise, L & B, Lake Shore Drive W/S 13,550
Moody, Heirs of Antonia, L & B, 36 Pemigewasset St. 2,790
L & B, Pemigewasset St. 3,580
Moody, Robert J. & Annette M., L & B, Calef Hill Road 8,700
Moors, Bryant, Trailer on Land of Dominique Demers,
Hutchinson Street 780
*Morency, Fernand J. & Pauline L., L & B, 53 Elkins
& 55 Elkins St. Rear 4,940
Morey, Grace A. & Edwin C, L & B, 78 Clark Street 3,740
Morey, Shirley, Trailer & Land, Hunt Avenue 915
Morgan, Ruth E., L & B, Lake Shore Drive E/S 4,960
Morin, Heirs of Hector, L & B, Webster Ave. 4,030
Morin, Robert J. & Anita C, L & B, 64 Prospect St. 11,140
Personal Property 80
L & B, Webster Ave. E/S 3,510
L & B, Webster Ave. Ext. W/S 3,900
L & B, 366-378 Central St. 38,520
Morin, Veronica, L & B, Sanborn St. W/S 3,350
Morrell, Joseph, L & B, Off South Prospect St. 180
Morrell, Theodore & Beatrice, L & B, So. Prospect St. 5,840
Morrill, Archie H. & Yvonne A., L & B, 111 and 113 No.
Main St. 5,610
L & B, 119-121 No. Main St. 3,960
*Morrill, HoUis A. & Barbara S., L & B, Morrill Ct. W/S 2,740
Morrill, Myrtle; Hazel Wait; Stella Olsen and Bertha Brown
L & B, Gilman Street N & S/S 2,180
*Morrill, Robert & Barbara, L & B, Route 3A E/S 670
Morrill, Sheldon B, L & B, Lawndale Rd. W'S 3,155
Land, Morrill Court N & E/S 590
*Mcrrill, Sheldon E. & Olive B., L & B, Morrill Court 3,135
L & B, Morrill Ct. W/S 410
Land, Lawson St. S/S 370
Morrill, Wayne E. & Lenora M., L & B, Morrill Ct. N/S 3,270
Morrison, Mrs. Emma, L & B, 18 Elkins St. 3,510
*Morrison, Robert & Doris E., L & B, Victory Drive No Tax
Morrissette, Alvina, L & B, 40 West High St. 4,240
Morrissette, Roger L & Ann M., L & B, 214 No. Main St. 3,780
*Morse, James B., L & B, 822 Central St. 2,135
L & B, 824 Central St. 5,200
Stock in Trade 1.500
Morton, Walter E. & Marion E., L & B, Salisbury Rd. S/S 7,045
L & B, Salisbury Rd. S/S 3,035
Moscardini, Silvio & Anna M., L & B, 45-51 North Main St. 5,980
L & B, 25-29 North Main St. 5,800
Stock in Trade 1.500
L & B, 53-57 North Main St. 2,960
Moscardini, Silvio, L & B, Off River Street W/S 10,930
Land, On W/S of River Street 2,430
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Moses, Sheldon, Building, Route 3A W/S 210
Moses, Sylvanus W. & Loretta, L & B, Route 3A W/S 960
Mosher, Myron, Heirs of, L & B, W/S Kidder Avenue 3,580
Mosher, Richard O. & Phyllis B., L & B, East Pleasant St. 3,480
Stock in Trade 600
Mosman, A. Frank, L & B, Lake Shore Drive N/S 2,620
Mount St. Joseph Corp., Sisters of Holy Cross & of Seven
Dolors) L & B, South Main Street 2,850
Muldrew, Benjamin G. & Annie D., L & B, Lake Shore Dr. 3,360
L & B, Lake Shore Dr. 5,010
L & B, Lake Shore Dr. 7,725
Mullavey, Ruth G., L & B, 14-18 North Main St. 11,140
Stock in Trade 1,700
L & B, 138 Salisbury St. 3,420
Mullin, Ellen M. & Agnes H., L & B, 16 Highland Avenue 5,980
Mullin, Heirs of Mary C, L & B, 14 Pleasant St. 6,460
*Murphy, Hugh G., Jr. & Brenda M., L & B, 13 Orchard
St. 4,850
Murphy, William & Jennie J., L & B, Lake Avenue W/S 5,720
Murray, Mrs. Julia, L & B, 123 Kendall St. 7,280
Murray, Mary L., L & B, 34 Pearl St. 3,870
*Murtaugh, Norman W. & Joan P., L & B, 30 Oak St. 3,660
Nadeau, Andrew H. & Antonia M., L & B, 78-82 River St. 5,920
*Nadeau, Andrew N. & Patricia A., L & B, 190-192 Frank-
lin St. 3,860
-Nadeau, Leo L. & Rosamond E., L & B, Lawson Ave. S/S 3,610
Nadeau, Lodien D. & Gertrude, L & B, 644 Central St. 4,830
*Nadeau, Norman J. & Therese M., L & B, 13 Spring St. 3,380
Nadeau, Sylva O., L & B, 67-69 West Bow Street 14,560
L & B, Terrace Road 120
L & B, 186-188 West Bow St. 4,760
Nadon, George L. & Alice T., L & B, 42 Lancaster St. 5,100
*Nadon, John A. & Goldie T., L & B. 613 Central St. 2,330
Nawoj, Edwin R. & Mary G., Land, Smiling Hill Road 200
Nawoj, Emil M. & Helen A., L & B, Off Lake Shore Dr. 2,500
Nawoj, Michael, L & B, 154 West Bow St. 4,280
Nelson, Allen & Marcia, Land, Salisbury Rd. S/S 460
Newberry Franklin Corporation, Stock in Trade, 380-388 Cen-
tral St. 46,340
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., L & B, 76 Franklin St. 38,730
New England Wire Products Co., L & B, North Main St. 150,580
New Hampshire Hide Corp., L & B, North Main St. E/S 6,900
*Newton, Arthur L. & Doris A., L & B, 52 Clark St. 2,220
Newton, Lee W. & Patricia A., L & B, Carr St. S/S 3,990
Nichols, Elizabeth H., L & B, Webster Lake - Off Lake
Shore Dr. 3,080
Nixon. William J. & Mary E., L & B, Route 11 S/S 3,810
Personal Property 90
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Northeast Realty, Inc., Land, N/S Central St. At Corner
Kendall St. 1,760
Notrem, Frank J. & Theresa, L & B, Oriole St., E/S 1,380
*Novak, Adam V., & Rita T., L & B ,139 Chestnut St. 6,540
Nowak, John F. & Lucille A., L & B, 59 No. Main St. 5,280
Nowell, Donald A. & Merilene A., L & B, Carr St. S/S 3,960
Nowell, Earl C. & Gertrude B., L & B, 362 North Main St. 5,430
Nowell, Gertrude B., L & B, 242 North Main St. 5,580
Nowell, James C, Jr. & Beatrice S., L & B, 150 Chestnut
St. 3,925
Nowell, James C, Sr. & Alexine, L & B, 228 Summit St. 3,610
Nowell, Richard H. & Irene L., L & B, 9 Hutchinson St. 5,260
L & B, 252 North Main St. 3,310
Nowell, William E., L & B, Off Lake Shore Drive W/S 300
Land, Webster St. & Summit St. 310
Personal Property 80
=:=Noyes, Bernice M., L & B, 90 Terrace Road 3,210
O'Brien, Margaret T., L & B. Lake Shore Drive 3,600
O'Brien, Matilda E., L & B, 46 Maple Square 4,170
Ofiara, Victor & Ellen, Land, Range Road N/S 620
*0'Keefe, Edward & Emily D., L & B, 17-19 So. Main St. 1,840
Oladko, Anthony & Celestina O., L & B, Webster Ave. E/S 6,000
O'Mara, Albert J. & Loretta K., L & B, 11 Pearl Place 3,280
O'Neil, Francis G. & Leona I., Land, Salisbury Rd. 1,500
O'Rourke, Edward M. & Jacqueline J., L & B, 150 No.
Main St. 6,590
*Orpin, Elmer C, Jr. & Theresa M., L & B, Route 3A E/S 4,940
Ottati, Michael P. & Virginia D., Land, So. Prospect St. 75
Otto, Floyd F. & Emily R., L & B, Shore Webster Lake,
Webster Avenue W/S 6,940
*Ouellette, John M. & Anna P., L & B, 17 Charles Street 3,310
*Packer, Harold A. & Helen J., L & B, 17 Independence Ave. 5,490
Paige, Blanche A., L & B, 44 Pearl Street 3,330
Paige, Raymond I., M Helen M., L & B, 407-409 Central
Street 7,930
Palmer, Katherine G., Land, Route 3A W/S 890
Pandini, Blanche A., L & B, 52 River St. 3,950
Pano, Basil & Marianne, L & B, 25 East Bow St. 2,900
*P£:quette, Ernest J. & Ruth E., L & B, 17 West High St. 2,670
Paquette, Walter E. & Jane P., L & B, Lake Avenue 5,275
Paranteau, Ovila J. & Alice B., L & B, Route 3A W/S 3,700
Parenteau, Marcel G. & Theresa, L & B, 91 Elkins St. 3,910
Parcell, Alva D. & Marion H., L & B, Bennett Rd. Off
Route 3A . 3,280
Parker, Hubert, Jr., L & B, New Hampton Road 4,465
Parker, Hubert & Eva M., L & B, New Hampton Road 5,480
*Parker, Melvin F. & Bernice L., L & B, Woodrow Avenue 1,700
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Parris, Stanley W. & Grace M., L & B, 12 Hutchinson St. 2,380
Pastuszak, Antonia, L & B, Route 3A WS 4,510
*Pastuszak, John M. & Florence A., L & B, 208 Pleasant
Street 2,820
Patten Evelyn F., L & B, New Boston Road 2,920
Patten, Gerald H. & Gladys I., L & B, E/S Cross Road 1,660
L & B, E/S Cross Road 6,035
*Paulhus, Richard R. & Joan G., L & B, 22 No. Sulloway
Street 7,440
Peaslee, Mildred J. & Doris M., L & B, 4 Edgewood St. 6,360
Peel, Jessie O., Land, Terrace Road, Adj. to Carroll 530
Pelletier, Alphonse E., Jr. & Rita M., L & B, 36 Green St. 4,220
*Pelletier, Arthur L. & Cecile Y., L & B, 46 Park St. 2,780
Pelletier, Edmund & Aurea, L & B, 82-84 Prospect St. 5,670
Pelletier, Lillian G., L & B, 106 Elkins St. 6,510
Pelletier, Lucien L. & Dora M., L & B, 50 Maple Square 6,830
Pepler's Atlantic Service, Stock in Trade 790
*Pepler, Robert G. & Ruth E., L & B, Route 3A 2,990
*Pepler, Russell M. & Alice T.. L & B, 32 Carver St. 3,940
Peralta, Francis J., Jr. & Thelma P., L & B, Lake Shore
Drive 13,525
Perkins, Fred L., L & B, 30-32 Terrace Road 5,250
L & B, 35-39 Franklin Street 6,000
Perkins, George H. P., L & B, South Main St. W/S 6,250
Land, Off South Main Street 120
Perreault, Albert A. & Lucia L., L & B, 122 Kendall St. 7,820
Perreault, Grace B., L & B, Range Road N/S 5,710
Perreault, J. August and Heirs of Antoinette Perreault)
L& B, 48-50-52 Elkins Street 6,400
*Perreault, J. August, L & B, Lake Shore Drive W/S 5.440
*Perreault, Lawrence F., L & B, 48 Chestnut St. 4,960
Perreault, Maurice, L & B, New Hampton Rd. & Frances
Street 1,795
Perreault, Maurice A. & Germaine I.. L & B, Proctor Ave. 5,140
*Pei-reault, Noa-man A. & Marie M., L & B, 25 1/2 Rus-
sell St. 1.460
Perreault, William J. & Parmelia R., L & B, Rt. 3A W/S 5,355
Perry, Alonzo W., & Carol B., L & B, 30 So. Sulloway St. 6,040
Stock in Trade 900
Persons Unknown, Land, Colby Ave. W/S 260
Persons Unknown, Land, Colby Ave. E/S 250
Persons Unknown, Land, Route 11 W/S 630
Persons Unknown, Land, Lake Avenue W/S 335
Persons Unknown, Land Route 11 E/S Cor. Lake Ave. E/S
Rt. 11 940
Persons Unknown, Land, Route 11 S/S 700
Persons Unknown, Land. Hunt Avenue 250
Persons Unknown, Land, Giles Pond - Mt. View Park 10
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Persons Unknown, Land, Giles Pond - Mt. View Park 180
Persons Unknown, Land, Giles Pond - Mt. View Park 290
Persons Unknown, Land, Giles Pond - Mt. View Park 15
Persons Unknown, Land, Giles Pond - Mt. View Park 130
Persons Unknown, Land, Robin St. E/S 190
Perthel, Leland I. & Martha M., L & B Cor. Edwards &
Beaton Sts. 8,420
Pescinski, Frank J. & Margaret, Land & Trailer, 62 Lancas-
ter St. 1,365
Pescinski, Joseph G. & Irene M., Trailer on Land of Joseph
W. Pescinski, Lancaster St. 1,380
Pescinski, Joseph W. & Marie E., L & B, 58 Lancaster St. 4,265
Personal Property 200
*Petelle, James E. & Blanche M., L & B, 11 Pine Street 4,020
Petrach, Elizabeth & Paul and
Ptacek, Herbert & Olga, L & B, 136 Circuit Street 3,810
Petrach, John & Anna P., L & B, 168 Pleasant Street 6,870
Petroleum Facilities, Inc., Gas Station & Land, 195 Central
Street 13,310
Stock in Trade 600
Personal Property 1,650
*Pevine, Leo & Rita, L & B, Hunt Ave. 4,330
Philbrcok, Mabel C, L & B, Babbitt Road 3,390
*Phipps, Kenneth C. & Josephine C, L & B, 48 Maple Sq. 1,710
Stock in Trade 5,400
Picard, A. Earl & Beatrice, L & B, 19 Sanger St. 3,700
Personal Property 290
*Pickess, Bertram & Madeline, L & B, 28 Leach Avenue 5,260
Picone, John A. & Mildred A., L & B, Webster Lake E/S 2,150
Piecuch, John & Victoria, L & B, Victory Drive 7,920
Piela, Thomas & Mary, L & B, East Pleasant St. 5,000
Pieroni, Ii-ene, L & B, 47 Pearl St. 3,960
Pikor, Albert, Jr. & Pauline B., L & B, 3 Stevens St. 3,990
Pikor, Albert & Roseanna, L & B, 6 Cheney Street 3,450
Pikor, John & Anna, L & B, 160 Central Street 6,590
Pinard, Marie Rose, L & B, 727 Central Street 6,370
Pine Colony Club, Land, Webster Lake 150
Pinkham, Isabel C, L & B, Route 3A WS 9,550
Pinkham, Jack L. & Isabel C, L & B, Route 11 N/S 6,350
Pinkham, Jack L. & Isabel C, L & B, C/Route 11 & Rt.
3A W/S 14,460
Stock in Trade 6,000
Pinney, Mary T., L & B, Route 11 W/S 5,700
Pinsonneault, Amelia B., L & B, 73 View Street 6,700
Piper, Donald J., L & B, 135 North Main Street 19,810
Stock in Trade 25.200
L & B, 142 North Main Street 14,730
L & B, 146 North Main Street 4,190
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L & B, 213 South Main Street 4,800
L & B, 203 So. Main Street, Corner Anderson Ave. 11,410
Piper, Douglas O. & Muriel, L & B, 14 1/2 Russell St. 2,620
Piper, P. M., Printing Machines at 235 Central Street 2,080
Stock in Trade 300
Piper, F. Merle, L & B, 76 Pleasant Street 4,890
Piper, Forrest B., & Mary L., L & B, 166-168 North Main
Street 5,180
Piper, Heirs of Herbert L., L & B, Smiling Hill Road 1,980
Piper, Mary S., L & B, 69 Victory Drive 9,390
*Piper, Melvin E. & Mildred B., L & B, Fair Street S/S 2,310
*Pisczek, Frederick L. & Lois S., L & B, 54 Chestnut St. 2,600
'•Pittet, Marcel & Alice, L & B, Route 11 S/S , 3,355
Piwonski, Frank & Julia, L & B, 42 West Bow Street 4,650
L & B, 50 West Bow Street 3,350
Plante, Wilfred J., Land, Route 3
A
150
Plastic Fabricators, Inc., L & B, 155 North Main St. E/S 65,630
Stcck in Trade 45,000
Plizga, Edward F. & Lillian M., L & B, 13 Independence
Avenue 9,310
Plizga, Frank A. & Anna K., L & B, 96-98 and 96 1/2
98 1/2 West Bow Street 10,630
Plizga, Katherine, L & B, 12 Cheney Street 3,630
Plizga, Peter & Carolyn, L & B, Route 3A E/S 5,590
Land, Route 3A W/S 140
Plizga, Walter J. & Barbara G., L & B, 295 Victory Drive 7,830
Plcurde, Albert G., Jr. & Je.-cn L., L & B, 355 North Main
Street 7,130
Stock in Trade 400
Plummer, Arthur N. & Inez M., L & B, 851 Central St. 1,820
Land, Giles Pond Rd. - Mt. View Park 180
Poirier, Bernadette, L & B, 23 Prospect Street 4,250
*Poissant, Paul C. & Rita G., L & B, 4 Liberty Avenue 6,170
Poisson, Raymond & Helen M., L & B, Wood Street 2,970
Polish Home Association, L & B, 80 West Bow Street 10,870
Porter, Earl & Lillian M., L & B, Gilman Avenue 7,480
Porter, Marjorie H., L & B, 42 Myrtle Avenue 7,240
Land, Pleasant Street 730
*Pouliot, August J. & Elaine D., L & B, 51 Terrace Road 3,840
Pouliot, Leopold C. & Gilbette M. J., L & B, 162 W. Bow
Street 4,100
Pouliot, Ovilla J. & Mona A., L & B, 411 North Main St. 4,750
-Pouliot, Roger J. & Faye J., L & B, 78 Prospect Street 4,320
*Powell, Forrest L. & Dorothy E., L & B, 128 Salsibury
Street 4,580
Powell, Minnie R., L & B, Salisbury Road S/S 1,050
Powell, Roy W. & Minnie R., L & B. Salisbury Road N/S 5,180
Powers, Althea, L & B, 58 Central Street 5,080
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Pratte, Yvon S. & Jeanne Y., L & B, 47 Pleasant Street 4,340
Prentice, Robert H. & Rosine M., Bldg., Smith Hill Road
W/S on Land of Emery 1,280
Prescott, Bradbury M., L & B, Route 3A W/S Off Call Rd. 4,770
L & B, 232 South Main Street 9,270
Prescott, Carlton W. & Lena B., L & B, 104-106 So .Main
Street 4,440
Prescott, Georgine A., L & B, 217 South Main Street 7,720
Prescott, Georgine A. and Helen P. Lang, L & B, Webster
Avenue 10,190
Prescott, Herbert A. & Norma A., L & B, Lake Shore Dr.
W/S 2,270
Prescott, J. Langdon, Jr. & Miriam L., Land, Webster Lake
& Webster Ave. E/S Lark St. W/S 2,240
Prescott, Myra B., L & B, Webster Avenue 4,380
Prescott Oil Co., Inc., L & B, North Main St. E/S 4,220
Land, Cor/Oarver & No. Main St. S/S 970
L & B, 219 South Main St. 42,470
Stock in Trade 20,720
Price, Harry M. & Maude C, L & B, 43 Oak Street 5,040
Price, Mai'ie V., Land, Lake Shore Drive E/S 780
Prince, Eva and Florence & Roland Croteau, L & B, 120
Sanborn St. 4,540
Prince, Henry, Land, Edmunds Street 90
Prince, Ida, L. & B, 161 Pleasant Street 6,670
'Prince, Jean P. & Germaine S., L & B, 21 Spring St. 1,670
:=Prince, Robert J. & Patricia V., L & B, 129 Franklin St. 2,960
-Prince, Robert S. & Lois R., L & B, South Prospect St. 6,210
Personal Property 240
Proctor, Alexis C. L & B, 38 Peabody Place 8,390
Properties, Inc., Land, North Main Street W/S (Bernice
Cordon Land) 900
Land, North Main St. E & W/S (Northern R. R. Land) 900
Land, Off Flag Hole Road E/S (Keniston Land) 60
Land, Lake Shore Drive N/S (East Tilton Land) 410
^•Proulx, Henry J., L & B, 27 West High Street 3,670
Proulx, Lionel & Helen, L & B. 22-24 View Street 7,315
:proulx, Lucien J., L & B, 178 Franklin Street 3,410
Proulx, Maxime A. & Bertha A., L & B, 63 View Street 4,670
Proulx, Ovide J., L & B, 168 Franklin Street 4,410
Proulx, Rene J. & Jennie E., L & B, New Hampton Road 2,900
Public Service Company, Lines, plants & Sub-Stations 1,900,620
Stock in Trade 8,000
Personal Property 1,800
Pucci, Sebastian T., L & B, 73 North Main Street 7,280
Puffinburger, Mark & Veronica, L & B, Route 127 2,160
Puffinburger, Ruth B., L & B, New Hampton Road 8,710
Stock in Trade 1,650
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Quain, Samanto, Land, Webster Lake E/S 720
*Quimby, John A. & Lois F., L & B, 100 Valley St. 1.830
Raffaelly, Ralph, L & B, 632 Central Street 6,250
L & B, 524 Central Street 7,110
L & B, 38 So. Sulloway Street 11,360
Personal Property 300
Rahilly, James, Jr. & Aphrodite, Land, Route 3A, NE/S 300
Rainville, Alfred H., Land, Oriole Street W/S 360
*Rainville, Alfred H., L & B, Oriole Street E/S 1,850
Rainville, Albert E. & Evelyn P., L & B, 5 Wells St. 1,420
Rainville, Omer E., Land, Oriole Street S/S 40
L & B, Route 11 E/S 1,640
*Rainviile, Roger E. & Margaret E., L & B, New Hamp-
ton Rd. 1,580
Ralph, Agnes M., L & B, 51-53 Oak Street 6,360
Ralph, William Heirs of, L & B, 144 Railroad Street 4,930
Raymond, Howard B. & Marion V., L & B, 147 Webster St. 3,890
Rayno, Albert E. & Elva J., L & B, 107 Salisbury St. 3,670
*Rayno, Andrew H. & lola, L & B, 77 Orchard Street 3,270
L & B, Orchard Street 1,140
Rayno, Andrew J. & Emma C, L & B, 150 Salisbury St. 4,100
Rayno, Charles E. & Lorraine C, L & B, Salisbm-y Rd. 5,340
Rayno, Donald R. & Doris A., L & B, Lake Avenue W/S 4,835
Rayno, Richard A. & Grace A., Land, S/S Salisbury Rd. 140
Rayno, Richard D. & Elaine S., L & B, Victory Drive 7,070
*Rayno, Robert J., L & B, 29 Ayles Court 2,580
*Rayno, Wilfred A., L & B, 49 Gilman Street 3,990
Read, Olga M., Land, Smith Hill Road 130
Redfield, Prank G., Jr. & Blanche, L & B, 73-75-77 Pros-
pect St. 2,740
Reeves, Eugene V. & Parmelie, L & B, 76 Pine Street 5,080
Rego, John J., Stock in Trade 1,500
Reilly, J. F., Land, Webster Birthplace Road 1,200
Retter, Harold W. & Marion K., L & B, South Prospect St. 8,530
Retter, Harold W. & Marion K. and
Lane, Thomas P., Jr. & Dorothy W. L & B, Beech Street 970
*Riberdy, Lucien A. & Jeanette E., L & B, 52 Freedom Dr. 4,690
Rice, Amy Belle, L & B, N/S Central Street 13,200
L & B, N/S Central Street (A & P Store Bldg.; 24,690
*Rioh. Merle S., Jr. & Marie L., L & B, 71 Freedom Dr. 3,860
Richard, Alderic J. & Beatrice H., L & B, 924 Central St. 5,440
*Richard, Antoine J. & Gertrude M., L & B, 92 School St. 3,680
Richardson, Henry B. & Mary C, L & B, Bond Street 2,710
Richardson, Margaret M., L & B, 131 East Bow Street 4,025
Personal Property 200
Richardson, Walter J. & Grace H., L & B, 21 Lancaster St. 6,100
*Ridlon, Wesley E. & Rollene M. P., L & B, 58 Freedom
Drive 4.340
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Riel, J. Charles & Irene M., L & B, Lake Shore Dr. W/S 4,190
•=Ring, Albridge & Beatrice T., L & B, 9 Carver St . 4,470
Ring, Elspeth L.. L & B, 366 North Main Street 5,720
Ring, Evelyn M., L & B, 5 Carver Street R 2,120
^Ripley, Laurice P., & Suzanne & Anne Ripley)
L & B, 31 Church Street 4,430
Ripley, Laurice P., L & B, Webster Ave. S/S 1,990
L & B, Webster Ave. Shore Webster Lake 3,290
Rising, Frederick C, L & B, Route 11 E/S 7,310
-Rivard, Roland A. & Pauline M., L & B, 49 Chestnut St. 2,710
Rivers, William A. & Mary B., L & B, Webster Lake 2,130
Rivest, Joseph M. & Rebecca E., L & B, Wood Street 4,060
Roach, Ai-line C. & Elise V., L & B, Webster Lake 4,030
Roberts, Chester & Constance E., L & B, 5 Glory Avenue 7,970
Roberts, Frank K. & Louisa, L & B, 167 Summit Street 3.680
Roberts, Osborne III & Rachel M., L & B, So. Main St.
W/S 2,275
Robertson, Heirs of Charles N., L & B, Sanborn St. 6,520
Robichaud, Aurore M., L & B, Woodrow Avenue 3,890
'^Robdchaud, Roland J. & Pauline M., L & B, 175 Franklin
Street 3,580
Robie, Lawrence W. & Caroline B., Land, Off Route 3A W/S 1,200
*Robinson, Tyler E. & Stella, L & B, 939 Central Street 3,510
='^Rcbitaille, Stephen, Jr. & Olga F., L & B, 35 Pleasant
Street 4,930
Robitaille, Steven G. & Isola I., L & B, 641 Central St. 3,720
Rccheleau, Edward, L & B, 30 West High Street 5,360
Rolfo, Louis J. & Frances M., L & B, 20 So. Sulloway St. 8,650
''Rosenblum, Lester A. & Thelma R., L & B, 56 Freedom
Drive 7,860
L & B, Route 3A WS 13,825
Stock in Trade 1,200
Roulx, Ernest A. & Adrienne M., L & B, 99 Pearl Street 7,330
Rousseau, Alfred J. & Helen, L & B, 99 East Bow Street 2,550
L & B, 107 East Bow Street 3,100
Rousseau. Claii'e J., Land, (Kidder Lot) 240
L & B, Lake Shore Drive N/S 2,090
L & B, 66 River Street 3,680
Rousseau, Claire J. & Annie M., L & B, 70-72 River St. 3,780
Rousseau, George O., Sr., L & B, Giles Pond Road 1,540
L & B. 24 Thompson Park 1,640
Rousseau, Lillie M., and Beatrice O. Gignac, L & B, Vic-
tory Drive 7,250
Rousseau, Ludovic G. & Irene, L & B, W/S Cross Road 4,320
L & B Central St. Corner of Pearl Place 4,130
Routhier, Heirs of Delia, L & B, 161-163 East Bow St. 5,270
Land, Woodrow Avenue 400
Routhier, Wilfred, L & B, 37 Maple Square 4,590
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*Routhier, Wilfred W. & Josephine A., L & B, 568-570 Cen-
tral Street 3,890
Rowe, June J. & Daisy Y. Jewell, L & B, Webster Ave. 3,210
Rowell, Bessie C, L & B, 83 South Main Street 4,810
Rowell, Carlson I. & Reba M., L & B, 108 Valley Street 3,430
Rowell, Dexter, Stock in Trade, 309 Nortn Main St. 300
Rowell, Elizabeth M., L & B, 309 North Main Street 3,930
Stock in Trade, 309 No. Main St. 250
Rowell, Heirs of Irving V., L & B, Hutchinson St. 2,000
Rowell, Lawrence & Cecile, Trailer on Land of Theodore
Morrell on So. Prospect Street 1,620
Rowell, Richard C. & Doris E., L & B, Route 11 W/S 9,830
Stock in Trade 3,600
Personal Property 80
L & B, Lake Shore Drive 3,690
Rowell, Richard D., R. R. Station & Warehouse, Depot St. 1,645
Rowell, Verna R., L & B, 605 So. Main Street 5,840
Stock in Trade 1,200
Roy, Beatrice C, L & B, 50 Oak Street 6,200
Roy, Carleton W. & Rose A., L & B, Route 11 N/S 9,205
Roy, Cyprien L. & Gilbert E., L & B, 32 Thompson Park 3,650
*Roy, Gerard L., L & B, 11 Pearl Street 2,880
Roy, Honorius, L & B, 20-24 Franklin Street 14,920
Roy, Jeremiah J., L & B, S/S Route 3 4,830
Roy, Joseph Henry & Mary A., L & B, 89 East Bow St. 5,530
Roy, Raymond J., L & B, 45 Munroe Street 5,690
*Roy, Roger W. & Roberta J., L & B, Carr St. N/S 3,250
Royder, Helen M., L & B, Webster Avenue 3,020
*Ruel, Sadie M., L & B, 153 Chestnut Street 3,970
Russ, Daniel C. & Doris M., L & B, Salisbury Road 4,080
Russell, Constance, L & B, New Boston Road 5,400
Russell, Laura E., L & B, New Hampton Road 2,320
*Russell, Raymond C. & Beulah E., L & B, New Hampton
Read 4,820
St. Cyr, Aime & Merle, L & B, 99-101 Pleasant St. 5,260
St. Germain, Malcolm J. & Barbara, L & B, So. Main St.
W/S 6,470
St. Germain, Maurice & Ann, Land & Trailer, Lark St. 2,115
*St. Jacques, Armand C. & Marjorie A., L & B, 39 Web-
ster St. 2,540
*St. Jacques, Arthur J. & Eva R., L & B, 175 Kendall St. 4,710
St. Jacques, Benjamin J. & Eva E., L & B, 47-49 Elkins
Street 2,280
St. Jacques, Joseph B. & Laurianna A., L & B, 83 San-
born St. 5,510
St. Louis, Eloi, L & B, 36 1/2 Elkins Street 2,190
*St. Pierre, Ernest O. & Gracia I., L & B, 53 Maple Sq. 3,215
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Salerno, Joseph, L & B, Terrace Road 3,690
Salerno, Joseph & Joan, L & B, Webster Lake 8,425
Salt, Raymond R. & Elaine H., L & B, Off Webster Ave. 2,160
Samara, Edward E. & Helen W., L & B, 41C-^<20 Central St. 19,770
Samuelson, Ralph O., L & B, South Main St. N/S 16,120
L & B, South Main St. N/S 3,250
L & B, Salisbury Rd. W/S 8,990
Sanborn, Ada E., L & B, 82 Thompson Park 3,270
Sanborn, Albert L. & Barbara E., L & B, 18 Myrtle Ave. 5,930
Sanborn, Charles H. & Stella M., Land, Webster St. N/S 300
Land, Webster St. S/S 865
L & B, Webster St. S/S 3,930
Sanderson, Robert L. & Jean C. L & B, Nevi^ Hampton Rd. 3,670
*Sansfacon, Albert J., L & B, 617 Central Street 2,220
Sargent, Clayton F. & Geraldine L., L & B, New Hampton
Rd. 2,750
Sargent, Earl S., Jr., L & B, 139 Pearl Street 6,490
Sargent, Earl S., Sr., & Cecilia M., L & B, 143 Pearl St. 6,290
Sargent, Eva M,, L & B, Off New Hampton Road 1,620
^Sargent, George F. & Rita B., L & B, 270 Victory Dr. 4,430
*Sargent, Gertrude H., L & B, 83 Oilman Street 3,220
Land, Salisbury Road N/S 190
Land, Oilman St. E/S 190
*Sargent, Gordon J. & Louise S., L & B, 152 Pearl St. 3,860
Sargent, Grace B., L & B, 18 Lancaster St. 5,780
*Sargent, Lee E., L & B. 98 Summit Street 3,430
*Sargent, Manuel & Hazel, L & B, So. Prospect St. 6,040
Sargent, Richard A. & Louise M., L & B, New Hampton Rd . 2,700
Sargent, Walter W. & Inez E., L & B, 153 Pearl St. 4,600
L & B, Pearl St. 3,640
Sawicki, Alfred & Gloria, L & B, 38 Glory Avenue 8,450
Savacki Bros. Realty, Inc., L & B, 23-27 Memorial St. 13,140
L & B, 38 River Street 8,430
Sawicki, Edmund M. & Mary L., L & B, Kendall St. W/S 9,440
Sawicki, Heirs of Julia, L & B, 83 West Bow St. 2,600
Sav/yer, Heirs of Augustus B., Land, Off Lake Shore Dr. W/S 60
Sawyer, Hazel T., L & B, Edgewood Street 7,520
Sawyer, Olive & Parker, L & B, 152 Prospect St. 12,420
Sawyer, Ruth L., L & B. 84 Pine St. 5,670
'•=Sayewich, John B., L & B, 443 So. Main St. 4,070
*Schiffner, Melanie E. & Fritz E., L & B, 13 Maple Sq. 3,090
Schirmer, David A. & Regina H., L & B, Sand Hill Rd.
N/S 8,17G
Schlesinger, Albert A., L & B, 94 Railroad St. 3,900
Schmidt, Arthur R. & Ruth, L & B, 46 Orchard St. 3,620
Schoenhofer, Adolf H. & Gladys, L & B, 18'i West Bow St. 5,270
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Schwartz, Ernest L. & Verna S., L & B, So. Prospect St. 9,910
Schwotzer, Irene, Land, Charles Street 790
Scott, Leon, Trailer on Land of Leon Cournoyer, So. Pros-
pect Street 300
Scott, Wan-en & Winnlfred V., L & B, Route 3A E S 3,010
Scribner, Bernard M. & Margaret A., L & B, 56 Orchard
Street 7,270
Scribner, Charles H., L & B, 55 Edwards Street 5,950
L & B, 17 East High St. 2,230
*Seamans, Rita E., L & B, Nelson St. E/S 3,000
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Stock in Trade 2,800
Severance, Kate L., L & B, 622 Central St. 4,690
Land, Route 3A E & W/S 950
Shanelaris, Barbara, L & B, 78 Sanborn Street 5,950
L & B, 619 Central Street 2,850
L & B, 23 Spring Street 4,040
L & B, 92 Sanborn Street 4,350
Shaw, Bernard F. & Marjorie, L & B, 88 TeiTace Road 3.390
Shaw, Bernard F. & Orvie, Land, Off Gilman Street 300
Shaw, Ella M., L & B, 52 Orchard Street 5,590
Land, Oak Street, Adj. Coffey 530
Shaw, Irving G., Jr. & Vivian F., L & B, 205 Victory Dr. 6,750
Shaw, Heirs of Jean M., Land, Lark St. W/S 160
Land, C/Lark St. & Lake Ave. W/S 215
L & B, 21 Winnipesaukee St. 7,290
Shaw, Robert S.. L & B, 29 Webster St. 3,500
*Shaw, Ronald C. & Lola E., L & B. 10 Gerrish St. 2,160
Shaw, Ruth D., L & B, Lark St. W/S 12,915
Shearer, Robert S. & Dorothy C, L & B, 58 Kendall St. 5,840
Sheehan, John & Ida, Land, New Hampton Road 390
Land, New Hampton Road 160
Shepard, Albert D. & Grace, L & B, 167 So. Main St. 5,420
Shepard Grocery Corp., L & B, 12-18 Canal Street 9,980
Stock In Trade 42,000
Shepard, John S., L & B, 94 View St. 8,580
Shepard, John S., L & B, 106-108 Prospect St. 7,710
L & B, 5-11 So. Main Street 6,070
Shepard, Nina L., L & B, 25 Pine Street 4,010
Shepard Realty Co., L & B, 361 Central St. 32,380
Sherburne, Ralph H., L & B, Webster Avenue 4,300
Sherman, Charles H. & Mary E., L & B, 62 Elm Ave. 8,670
*Shields, David W. & Shirley F., L & B, Duffy St. 5,990
Shorten, Mary D., L & B, 97 Orchard St. 4,890
Simmons, Elizabeth L., Land, Mountain View Park 60
Simonds, Samuel & Ruby, L & B, Lake Shore Drive W/S 2,550
Sirard, Paul A., L & B, Woodrow Avenue 1,795
*Skelton, John K. & Pearl A., L & B, 46 View St. 8,615
Sleeper, Ellen A., L & B, 42 Beech St. 5,610
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Sliva, Heirs of Martin, L & B, 117 Chestnut St. 2,040
Sliz, Heirs of Anna, L & B, Victory Drive 6,750
*Smart, Arthur B., L & B, Route 3A W/S 220
Smart, William F., Sr. & Cathaleen, L & B, 818 Central St. 4,030
*Smith, Clayton J. Heirs of, L & B, 2 Weils St. 670
*Smith, Clinton D. & Rita M., Land & Trailer, Lake Shore
Dr. W/S , 200
-Smith, Edward P. & Mildred M., L & B, 68 Depot St. 2,830
Smith, Ely G. & Delia E., L & B, Route 11 W/S 7,900
Smith, Ernest H., Land, Smith Hill Road E/S 480
Smith, Everett W. & Ruby M., L & B, 29 Summit St. 3,220
Smith, Harold A., Land, Webster St. S/S 400
Smith, Harold A. & Evelyn J., L & B, 176 Webster St. 5,370
Smith, Harriet D., L & B, Victory Drive 13,040
Smith, Harry M. & Gwendolyn D., L & B, Robin St. W/S 1,410
Smith, Helen M., L & B, 810 Central St. 4,450
Smith, John T., L & B, North Main St. E/S 7,780
-Smith, Maurice R. & Pauline M., L & B, Smith Hill Rd.
E/S 2,360
Smith, Merton E. & Jessie M. Clark, L & B, Lake Shore
Dr. N/S 2,770
Smith, Orvalis & Dorotliy, L & B, Giles Pond Road 705
Smythe, Dorothy H., L & B, View Street 9,160
Snow, Elliott P. & Virginia R., L & B, 33 Freedom Dr. 9,300
*Snyder, Elijah & Sheila, L & B, 3 Constitution Drive 5,625
Snyder, Heirs of Fred W., L & B, S/S Central St. 5,250
L & B, 90 Pearl St. 4,120
Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc., Gas Station & Land, 196 Cen-
tral St. 17,720
Personal Property 660
*Sohn, Charles H. & Ann M., L & B, Rout.^ 3A W/S 640
Sokul, Anthony, L & B, 800 Central St. 6,680
Sckul, Ludovic, Land, Salisbury Rd. S/S 740
L & B, 232 Summit St. 1,820
Sckul, Teofil J. & Evelyn G., L & B, So. Main St. W/S 2,485
='^Sokul, Teofil J. & Evelyn G., L & B, So. Main St .W/S 3,695
Land, So. Main St. W/S 260
Land, Lake Avenue E/S 1,415
*Sokul, Victor P. & Beatrice N., L & B, Pleasant St. 8,475
Land, Webster Lake 1,325
Sckul, Victoria, L & B, Salisbury Road N/S 2,170
L & B, Salisbury St. E/S 1,225
L & B, Salisbury Road S/S 6,670
Personal Property 810
Sokul, William J. & Dorothy R., L & E, 121 Salisbury St. 4,250
Solomon, Edilh G,, L & B, So. Prospect Street 13,470
Solomon's, Inc., 338 Central St., Stock In Trade 4,280
*Sorette, Andrew J., Jr. & Lorraine, L & B, 17 Orchard St. 4,440
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*Soter, Theodore J. & Harnett C, L & B, 113 East Bow
Street 4O80
Southmayd, Frank J. & Helen D., L & B, Sturtevant St. N/S 5,200
Sowa, Edward W., L & B, Route 11 W/S 4,440
Spooner, Daniel F. & Nita, L & B, 85 Summit St. 3,610
Stavro, Alex, L & B, 17 Sanborn St. 5,990
*Stavro, Nella & Rita, L & B, 15 Forest St. 3,100
*Stavro, Pandi & Pauline, L & B, Wyatt Court 9,620
Stearns, James P. & Leila H., L & B, Rowell Drive 5,420
Personal Property 80
L & B, Off Webster Ave. 1,740
ostein, Benjamin, Jr. & Mary Lou, L & B, 36 Myrtle Ave. 3,720
*Stein, Benjamin, Sr., L & B, 14 Terrace Road 3,630
Stevens, Esther G., Bldgs., Salisbury Road S/S 480
Stevens, Henry L., Jr., Land, So. Prospect St. 60
Stevens, J. P. & Co., Inc. L & B, 17 Prospect Street 6,320
L & B, Smith & Canal & Bow Streets 676,880
Stock in Trade 870,515
Stevens, Heirs of William L.. L & B, Salisbury Rd. S/S 3,530
Stewart, Isabel T., L & B, 380-388 Central Street 68,890
*Stewart, Preston T. & M. Florence, L & B, 17 View St. 1,460
L & B, 19 View St. 2,080
Stickney, Clifton H. & Caroline E., L & B, Lark St. S/S 1,435
Stickney, Kenneth R. & Louise I., L & B, Route 3A 4,780
Stiller, Fannie, L & B, 187-189 East Bow St. 7,620
Stinson, George E. & Eva E., L & B, 381 No. Main St. 5,030
Land, Off Flag Hole Rd. 90
Ti-ailer. 381 No. Main St. 1,200
Stompor. Broneslaw J., L & B, Salisbury Road S/S 1,570
Stompor, Heirs of Walter, L & B, 52-54 West Bow St. 4,580
Stone, Barbara. L & B, 16 Edgewood St. 5,910
Straw. Bernard R. & Rita A., L & B, 69 Green St. 590
Streeter. Heirs of Neva R., L & B, 18 School St. 4.410
L & B, Webster Ave. S/S 2,310
Structural Concrete Co., Vehicles, at Wescott Concrete 22.500
Stock in Trade (River Street) 6,500
Sullivan, James J. & Helen M., L & B, Off Lake Shore Dr. 4,600
Sullivan, Olive E., L & B, 20 Maple Square 6,650
Sulloway Industi-ies, Inc., Machinery at 235 Central St. 30,600
Stock in Trade 26,300
Sulloway, Richard W., L & B. 59 Central Street 11,900
Land, N/S Central Street 100
L & B. Webster Lake N /Shore 4,030
*Sulloway. Ronald E. & Dora R., L & B, Route 3
A
2,370
Sun Oil Co., Personal Property 855
Surowiec's Market, Inc., Stock in Trade 3.300
Surowiec, Martin J., L & B, 26 West Bow Street 4,360
Surcwiec, Mary M., L & B, 29 West Bow Street
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8.970
Swain, S. Oakleig^h & Dorothy A., L & B, Lake Shore Dr. 3,010
Sweatt, Edwin H. & Marvel, Land, Summit St. W/S 630
L & B, 183 Summit St. 3,620
Sweatt, Heirs of Horace C, L & B, 186 Summit St. 2,270
Sweatt, Jesse E. & Mabel A., L & B, 88-90 So. Main St. 4,870
=-=Sweenie. Harry W. & Helen B., L & B, Duffy St. 6,245
Sweetser, Delma E., Land, Lawndale Road E/S 430
*Sweetser, Eugene A. & Ruth A., L & B, Lawson Ave. S/S 2,940
Sweetser, Fay W. & Delma E., L & B, Lawndale Road E/S 2,500
Swett, Burness, Stock in Trade, 454 Central St. 1,040
*Swett, Lawrence R. & Joan W., L & B, Kendall St. 5,170
Swett, Nelson, Land, Smith Hill Road S/S 420
Swett, Nelson R. & Dorothy M., L & B, Smith Hill Rd.
E/S 5,025
Swiesz, Chester J. & Mary E., L & B, Lark St. N/S 1,890
Sylvester, Ernesi E. & Marie A,, L & B, Lake Ave. S/S 5,220
Stock in Trade 3,960
Sylvester, Ernest, Land, Route 3A 300
Sylvester, Ernest E. & Marie A., Land, Colby Ave. E/S 130
Sylvester, Nelson S., L & B, 173 Franklin St. 3,750
*Taft, Cornelius & Marguerite E., L & B, 175 No. Main St. 1,940
Tandy, Helen E., L & B, East Pleasant St. 4,240
Tasso, Andrew, L & B, Route 3A E/S 3,200
Taylor, Charles C. & Louise E., L & B, Lake Shore Dr. N/S 1,420
Taylor, John E. & Miriam H., L & B, Nelson St. E/S 6,360
Taylor, Joseph, L & B, Route 3.-^ E/S 2,970
Taylor, Joseph & Lillian M., Land, Webster S. W/S 1,280
*Taylor, Raymond E. & Cecille R., L & B, 20 Freedom Dr. 5,860
Taylor, Robert W. & Lola P., L & B, Salisbury & Oilman
Sts. 6,380
Taylor, Sherman S. & Flora R., L & B, 39 Gilman St. 5,390
-Taylor, William L. & Ann V., L & B, 30 Elm Avenue 3,370
Taylor, William L. & Mildred, L & B, Salisbury Rd. N/S 2,340
Tefft, Melina, L & B, Hunt Avenue 1,020
Templeton, Cai'l V. & Bernice M., L & B, 66 Summit St. 5.210
*Tenney, Rodney W., L & B, 10 Beech St. 1,280
-TenterJs, Peter A. & F. Eleanor, L & B, 8 Independence
Ave. 9,270
Tessier, Albert A. & Marie B., L & B, 691 Central St.
1/2 House 2,110
Tessier, Corinne M. & Mary R. Dargie, L & B, 43-45 Elk-
ins St. 6.320
Tessier, Fernand J. & Corinne, L & B, 23-27 Central St. 4,490
Tessier, Laura M., L & B, 31 North Main St. 7,440
Stock in Trade 1.200
Tessier, Rene E. & Doris E., L & B, New Hampton Road 5,170
*Tetreault, Auguste J., Jr. & Marina R., L & B, 159-161
Central Street 4,440
Stock in Trade 1.020
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Tetreault, Auguste J., Jr. & Marina R., L & B, 97-101 Frank-
lin St. 7,000
*Tetreault, August J., Sr., L & B, 98 Franklin St. 3,450
Tetreault, Heirs of Joseph, L & B, 93 Franklin St. 5,620
L & B, 64 Franklin St. 5,280
L & B, 58 Franklin St. 4,500
Land, Webster Avenue E/S 490
L & B, Webster Avenue 4,190
The Texas Company, Personal Property, 157 Central St. 990
*Therrien, Charles P. & Lucienne F., L & B, 21 East Bow
Street 900
Therrien, Donat, Land, Corner Wood St. & Woodrow Ave. 630
Therrien, Donat & Hermina, L & B, 157 Webster St. 3,000
L & B, 168 Webster St. 3,590
*Therrien, Jeannette B., L & B, Salisbury Road S/S 3,740
Therrien, Mary Grace. L & B, Calef Hill Road 4,420
Thibault, Alfred H. & Rose A., L & B. Salisbury Rd. N/S 4,970
*Thibault, Paul E. & Mary E., L & B, 39 Proctor Ave. 5,820
Thibault, Robert M. & Mercedes D., L & B, 143 Franklin St. 13,610
Stock in Trade 480
*Thibodeau, Charles H. & Maxine A., L & B, 61 Orchard St. 4,060
Thibodeau, Heirs of Joseph A., L & B. 36 Oak St. 6,050
Stock in Trade 480
Thibodeau, Maxine A., Land W/S East Pleasant St. 730
*Thomann, Donald A. & Margaret M., L & B, 42-44 Maple
St. 7,360
Thomas, Christy & Lillian, L & B, 10 So. Sulloway St. 8,900
Thomas, Christy, Stock in Trade, 376 Central St. 4,260
L & B, 38-40 Franklin St. 12,410
Stock in Trade 1.800
Thompson, Bertha, L & B, Route 3A E/S 455
Thompson, Brownlow, Land, Lake Shore Drive W/S 470
*Thompson, Elwood L. & Dorothy M., L & B, Robin St. W/S 1,650
*Thompson, George E. & Florence Y., L & B, 26 Forest St. 2,480
Thompson, James W. & Asta V., L & B, Lake Ave. E/S 3,150
Thompson, Malcolm H. & Margaret E., L & B, Lake Shore
Dr. S/S 9,910
*Thompson, Malcolm H. & Margaret E.. L & B, 13 Winni-
pesaukee Street 5,990
Thompson, Rosella L., Land, Route 3A E & W/S 480
*Thomton, Richard E. & Marion A., L & B, 16 Glory Ave. 5,320
*Tibbetts, Urban S. & Amy F., L & B, New Hampton Rd. 2,690
Tilton, Arline, L & B, 63 Prospect St. 3,840
*Tilton, Arthur R. & Lyla M., L & B, 781 Central St. 2,410
Tilton Dress Mfg. Co. Machinery, 235 Central St. 18,790
Stock in Trade 36,000
Tilton, Everett R. & Lois E., L & B, Route 3A W/S 7,170
Tilton, Mary E.. L & B, Route 3A W/S 4,050
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Tilton, Roger, Jr. & Rosalie, L & B, 55 Freedom Drive 6,000
Tilton, Roger, Jr., Land, Off Lake Shore Drive W/S 110
Tilton, Roger E. & Blanche E., L & B, Route 3A 6,040
Tilton, Rcger, Sr., Land, Route 3A W/S 575
Tilton School, L & B, V^^ebster Lake E/S 6,690
Tilton, Marguerite E. & Julia E. Fletcher, L & B., Stur-
tevant St. S/S 4,150
^Tinker, Fred L. & Muriel D., L & B, 22 Spring Street 2,050
Titus, Winston P., Land, N/S Depot Street 235
L & B, 117 South Main St. 5,160
L & B, 125 South Main St. 5,200
L & B, 141 South Main St. 4,870
L & B, So. Main St. (Nesmith School) 9,700
=-Tomaszewski, Walter J. & Nita E., L & B, So. Main St.
E/S 6,990
Tompkins, Victor, Land 6,635
Toshack, Hudson M. & Hazel G., L & B, 81 Orchard St. 4,260
Touchette, Viney, L & E, 139 Salisbury St. 2,240
Towne, Addie E. Heirs of, L & B, 65 Prospect St. 2,670
L & B, 67 Prospect St. 1,880
L & B, 82 Pleasant St. 6,860
Trachy, Antonio G. & Olivine, L & B, 21-23 Elkins St. 6,790
L & B, 44 Elkins St. 5,280
Trachy, Henry B., Agency, Inc., L & B, 393-395 Central St. 16,930
L & B, Baldwin St. 3,880
Trachy, Henry B. & Ruth E.. L & B, Webster Lake 2,040
*Trachy, Henry B. & Ruth E., L & B, 39 Beech Street 8,440
Trachy, Henry B. & Lav/rence J., Land, Route 11 550
*Trachy, Lawrence J. & Ruth M., L & B, 18 Auburn St. 5,220
Land, Prospect St. 1,030
*Trachy, Yvonne, L & B, 56 Elkins Street 3,840
Tracy, Heirs of Clayton A., Jr., Land Route 3A F/S 600
Tracy, Clayton A. & Elizabeth M., L & B, Route 3A E/S 1,940
*Tracy, Robert J. & Barbara C, L & B, 67 Pearl St. 3,150
Tremarco Corp.. L & B, South Main St. E/S 16,330
Tremblay, Alfred, Land, Symond Terrace 120
Tremblay, Lillian M., L & B, Off New Hampton Road 1,720
Trottier, Irene C, L & B, 780 Central Street 7,130
Trottier, Peter A. & Vina C, L & B, 399 North Main St. 4,490
Trottier, Raymond G. & Viola B., L & B, Flag Hole Road 1,710
Trottier, Heirs of Victor, L & B, Lake Shore Dr. W/S 1,420
Trottier, William J., L & B, 102 FrankUn St. 3,810
True, Freeman R., L & B, 660 Central Street 5,130
Truelsen, Minna Heirs of, L & B, Lake Shore Drive 6,840
Tuck, Richard G. & Doris C, L & B, 16 Independence Ave. 6,600
*Tupper, Jordan, Bldg., Route 3A W/S On Land of Carrie
Cahill No Tax
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Turchin, Samuel, BIdgs., Salisbury St. E/S en B & M Land 300
*Turcotte, George H. & Julia V.. L & B, 153 Pleasant St. 5,180
Land, Myrtle Avenue 430
Turcotte, Raymond G. & Elizabeth, L & B, Webster Ave. 3,170
Turcotte, Rose A., L & B, 31 Prospect St. 3,480
Turgeon, Andi'ew J. & Anna M., L & B, 29 Beaton Street 6,640
*Turgeon, Henry A. & Helen J., L & B, V/ood Street 2,370
Turner, P. G. Harold & Gladys F., L & B, 144 West Bow
Street 2,790
*Underhill, William T. & Heiliene E., L & B, 124 Webster St. 2,120
Unsworth, Stephen G. & Martha H., L & B, Webster Ave.
S/S 2,440
Unwin, Eva E., L & B, 31 Depot St. 5,020
Van Camp, Arthur & Rose, L & B, 3 Beaton Street 6,290
Vander Mast, Rudolph, L & B, Constitution Avenue 7,120
Veilleux, Maurice & Ruth, L & B, Victory Drive 6,730
Veno, Francis, Land, Summit Street 300
Vecelli, Herbert J. & Lucille L., L & B, Webster Ave. E/S 1,850
Veroneau, Willani J., Land, Giles Pond - Mt. View Park 180
Verza, Louis Leather, Machinery at 45 Tannery St. 21,000
Stock in Trade 30,000
Veterans Affairs. Admr. of., L & B, 90-94 Pleasant St. 4,000
L & B, So. Prospect St. 6,560
*Veysey, Fred R. & Karolyn W., L & B. 64 Pleasant St. 4,170
*Vittum, Russell & Lillian, Land & Trailer, Giles Pond Rd. 1,080
Vcse, Annie W., L & B, Webster Ave. S/S 2,710
Voyer, Alfred & Rose Anna, L & B, 48 Orchard St. 4,859
Walker, Helen H., Land, S S Munroe Street 100
V/allace, Douglas M. & Phyllis H., L & B, 180 So. Main St. 5,430
*Wallace, Fukiko, L & B, 82 School St. 4,860
*Wallace, Lillian A., L & B, 584 Central St. 2,920
Walter, George A. & Mona H., L & B, 12 Pine Street 3,410
Waltos, Louis J. & Mary A., L & B, 2 Patriot Avenue 6,840
V/aterman, Albert O. & Dorothy M., L & B, 196 No. Main
Street 6,160
Watts, Estelle C, L & B, Calef Hill Road 6,350
Webster Valve Company, L & B, South Main Street W/S 375,155
Stock in Trade 440,400
Personal Property 4,209
*Weglarz, Edward S. & Cora F., L & B, Carr St. N/S 4,840
Weglarz, Frank, L & B, Proctor Avenue 11,165
Stock in Trade 3,000
Weglaa-z, Joseph & Carolina, L & B, So. Main St. S/S 4,570
Weglarz, Peter J. & Ruth G., L & B, Carr St. S/S 9,300
*Weglarz, Walter H. & Doris R., L & B, So Prospect St. 5,120
Weigand, Harry & Grace B., L & B, Off East Pleasant St.
W/S 4,070
*Welch, Chester F. & Arline L., L & B, 95 Clark St. 2,840
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'=Welch, Harold L. & Doris O., L & B, 128 So. Main St. 5,020
Welch, Ida, L & B, 46 Cliarles Sreet 4,350
Welch, W. Frank & Cecelia R., L & B, 72 View St. 6,630
Welch, Warren C, L & B, S/S Route 3 9,580
Welters, Charles, Land, Dearborn Sreet 1,320
Wentworth, Ralph, L & B, Terrace Road 2,655
Wescott Concrete Corp., Two Tracts of Land, Bldgs., & Con-
crete Batch Plant, Between River Street and the River 21,340
Stock in Trade 1,200
Wescott, Mary L., L & B, 80 Summit Street 4,080
^=Wescott, John L. & Irene D., L & B, 41 Edwards St. 5,220
*Wescott, Norman E. & A. Patricia, L & B, 19 Webster St. 5,620
=^Wescott, Ronald R. & Shirley L., L & B, Liberty Ave. Ext. 5,870
Weymouth, Nellie S., L & B, Smiling Rill Road 1,450
Wheeler, Mark C. & Florence K., L & B, 115 Prospect St. 8,080
Wheeler, Orlo M. & Barbara A., L & B, Lawndale Rd. W/S 1,740
Whelpley, George E. & Mildred L., L & B, 118 Franklin St. 4,560
Whitehead, Evelyn B. & Robert C, L & B, 10 Ekins St. 4,250
Whitehead, Gordon H. & Avis E., L & B, 62 Freedom Dr. 7,530
^Whitehead, MuiTay H. & Barbara D., L & B ,12 Elkins St. 2,520
White Mt. Outerwear Corp., Machinery in Sulloway Industries
Mill 6,760
Stock in Trade 1,000
White Mt. Power Co., Power lines. Transformers, Services,
Etc. 27,700
*Whiting, Eugene T. & Freddye E., L & B, 6 Patriot Ave. 5,780
*Whitney, Harry A., L & B, Range Road S/S 100
*Whittemore, James A. & Elizabeth W., L & B, Punch
Brook Rd. E/S 3,070
Land, Punch Brook Rd. W/S 480
Land, So. Main St. - Punch Brook W/S 495
Whittier, Andrew, L & B, 114 Salisbury Street 4,100
Whittier, Robert A., L & B, 62 Highland Avenue 5,990
-Wiggins, Charles E. & Elinor R., L & B, 53 Clark St. 5,590
Wilbur, Elsie, L & B, Robin Street S/S 3,060
-Wilcox, Paul F. & Marion C, L & B, 50 River Street 2,040
Wilkinson, Charles R. & Flossie M., L & B, So. Main St.
W/S 3,920
Williams, Clarence, Land, Webster St. W/S 840
Williams, Raymond R. & Dorothy G., L & B, 82-84 Railroad
Street 5,380
Wilmar Hats, Inc., Stock in Trade 384-388 Central St. 300
Wilson, Aldred P. & Julia, L & B, 111 Elkins St. 3,980
Wilson, Arthur E., L & B, Route 11 W/S 2,700
*Wilson, Leslie O. & Mary M., L & B, 3 Freedom Drive 6,750
Wilson, Martha D., Land, Circuit Street 30
Winslow, Charles & Marion, Land, Hill Road S/S 120
Winslow, Harold G. & Elizabeth T., L & B, So. Main St.
W/S 5,850
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Winters, Augustine W., Land, Route 3A 1,800
*Winters, Augustine W. & Gertrude L., L & B, 91 Pleas-
ant St. 4,575
Wise, Arthur H., L & B, 35 Oak Street 6,450
Wiser, Herman K. & Madeline C, L & B, Route 11 N/S 5,860
Wood, Malcolm, Land, Hunt Avenue 240
Wood, May L., L & B, 19-21 West Bow Street 3,590
Stock in Trade 300
*W'Oodley, Thomas O. & Georgia T., L & B, Fair St. W/S 2,830
L & B, Fair St. W/S 310
Land, Lark Street 120
Woodman, Ethel E., L & B, 134 Prospect Street 7,740
Woodman, Harry E., L & B, 146 1/2 North Main Street 1,930
*Woods, Ernest W. & Lois D., L & B, Lawndale Ext. 4,140
Woods, Irving R., Stock in Trade, 80 North Main St. 780
*Woods, Irving R. & Evelyn F., L & B, 325 Victory Drive 4,970
Woods, James E. & Marion L., L & B, Route 127 3,690
Woodward, Doris E., L & B, Lake Avenue 2,490
*Woodward, Harold W. & Louise E., L & B, 93 Terrace Rd. 3,390
Woodward, Melvin D. & Bertha R., Bldg., Giles Pond Road
On Land of Heirs of Elmira Hueber 270
Woodward, Richard W. & Gloria R., L & B, New Hampton
Rd. 3,610
Woodward, Von B. & Grace R., L & B, 59 Edwards St. 6,840
Stock in Trade 750
Woodward, Walter E. & Rose A., L & B, Kidder Ave. W/S 3,870
Wooley, Bernard I. & Geraldine C, L & B, 64 Clark St. 5,840
Woolner, Nora M., Land, Giles Pond Road - Mt. View Park 60
Woolworth Co., F. W. No. 573, Stock in Trade 36,000
Worden, Channing & Isadora M,. Land & Trailer, No.
Main Street 2,235
Worrell, Cromer & Jane, L & B, Webster Lake 2,615
Wright, Harlan B. & Mary E., L & B, 137 West Bow St. 1,190
Wyman, Addie L., L & B,So. Main Street N/S 6,250
Yacopucci, Roger B. & Kathryn A., L & B, 25 Edwai'ds St. 6,810
Stock in Trade 2,700
Yacopucci, Sabino, L & B, Sanborn Street 5,900
Yeo, Robert & Gloria, L & B, Route 127 3,760
Yerkes, Ada W., L & B, New Boston Road 4,520
Young, Gilbert A. & Bernice M., L & B, New Hampton Rd. 2,180
Young, Lillian E., L & B, Robin St. N/S 1,510
L & B, Lark St., S/S 1,310
L & B, Lark St. S/S 885
*Young, Porter A. & Elaine E., L & B, 24 Clark St, 3,420
Young, Waldo A. & Margaret M., L & B, 216 Victory Dr. 6,200
*Zak, A. M. Walter & Marie L., L & B, 25 Freedom Dr. 6,250
Zelwyn Corp., L & B, So. Main Street 11,480
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Zelwyn Corp., L & B, So. Main Street 11,480
Ziegler, Frederick W. & Margaret C, L & B, So. Prospect 9,780
Personal Property 170
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